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INTRODUCTION v 

This study, now entitled "An analytical 

alloy pin production 400-1600 AD" was 

reasons: 

i The Department of the Environmen 

Branch - now 'English Heritage' - 

excavations in the 1970s which 

appraisal of copper 

undertaken for twoý 

t, Ancient Monuments 

had sponsored many 

had produced large 

numbers of small medieval pins'. 
rM_1 It was hoped that a detailed studyý_6ouild utiliso, this data, 

to provide new"Idt orw9t ion-" abouf. ý. 'ý*. -', *jiie<j te`v'41 týchnol ndc 
manuf acturing .,, i. . n(ld'strIcs. 

Two earlier attempts to examine the te chnology of 

manufacture of medieval and post-medieval pins [Tylecote 

RF 1972; and Brinklow P 1975] had thrown up a series of 

unresolved questions on the methods and materials used 

in pin manufacture, which it was hoped to resolve. 

Upon starting the investigation two problems quickly emerged: 

The fact that no serious typological work for pins of 

the period 400-1600 AD existed. Withoutý this 'the- 

prospect of producing a large volume of data of pin 

manufacture, without being able to tie it in to a period 

or material culture indeed any aspect of the existing 

archaeological framework of the past, appeared imminent; 

There wtre- a large number of possible sources 
I 
of 

information - typological, metrical, compositional, 

metallographic - and several forms of written evidence, 
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I all of which had a great deal of bearing on pins and 

their manufacture. 

It was, therefore, determined that in order to make the 

maximum use of the information gained in this research a 

conscious attempt should be made to give the study as broad a 

base as possible. An attempt should also be made to 

deliberately relate the technical information gained in' this 

study to the existing framework of archaeological and 

technical knowledge. 

The attempt to make, the metal composition information 

relevant to existing archaeological understanding has been 

pursued in particular, as seen in Chapters 11 and 12. This 

was largely because it had been observed that previous metal 

analysis programs [Junghans, Sangmeister and Schroder 1960 

and 1968: and Northover 1970-1980] have failed to utilise 

their large bodies of analytical data to the benefit of the 

archaeological community! 

It has also been attempted to keep a firm grip on reality, 

and where possible use simple techniques, eg measurement and 

simple comparison, rather than, the use of expensive complex 

analytical techniques (eg S. E'. M., and high powered 

statistical analysis) to make divisions and groups in the 

material. This will, hopefully, make the results of this 

thesis relevant to a large archaeological audience, who can 

utilise and copy these techniques to produce their own data. 

Access to a ruler or microscope is easy, not so to a Scanning 

Electron Microscope. 
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It was in the context of 'making the thesis relevant' that 

much work went into the creation of a working typology for 

pins. 

It is a sad reflection on the state of organisation within 

the archaeological world that money and resources are readily 

made available to analyse ceramics, metals, dyes and a host 

of similar materials, to levels of infinite care, eg 

elemental compositions to several parts per million - when 

the object under study comes from an uncertain and undated 

context, and nobody has yet looked in general terms at that 

object and its simple variation in form with time, ie 

typology. 

Initial work in this thesis relied on pin types illustrated 

by authors of an earlier age [Armstrong E 1922; Dunning G 

19341; modern works were inadequate (Laing L 1975] or 

nonexistent. Major pin types, eg the divisions of the wound 

wire headed pin, the 'beret' and circular 'lens' headed pins, 

had not been identified. Without the 'map' of typology it 

was impossible to know to what date or culture a pin 

belonged. There were instances where wound wire headed pins, 

apparently from Roman contexts, were in the initial weeks of 

the thesis proffered to the authorl 

It was only upon the establishment of an unrefined but 

working typology - see Chapter 2 it became possible 

to: 

i Select pins which were typical of a group of pins, and 

thus by sampling allowed a picture of the technology of 
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manufacture of the whole group to be assembled; 

Select pins to cover the cultural and chronological (and 

geograhic) area imposed by the title of this study. 

This has hopefully enabled a complete picture of the 

manufacture of pins over the period 400-1600 AD to be built 

up. 



Chapter 2 

THE TYPOLOGY OF PINS 
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PIN TYPOLOGY 

It is virtually impossible to construct a simple sequence of 

changes in form (typology) for pins of this period. This is 

a result of: 

i Ball, or, facetted head types, are common in 
-many, 

cultures and at many dates, and thus the head form As 

not diagnostically and typologically 

Similar problems occur with decorative motifs., Incising 

a ring around the shaft, or putting a collar under the 

head, is such an obvious decorative form that it 

occurred to many pin makers of many different cultures, 

places and times. 

The pin was not a high fashion Item, and never formed a 

major item of artistic expression in any culture in the 

period and area covered by this study. Thus the 

occurrence of changes in pins are invariably infrequent, 

and are, widely spread in time and geography, making the 

isolation of simple forms or decorations difficult: and 

relating them to a distinctive cultural group or 

association frequently impossible. 

During the period and area covered in this thesis there 

-were a large number of material culture groups, within 

England, or Just. beyond,. exerting an artistic influence 

on this country, whether it be Roman, Romano-British, 

Migration Period, Saxon, Highland Celtic, Irish, Viking 

(Scandanavian), Developed Anglo-Scandanavian, Norman, 
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etc. This large variety of influences leil to 

\devefýýI; men, t's'in pin form/decoration 
for t-lid' slial I number of highlyý`, de .co tjiýv. e pin's 

iv Britain had a huge variation in the levels of material 

culture and type of predominant material culture. This 

is . most readily seen in the variable influence of the 

Highland, Irish and Viking cultures - seen represented 

in the north and west of the country, but barely 

perceived in central and southern Britain. Thus, until 

the advent of a more general material culture, in the 

late medieval period any pin and its associated material 

culture might only be se(irregular, regionallý. 

&eneralisations throughout England or 

Britain are- impossible. 

v Metalworkers, and the wearers of pins, did not divide 

their jewellery by metal type, thus examples of, various 

pin forms are seen in materials as diverse as bone, 

iron, gold etc. Silver in particular was used to make 

pins similar to those of copper alloy. Where 

appropriate, silver pins have been included in this 

typology. 

This localised and variable level of material culture, which 

was invariably influenced from a large number of outside 

sources, and only infrequently represented a. pin form - which 

is a restricted medium anyway - has led to the observation of 

a large variety of pin head types being seen, and has made 

the job of forming a typology very difficult, and inevitably 

very subjective. 
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To achieve some grouping of the pins no aspect. of the pin has, 

been regarded as dominant, neither head form,,. length, 

decoration, cultural association or date, as this was felt to 

be making an 'a priori' assumption of the relative influences 

affecting the pinmaker manufacturing the pin, something about 

which we have no certain knowledge. 

Therefore, a category of "the primary visual feature" was 

used. This is a formalised wording of a subjective judgement 

(the author's), on what characteristic- - given the 

observation of a large number of pins - is the most visually 

arresting feature. This may be the shape of the head, the 

method of head manufacture, a type of decoration, cultural 

association or whatever appears to be the feature which best 

picks out a series of pins as a group. 

The groups of pins (or similar objects) are frequently 

subdivided (usually by form or 'decoration) into smaller 

subgroups by the same subjective process. The groups and 

subgroups are identified by name or initials, the subgroups C. 

are numbered. This was usually achieved by noting the 

presence or absence of a given decorative feature. These 

groups and subgroups are expressed in an alphanumeric 

shorthand. 

A Co-pe-A'--n of . the pins groups, their descriptions and 

denoting letters and symbols, will now be presented, followed 

by brief reference to each of the groups, subgroups and 

further subgroups, determined by the author in this brief 

study. Where applicable, references, dated examples, drawn 

or photographed figures, cultural associations, etc will be 
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used to explain the pin groups. In addition, examples from 

the various groups and subgroups encountered by the author in 

this study are listed in Appendix. A. 

This grouping or typology was only done using a 

representative sample of pins from archaeological units and 

museums up and down the country. It is not a general 

typology. It was prepared solely to enable the author to' 

group pins in an ordered manner in an attempt to better 

utilise the technical information they contained. 

(The scale accompanying many of the photographs has divi'sions 

at Imm intervals. ) 



Compend 11A, 
In this -; --Tasý'ifjcation, groups C) fpiniavin, a C011111"On, 

primary- visual aspi2. ct e, ý-... cujtural a. s§op. iatjqp,, fo`r4m,.., pr,., 
decoration, are de'noted byý,. ý Aet t'e'r'or paýir 'of t4 -Y s 

S Styli - not pins but styli, the writing instrument for 

scoring and deleting marks in wax tablets, or other 

writing medium (eg slate/wood). 

Sl-S4 

NE Needles -a series of the most Common forms of needle. 

NEl-NE7 

LP Ligula - broken ends of ligula (spoons) were sometimes 

used as pins. 

LP1-3 

GT General T'ype - pin heads which are of simple form common 

through several cultures, eg Roman, Saxon, Celtic. 

GTI-GTIO 

GB Glass Bead headed Pins pin heads made of glass of 

varying forms. 

GBl-GB4 

DS Decorated Shafts - shafts which have no swelling to form 

a head, the shaft is'decorated with incised lines 

and collars formed within the width of the shaft. 

Many pins, upon being broken, ' li'ad-their shalts decorated.. 

w4 roused 'in, "this fori'it. 

DSI-DS7 
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SP Saxon Pin - pins with disc heads of various forms;, 

usually from_Saxon graves. 
Tlie'.. 'primary visual aspect- beine, form, assoc . ia t'. 6ý: -T. ihds' 

ttia t ion.,, -, 
Slll-ýSP4 

SG Saxon Garnet Pins pins usually from rich Saxon graves, - 

which utilise garnets in their decoration. Variable 

head forms. 

SGl-SG3 

SD Saxon Decorative Pin Heads of Various Forms - pins with 

variously formed heads, which have decorative head 

forms. 

SD1-SD7 

RD Ring and Dot - pins of variable head form, decorated 

with incised ring and dot motifs. 

RDl-RD7 

MP Migration Period - Pins having a series of features, 

some of form, some of decoration, frequently not 

mutually exclusive but rather overlappping groups, which 

denote the features of pins of the post-Roman period 

showing Germanic influence. 

MP1-5 

RF Ringed Form Headed Pins - pins composed of a shaft bent 

into a ring for a head, 'although occurringý in several 

cultures in the historic period they are predominantly a 

Saxon feature. 

RFl-RF2 
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V Viking Pins pins which have Viking/Norse or Danish 

associations invariably Irish/Norse influence is seen. 

Vl-V2 

Irish Pins - pins which have Irish associations and 

which are normally only seen in Ireland. 

Il-I3 

RG Radial Grooved Pins - pins which have radial grooves on 

a domed head. 

RG1 

FF Flat Form Pins - pins with a flat shaped head 1of- any 

form. 

FFI 

HD Hollow'Decorated Pins - pins which have a'head which is 

decorated with simple hollows. 

HD1 - 

HH Hemispherical Headed Pins - pins with hemispherical 

heads. 

HHl-HH2 

IS Incised Spiral - decorated pins of variable head form. 

ISl-IS7 

CP Cube Headed - pins with a head of cubic form. 

CP1-CP6 

MM Medieval Pins - pins of various forms from the Medieval 

Period. 

MM1-MM3 
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CL Circular Lenzoid - pins with a head of circular lens 

shape, sometimes with a decorated upper surface. 

CLl-CL4 

K type Headed Pins pins composed of butt jointed 

single turn of head wire, wrapped around the shaft.,,. 

Kl-K2 

BE 
. 
'Beret' Headed Pin -a globular lens or 'beret' shaped 

head, stuck onto a wire shaft. 

BEI-BE7 

CH Cast-on Heads - solder or a black vitreous substance 

cast on the end of a wire shaft to-a variety of forms. 

CHI-CH3 

%4WHP Wound Wire Headed Pins - heads composed of a twist of 

wire, stuck or stamped onto a wire shaft. 

US Upset Headed Pins - heads composed of.. the top of the 

shaft, deformed and flattened to form a head. 
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STYLI 

Characterised by: 

A point at one end of a shaft; 

A flat wide blade at the opposite end; 

iii Bars or collars (usually a minimum of two) at intervals 

down the shaft, to enable the shaft to be gripped. - 

An option is to have: 

iv A bulbous rather than the bladed end. 

I, 
A 

Styli occur commonly in the Roman period. 

Sl The most usual form - two collars on the shaft and a 

thickening (in the metal styli) before the point. 

S2 The next most common form apears to be a, bone, stylus 

with a bulbous end, then a series of decorativeý collars 

above the shaft, which tapers gently to a point with two 

collars along its length. 

Styli occur less commonly in the Saxon period. 

S3 These styli usually have triangular shaped heads, two 

examples from Whitby (Peers and Radford 19431 are 

decorated, most others are plain. Beneath the head 

there is usually a collar, followed by the shaft which 

has a single collar on its length. The collar is 

invariably much higher up the shaft than' the' Roman 

examples, and the area of the upper shaft between the 

collars is often decorated, as in- examplesý- from 

Canterbury (Radford, R 1940; Hinton. D 19741. -' 

S4 Unusual variants of stylus form are most commonly found 

in the Roman period. 
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Styli are usually' found in urban contexts, - particularly, 

London, in the Roman period. In, the Saxon period styli, have 

come mainly from two monastic sites, Whitby. and Canterburyý 

NEEDLES AND PRICKERS 

Pierced pins, needles and prickers, are usually impossible to 

differentiate. Pierced pins usually occur in the, Celtic 

cultures, and are usually of Bone, eg Jarlshof [Hamilton,, J-, R, 

C 19561. The term pricker is usually used to describe a 

Saxon culture toilet implement, often strung on a wire with 

other implements. ObAct-prickers can be identified as such, 

as the head above the hole or eye continues to flare, widen 

or is decorated, thus predluding its use as a needle, other 

prickers are very similar to needles eg NE2 and NE3 types. 

Many of the examples in Appendix A, labelled NE2, NE3 and 

NE4, are probably prickers. 

Although there are a greatIvariety of forms of the end,.., eye 

and eye position in needles, several combinations of, these 

three factors are frequently seen, and a series of needle 

types have thus been noted. 

NEI Needle with an elongated eye more than twi'ce as long as 

it is broad. Deep grooves both above and below the eye 

on both sides indicate that the eye was made by punching 

deep grooves into both sides, which met to form theeye. 

The top of the needles may have a flat, rounded or 

pointed form. This form of needle-has- already been 

noted several times in print. Examples have occurred in 
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Roman contexts, eg pin, 177 Fishbourne, [Cunliffe B, 1971],, 

pin 18 Winchester [Cunliffe B 19811, through to Medieval 

contexts, eg pins 17 and 18 King's Lynn,, both 1050-1350 

AD (Clarke and Carter 19771, or pin 1728 Southampton 

(Platt C and Coleman-Smith R 1975 Examples from Dark 

Age contexts have also been noted (Caple f'or'thcomi'ng]. 

This form of needle was clearly commonly used throughout 

Britain from the Roman period onwards - see Appendix A- 

presumably forming'the-functionrof a simpleýcloth slewing 

needle. 

NE2 Needle or Pricker, this implement has the form 'ok 

deliberately flattened head, with a rounded top, through 

which a circular hole has been drilled. The circular 

hole has often become elongated to an egg shape through 

wear in use. The eye is always broad, more than half as 

wide as it is long. This form of implement is seen in 

two separate contexts: 

i As a pricker occurring in Saxon graves, eg 

Grave 5, -Alfriston [Welch MG 1983], or Grave 

9' ' Highdowný(Welch M G, 1983], this-occurrence 

being well represented in Appendix, A. 

ii Dark Age and Medieval urban contexts, where it 

appears to be used as a needle (Caple 

forthcoming] - see York examples in Appendix, A. 

In the Saxon grave context, like SP4 type pins, Ne %ýM- 

occurs as part of a set, of toilet items as a, pricker. "it Aao 

occurs singly, eg Grave 68 Chessel Down (Arnold CJ 
ý1982] 

where it might have served as a need1le. 
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Thus this form of implement is seen from the Saxon to 

post-Medieval 'period throughout' Britain. Its 

function may have.., va. ried througý. ýHý thi_Eý period, 

NE3 Pricker. This implement has the form of a deliberately 

flattened head that flares to a wide flat top, with an 

oval or spherical hole drilled through the head'(as with 

the NE2 type). 

The continued flaring of the head beyond, the point of 

piercing, suggests (from a utilitarian viewpoint)- that 

this could not be a needle, 
. 
thus it is a pricker, 

pierced to allow suspension on'a wire ring. All but. one 

of the examples in Appendix A come from the context of. a 

Saxon grave, and this pricker form would, 'therefore, 

appear to be an object coming only from Saxon contexts, 

and associated primarily with the Saxon' - material 

culture. 

NE4 Needle with a flattened head, which has a pointed top 

and an oval'or circular hole drilled through it. This 

needle f6rm is similar to NE2 save that it has a pointed 

top. Occurrences in Saxon grave contexts and urban 

Medieval contexts in Chester and York - see Appendix A- 

suggest an identical dual role pricker/needle as for 

NE2,. with a likely similar Saxon through to Medieval 

date range. 

NE5 Needle with no deformation for the head, simply a fine 

hole drilled through the shaft which is invariably a 

narrow gauge wire. These fine sewing needles have been 
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found previously in Chichester [Down A 19781 and 

subsequently noted by Caple [Caple forthcoming]. Both 

the examples from York*- see Appendix A- are from the, 

Medieval period, as was the one from Chichester (op 

cit). 

NE6 Needle, very slightly flattened head with a circular 

hole drilled through it. A form between NE2 and NE5, 

examples from Medieval contexts have been published, eg 

pins 20 and 21 King's Lynn (Clarke and Carter 19771, and 

pin 108 Sewer Lane, Hull [Armstrong 1977]. The example 

from Faversham (a Saxon cemetery site) - see Appendix_-A 

- suggests this needle form might parallel that of. NE2. 

NE7 Needle which flares to form the eye, then reforms as a 

length of shaft which has a rounded top. The shaft 

usually has incised designs on it. The examples in-, 

Appendix A are all from Saxon graves, and this would 

appear to be an unusual form of needle, restricted 

geographically to the south and east of England, and 

chronologically to the Early Saxon period. 
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DECORATED SHAFTS 

A number of shafts were encountered in this study. Which were 

not purely broken off from pin heads, but had been reused and 
decorated as pins in their own right. The. shaft's, thinness 

restricted the type of decoration or head created on these 

reused shafts. Many examples were very similar to bone pins 

where thin bones, made into pins, 'had presented identical 

decorative constrictions. 

DSI Simple flat topped shaft see Appendix A. Similar 

examples in bone, eg Roman period, pin-71 from Winterton 

Villa (Stead 1 1976]. Although more common in the Roman 

period, examples from all'per'iods'occui. - 

DS2 Simple dome topped shaft see Appendix A. Similar 

examples occur in bone,. ' eg Roman 'period, '- pin' 20'6' 

Chichester (Down A 1978], or Dark Age Ce , ltic, ' pin*' 91, 

Jqrlshof (Hamilton JRC 19561. Pins/shaft's of this 

form occur in all periods. 

DS3 Simple conical topped shaft - see Appendix A. Similar 

examples 'occur in the Roman period, _ eg pin 172 

Fishbourne [Cunliffe B 1971] and in bone, pin 151 Dover 

[Philp B 19811. This is probably the most common form 

of reused pin shaft, and appears particularly prevalent 

in the Roman period where Crummy [Crummy N 19791 has 

noted bone examples'. mainly occurring in lst to 3rd 

century contexts, later ones usually being residual. 

The copper alloy examples appear to span the Roman 

period more fully. 
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DS4 Dome topped shafts, with a number of incised-grooves 

down the shaft - see Appendix A. * Similar . examples 

occur, eg Roman period, pin 19 Winchester [Cunliffe-B 

19811, and in bone or ivory, eg pin 138 Dover (Philp B 

19811. Examples of this type of reworked shaft come 

from Roman and Saxon contexts mainly. 

DS5 Simple ball topped shaft, and sometimes with a collar 

beneath the head. No examples of this head form were 

encountered in this study, but examples do occur in bone 

in Roman contexts, eg pin 126 Dover (Philp B 19811. 

DS6 Shaft with a neck cut into it just below the top of the 

shaft. Only a single example of this type -was seen - 
Appendix A. 

DS7 Simple conical topped shaft with a number of incised 

grooves and collars beneath - see example, Appendix A. 

Similar examples of this form occur in Roman contexts: 

pin 227 Gctdebridge Park, and in bone pin 312 Gadebridge 

Park (Neal DS 1974]. It appears to be a common Roman 

bone pin head form and Crummy (Crummy N 1979] has noted 

its occurrrence in lst-3rd century contexts. The later 

examples in Appendix A may represent: 

i Re, sidual deposition 

ii A continuance of this form into other periods. 

DS7 A variant form of the DS7 pin head type can be 

Variant 1 observed. It comprised the conical top with two 

or three collars beneath, then a baluster or 
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vertical bead moulding, 

collars. This particular 

been observed in three se, 

Appendix A- and may mark 

Roman, tradition. 

then two or three 

decorative scheme has 

parate examples see 

a distinct, possibly 
J -, ' %) , "". "ý *' ý'. I 

LIGULA - DECORATED SHAFTS 

4,. 

In the same way that broken pin shafts were reused as pins so 

other broken shafts, and in particular Ligula (spoon) shafts 

were also reused as pins (or apparently so). Several 

examples of the various decorated ligula ends of pins, or 

broken shafts, were noted in this study, particularly at 

Canterbury. 

LP1 A conical top with a collar beneath (DS7 style) atop the 

bulbous ligula end. 

LP2 A knob on the top of the, bulbous ligula end. 

LP3 The plain bulbous end, normally associated with ligula. 

The examples of broken or reused ligula ends all come from 

Roman contexts. 

MIGRATION PERIOD PINS 

In the immediate post-Roman period, 400-500 AD, in north wes. t 

Europe, a group of long (usually 90mm plus) 'hair pins' has 

been noted by Bohme [Bohme H 19741. These pins are unlike 

the numerous late-Roman pins being: 
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i Much longer; 

Having lengthy zones of incised decoration at the top of 

the shaft; 

Various head forms (circular lenzoid heads, biconical 

heads (and collars), and loop topped heads) attached via 

a wire loop to metal togs or spangles. 

Pins of this type are most commonly found in an area south of 

the Zeider Zee, and appear to be a local Germanic tribe's 

unique material culture expression. There are, however, a 

number of examples of this type of pin scattered throughout 

Europe, with some in Britain. There are also a number of 

pins, again some in Britain, which have absorbed elements of 

this pin form and absorbed it into existing pin motifs and 

forms already present in Britain, to produce a series of pins 

with unusual form or decoration. 

MP1 A long shaft, much of the top of the shaft decorated 

with incised lines, fig 2: 1 - see Appendix A. This 

corresponds to Bohme's Fecamp type [Bohme H 1974]. The 

following groups all retain this decorated upper shaft 

feature. 

MP2 A long shaft, top decorated with incised decoration, 

topped with a small ball-, cone or polygonal head-, fig 

2: 2 - see Appendix A. This corresponds with Bohme's 

'Cortrat' type to some degree (Bohme It 19741. This type 

of pin gradually merges into the general polygonal 

headed GTI pinhead type. 
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Figure 2: 1 

MP1. A long shafted pin 
with incised decoration at 
the top of the shaft. 

Figure 2: 2 

MP2. Similar to MP1 but 
topped with a small solid 
varriahly head. 

Figure 2: 3 

MP3. Similar to MP1, but 
topped with a medium sized 
domed shaped head. 
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MP3 A long shaft, top decorated with incised decoration, 

'surmoun'te"d ýb-y; ' -a dollie topped Ii6iýd'fig 2: 3 - see Appendix A. - 

This corresponds with Bohme's 'Wijster' type (Bohme H 

19741. Other examples of this form have been noted from 

Alfriston Graves 19 and 64 (Welch MG 19831. The 

Leagrave example (British Museum 19231 which is similar 

to an example from Mitcham (Wheeler 195-31 is unusual for 

a 'Wijster' style pin in having a loop at the top with 

attached wire ring, to which are attached spangles 

(Leagrave example) and beads (Mitcham example). 

MP4 A long shaft, top decorated with incised design, topped 

with a bidonical head, sometimes with a biconical collar 

(or two) - see Appendix A. This corresponds roughly to 

Bohme's 'Tangern' group (Bohme H 19741, but this British 

form has expanded to have single'biconical head and, in 

two cases (Black Patch SK104 and Oxford 1907 125y), 

polyhedral form collars. Examples in the purer Bohme, 

Tangern tradition have come from Alfriston Grave 62, and 

Highdown 3474 [Welchri. G. 19831. 

MP4 Two examples - see Appendix A- occur of a variant 

Variant I form, where the cone forms in the head point to 

point instead of being base to base to form a 

biconical head. This appears to be an unusual 

form. 

MP5 A long shaft, top decorated with incised design, topped 

with a flat (vertical) head which is pierced, probably 

to receive a ring to which are attached 'spangles', as 

seen in the Brighthampton example - see Apendix A. This 
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may loosely be connected with Bohmes 'Vermond' group, 

which also have, or are designed for, the attachment of 

spangles. 

All the MP types cited above are composed from examples from 

early Saxon graves, or loose finds presumably originally from 

Saxon grave contexts. All Bohme's examples are of comparable 

type, and are the likely precursors oflthe'Britishý, examples, 

coming from graves of the period 400-500 AD. It appears 

likely, therefore, on stylistic grounds -and,,., 
from the 

associated grave goods, eg saucer brooches, found with, the 

British pins that pins of the MP type generally come from. 5th 

and 6th century contexts. 
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GENERAL TYPE 

GT1 The GT1 (fig 2: 4) type pin head is referred to elsewhere 

in the literature variously as a 'facetted', polyhedral, 

or polygonal head. It has the form of a cube with its 

corners replaced by triangular facets; this results in a 

fourteen sided figure. 

This type of pin head seems to have been popular for a 

long period, and is represented in several material 

cultures. It is found made in many materials, often 

bone as at Jarlshof (Hamilton 19561, jet (Waterman 

19591, silver (Clarke G 1979], as well as copper alloy., 

This form of pin head became popular during the Roman 

period and was increasingly common by the 4th century, 

eg several examples occurring in Roman graves at 

Winchester dated 370-390 AD [Clarke G 1979]. 

In li. e. r-study of Roiiýari bone pins frpm,. Cofchesteýr, 

Crummy (Crummy N 1979] concluded that this type of pin 

head occurs only after 250 AD, (being seen only in third 

and fourth century Roman contexts). Examples are found in 

some European Migration Period graves, 400-500 AD, as in 

Vert-la-Gravelle or Cortrat in France [Bohme H 1974). 

In Britain examples from the Saxon period come from 

grave goods, as at Lackford (Lethbridge T C] where 

dated to the 7th century; and from more general 

occupation sites, eg the monastic settlement at Whitby 

[Peers and Radford 19431 where several examples were 

found and presumably date to the monastic occupation 

657-867 AD. They do appear to have survived into the 
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Figure 2: 4 

GT1. Head of polyhedral 
form. 

Figure 2: 5 

GTl: I. Head of a form 
equivalent to the upper 
half of a GT1 type head. 

Figure 2 :6 

GT1: II. He ad of 
polyhedral form, the lower 
corner facets running into 
the shaft. 
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Saxo-Viking period, with examples from York, eg pin 

10103 from Coppergate Excavations [Caple forthcoming]; 
P 

iA 

and the occurrence of polyhedral headed, \moulds at the 

workshops in Helgo (Holmquist 19721. It also D6rms one 

of the major head forms utilised in the Ringed Pins 

[Fanning 1969,1970 and 19831 - see Ringed Pins. There 

do not appear to be any examples of this GTI type pin 

head securely dated to High Medieval or later contexts., 

This type of pin was frequently decorated, often with 

ring and dot motifs - see RD1, RD2, and RD3. Examples 

over 80mm in length with decorated shafts were' also 

found - see MP4. 

GT1 A variant on the basic polyhedral GT1` form 

Variant I occurred in the form of the upper half of the 

basic GTI head form, alone forming the pin head. 

No well dated examples are known to -me, however, 

all examples to date have come from Roman sites, 

eg pin 143 from Chichester (Down 19781 - see fig 

2: 5. 

GT1 A variant on the basic polyhedral GT1 form, in 

Variant II which the lower head facets run into the shafto 

thus dispensing with the bottom face of the head - 

see fig 2: 6.. There is often a collar delineating' 

the base of the head/top of the shaft junction. 

The majority of this type of head appear to be 

decorated with ring and dot decoration - see R63 

and RD4 categories - and are of Saxo-Viking date, 

700-1200 AD. 
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An interesting and untypical 'extreme' example of the 
I- 

form pin comes from Trewiddle in Cornwall. A large, 

long, GT1 form pin occurred, made of silver, which 

interlaced and geometric designs on all faces, and is 

to the 9th century (Wilson D 19641. 

GT2 The GT2 type pin head is composed of a spherica 

roughly spherical) head on a shaft - see fig 2: 7. 

particular head form is a very obvious and simple 

of head, and almost all periods and cultures 

examples of GT2 type heads (often referred to as 

GT1 

193mm 

has 

dated 

(or 

This 

f orm 

have 

"ball" 

headed pins). There is a considerable variation, 

however, in both the size and method of manufacture of 

the various pin heads. To some extent this has been used 

to determine groups of spherical headed pins, eg K type, 

wound wire headed, and the two variant forms of GT2 type 

heads. There remains however, a large group of GT2 pins 

- see Appendix A- which range widely in size and date 

from the Roman to Medieval periods, which cannot be 

distinguished other than by their spherical heads. 

Spherical heads are easily carved in bone and are 

frequently found both in Celtic areas, eg G1269 Jarlshaf 

[Hamilton JRC 1956], and on Roman sites, eg 313 

Gadebridge Park (Neal DS 1974]. They occur on Roman 

sites in copper alloy, eg SF No. 61 Rudston (Stead I 

19801, and in silver, eg Grave 326 Lankhills, Winchester 

(Clarke G 1979]. Few spherical headed pins occur in the 

immediate post-Roman period, and they are rarely found 

in Saxon graves. They appear more commonly again in the 
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Figure 2: 7 

GT2. A spherical or ball 
headed pin. 

Figure 2: 8 

GT2: I. Spherical or ball 
head on a short thickened 
ýýIhaf t, possibly a sL-J,. 

Pi yur ý-i 

GT2: II. Small spherical 
ot- hall headed pin. 
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Middle Saxon period at the urban centres of Southampton 

[Addyman and Hill 19691, and Whitby [Peers and Radford 

19431. 

Spherical headed pins A copper alloy were 

probably cast, with moulds for 'ball" headed pins coming 

from Bursay, Dunadd and Helgo, see Chapter 3 Examples 

of this pin head type continued into the Medie'val 

period: but by the 13th and 14th centur ies were replaced 

by the composite W type headed pins. 

GT2 The GT2 Variant I head type - see fig 2: 8 -. -occurs 

Variant I as a spherical head on a short thick shaft. The. 

shaft is much thicker than GT2 type heads, and the 

pins of this form invariably occur on, Roman.. -, sites 

(or in Roman contexts). Though frequeptly, cl! assed 

as pins many of these pins have, very short shafts, 

and may have served as nails or studs with raised 

ball heads. 
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GT2 The GT2 Variant II head type - see fig 2: 9 - 

Variant II occurs as a small spherical head (about 4mm in 

diameter) atop a shaft (2-1.5mm in diameter) with 

a total length of approximately 50mm. 

0i A number of this size pin have been found from 

similarly dated contexts, particularly at Whitby 

where 26 in total were found. Similarlý s;?., -A pins 

have come from contexts in York and Canterbury - 

see Appendix A. This leads to the suggestion of 

some deliberate manufacture of significant 

numbers of pins of this type in the Mid/Late 

Saxon to Early Medieval period. This' pin type 

may be the intermediary between the large cast 

pins of the Dark Age period, and the composite 

manufactured pins of the High and Late Medieval 

period; pins of this GT2 Variant II type possibly 

occurring between 800 and 1300 AD 

GT3 The GT3 type pin head is composed of an inverted 'pear' 

shaped head atop a shaft (fig 2: 19). Often there was a 

collar beneath the head. This form of head, although 

occasionally seen in bone, appears mainly in copper 

alloy. With barely any Roman examples it appears to be 

largely a Saxon form of pin head - see Appendix A. The 

form is well'represented at Whitby [Pear's and Radford 

19431, and with the odd earlier example from Saxon 

graves. The head form appears to have carried on, being 

well represented 'in Canterbury, into the Medieval 

period. 
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Figure 2: 10 

GT3. Head 
tear shape 

of inverted 

Figure 2: 11 

GT3: I. Head 
poppyhead form. 

Figure 2: 12 

of a 

GT4. Head of 
predominantly domed form. 
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GT3 The GT3 Variant I type pin head is just an 

Variant I extreme form of the GT3 pin head, where instead 

of a gently round shape there is a. distinct edge 

between the flaring flat sides of the head and 

the gently domed top - see fig 2: 11. The pins 

with this head form are usually small, but 

occur widely throughout the country and time; 

they occupy a similar geographical and 

chronological (Saxon to Medieval) distribution to 

the GT3 pin head form. 

GT4 The GT4 type of pin head, sometimes referred to as a 

domed or mushroom style pin head, is composed of a well 

domed head which swiftly tapers to the shaft, the domed 

aspect to the head being the primary visual feature - 

fig 2: 12. Found mainly in bronze, several, examples of 

this type of head have come up from Roman sites, eg pins 

218 and 221 from Cadebridge Park (Neal DS 19741. All 

the examples encountered in this study - Appendix A- 

which were found in datable contexts come from Roman or 

immediately post-Roman contexts. This form of pin head 

might well, therefore, have been limited to the Roman or 

Romano British period and culture. 

GT4 The GT4 Variant I pin head is like the GT4 pin 

Variant I head but 
-has an outward flaring shaft which 

curves around to form the domed top of the head - 

fig 2: 13. This type of pin head may also be seen 

as a compressed 'pear' GT3 shape. With only two 

examples: listed in Appendix A, its present High 



11111111 I igure 2: 13 

GT4: j. Head of a domed 
topped, flared shaft form. 

LL 

Figure 2: 14 

GT4: II. Head of a dome 
topped, flared shaft form, 
with a sharp edge between 
flare and dome. 

Figure 2: 15 

(7, T4: III. Head form 

; Imilar to GT4: II, but 

,., /i-th incised decoration on 
t ho uppor (Iomo 

16- 
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Medieval date is provisional. 

GT4 The GT4 Variant II pin he'ad is" like the GT4 

Variant II Variant I pin head save that there is a sharp 

edge between the gently domed top of the pin and 

the outflared shaft - fig 2: 14. The few examples 

in Appendix A are well spread in geography and 

likely chronology. This type of pin head was 

clearly a commonly thought- off form, if not 

frequently used. 

GT4 The GT4 Variant III pin head is like the GT4 

Variant III Variant II in having a flared shaft which forms 

an edge with the upper domed head surface. In 

Variant III the head is larger than Variant II 

with a more prominent dome, and has incised marks 

on the upper dome surface - fig 2: 15. 

The only example from a known context proved to 

be Roman. It is likely that all these pins are 

Roman, and it is interesting to note that they 

all come from the Kent area. A geographically 

and chronologically distinct group of pins. 

GT5 The GT5 form of pin head occurs as a slightly squashed 

or flattened sphere fig 2: 16. Several examples o, f 

this head form have come from Roman contexts, eg 

GcLdebridge Park pin 222 (Neal DS 19741. The example 

from Whitby in Appendix A may extend the date range of 

this head-type- to the Saxon period, indeed several 

Migration-period pins have 'cushion' type heads of this 
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Figure 2: 16 

GT5. Head of 
squashed or 
form. 

f lsl 
ightly 

attened 

Figure 2: 17 

GT6: Head of equatorially 
diminished form. 

Figure 2: 18 

GT6: II. Head of circular 
lens form. 
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form [Bohme 1974). 

GT6 The GT6 form of pin head is of a vertically elongated 

sphere (or equatorially diminished sphere) - fig 2: 17. 

This form of pin head is again easily:. produced in bone 

with examples again from Celtic areas, eg Jarlshaf 

(Hamilton JRC 19561 and from Roman contexts, eg' pin 

197 from Chichester [Down A 19781. Examples from Saxon 

contexts are usually of copper alloy, eg pin 4 Meols 

(Hume A 1863] and pins 1 and 3 Southampton (Addyman and 

Hill 1969]. The examples in Apendix A are"from undated 

contexts, but the chronological range is already seen to 

be Roman to Mid/Late Saxon. 

GT6 The GT6 Variant I type pin head is identical to 

Variant I the GT6 pin head form but has vertical slash 

decoration down the side of the head. As both 

examples - noted in Appendix A- come- from the 

Gloucester area this may be- a, regional trait 

rather than a general decorative form. I 

GT6 The GT6 Variant II pin head form is that of a 

Variant II circular lenzoid atop a shaft - fig 2: 18. Two 

examples shown in Appendix A come from Roman 

sites, suggesting that this is another Roman pin 

type which does not continue into the post-Roman 

period. 

GT7 The GT7 - fig 2: 19 - type pin head is often referred to 

elsewhere as the biconical form of head. It has been 

found in Roman contexts as a bone pin usually with a 
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collar, eg Winterton pin 69 [Stead 1 19761 or Chilgrove 

pin 1 [Down A 1978). Many of the copper alloy examples 

in Appendix A are 
T also from-Roman sites e'-, liýicliboroui; ii',. ', -'Ickliaiii, Wroxeler, 

t1iough tlie e, xact context is not 
h-e a, d 

occurs in the Celtic cultures at this date as well, eg 

an Irish example cited in Hume (Hume A 18631. 

The examples from Whitby, Oxford, Meols, indicate the 

survival of the form into the Saxon period, although it 

appears less prevalent than in the Roman period. Only 

the odd example of this pin head form has been found at 

later Saxo-Viking settlements, eg York [Waterman 1959 

p781 or Wicken Bonhunt [DOE records]; and so, as yet, no 

case can be made for its survival' beyond the Saxon 

culture influences or period. 

GT7 The GT7 type of pin head is seen in several 

Variant I decorated forms. Radial grooves are a common 

although not exclusively Roman decorative pin 

head form - fig 2: 20. Other decorative forms 

include: the three or four radial grooves and the 

three or four radial grooves plus chords types. 

Both these latter decorative motifs appear to be 

usually' although not exclusively, a Late 

Roman/Early', Saxon decorative form. 
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Figure 2: 19 

GT7. Biconical headed pin 

Figure 2: 20 

GT7: 1. Biconical head with 
incised radial grooves. 

Figure 2: 21 

GT8. Biconical head with 
a flattened top. 
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GT8 The GT8 type pin head - fig 2: 21 - comprises a fructum, 

atop an inverted cone. Although there are only a few 

examples listed in Appendix A, it is probably a likely 

form to have evolved from and with the biconical head 

GT7. It probably has a similar chronological range of 

Roman and Saxon contexts as the biconical GT7. 

GT8 The GT8 pin head has a variant form - fig 2: 22 - 

Variant I with radial grooves over part or all of the head. 

Several examples of this pin type, seen in 

Appendix A, come from Roman contexts, with the 

example from Canterbury being particularly well 

dated to the early 2nd century. An example from 

Whitby indicates the survival of this pin type 

into the Middle Saxon period, this date range 

corresponding well with the base GT8 type form. 

GT9 The GT9 - fig 2: 23 - type pin head consists of a cone or 

fructum atop a horizontal disc on an inverted cone. 

This pin head, which can also be seen as an equatorially 

flattened biconical head, is a common form of pin from 

late Roman contexts, eg pin 33 from Winchester (Clarke G 

19791. The bulk of examples of this pin head type, 

however, appear to come from Dark Age contexts from 

probable Middle Saxon examples from Whitby, 

Anglo-Scandinavian examples in York, to early Medieval 

examples in Canterbury. Clearly, as with many of the 

other General Type pin heads, this was a long lived pin 

head form lasting from Roman to the Medieval period. 
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GT8: 1. Head form 
to GT8, but with 
radial grooves. 

Figure 2: 23 

similar 
incised 

GT9. Biconical head with 
a flattened equator. 

Uig ur e 2: 24 

GT10. Head of an upward 
pointing cone form. 
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GT9 Similar to GT9, but with a flattened top, similar 

Variant I in dates and occurrences to GT9 pins. 

GT10 The GTIO type pin head - fig 2: 24 - occurs as a single 

up-pointing cone. This appears to have been a style of 

pin head largely confined to the Roman period. It was 

far more commonly seen in its decorated shaft form. 

GT10 The GT10 type pin head has a variant form as a 

Variant I 'decorated head, with decoration such as radial 

grooves, but more usually chords, incised into 

the head - fig 2: 25 - eg pin 791 G24131 from 

Skeleton Green [Partridge C 19811. All examples 

thus far seen best fit a solely Roman date. 

GT10 The GTIO pin head has a variant form of a four or 

Variant II more sided pyramid rather than the previous 

circular section cone head. This 

pyramidal form has been noted in pins from-, Meols 

(Hume A 18631, an undisclosed burial, (probably 

Saxon)(Hume 18631, and from a Saxon grave 
(Kingston Down, Kent)[Fausset B 18561. Following 

from the example given in Appendix A, from the 

Roman site of Ickham, it appears likely that this 

is another Late Roman/Early Saxon style pin head. 
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SAXON PINS 

SPI The SP1 type pin head - fig 2: 26 - consists of a plain 

vertical disc atop a shaft. This simple pin form is of 

such a simple nature that it might well have been 

expected to be a General Type pin head occurring 

throughout several periods. It appears, however, to be 

a much rarer form than that, occurring in copper alloy, 

invariably in the form of a small pin, <60mm, in Saxon 

contexts; most frequently in inhumation graves, eg 

examples from Kingston Down (Faussett B 1856] or 

Chamberlains Barn [Hyslop M 1963 p1611 - see Appendix A. 

With the exception of two of the examples from 

Canterbury 
. 

109 and 781 , all the other pinsl observed 

were of this short form, and from Saxon contexts, 

usually graves. 

SP2 The SP2 type pin head is similar to the SPI but has 

collars, or incised lines, prominently below the head. 

It, like the SP1 pin, occurs usually in Saxon contexts, 

usually inhumation graves, as a small pin, <60mm long - 

fig 2: 27. Again most examples of this pin form listed 

in Appendix A correspond well with this dating and 

cultural association. Two later examples, from the 

llth-12th century period from Canterbury, may be 

redeposited or represent the survival of this pin 

tradition to the very end of the Saxon influenced 

period. It is noticeable that both SP1 and SP2 types of 

pin that have been listed come from South East England 

only, seemingly a pin form confined in geographic terms 



Figure 2: 26 

Spl. Head of vertical 
ýIat disc form, from Saxon 
contexts. 

Jýigure 2: 27 

SP2. Head of vertical 
flat disc form, with 
collars beneath the head, 
From Saxon contexts. 

Figure 2: 28 

P 4. Head ofa pierced 
'-]at vertical disc form, 
I roin Saxon contoxt s. 
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to the heartland of Saxon influence. 

SP4 The SP4 type pin head - fig 2: 28 - consists'of a pierced 

disc atop a shaft. This pin is very similar to SP1- in- 

terms of its apparently limited confinement to-the- 

Anglo-Saxon period, despite a common shape. 'that' might 

well have been repeated frequently throughout time. The 

SP4 type pins appear to range in size more than the, SP1,, 

and appear to have occurred in three distinct guises. 

i Single pierced pins. 

A pair of pierced pins, linked with a chain or 

string, eg pins 10 from Wittenham - see SD2. 

As part of a group of "toilet implements" suspended 

on a wire loop, eg unprovenmv%tek finds, 33-6 at 

Chessel Down (Arnold CJ 19821. 

SP4 This is almost identical to the SP4 pin head type 

Variant I save that it is made of sheet metal, and has a 

larger than usual head. It is like the SP4, 

largely a Saxon period pin. 

SP4 This pin head type is similar to the SP4 form but 

Variant II has a ring rather than a pierced disc for the 

head, ie the head form of this variant is a very 

large hole with a thick, narrow ring surrounding 

it. It appears like the SP4 pin head to be 

largely confined to the Saxon period. 
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RING FORM HEADED PINS 

Pins composed of wire bent into the form of a ring head occur 

several times in the material cultures of Britain. One major 

occurrence is in the Saxon period and culture. The pins of 

this period differ from those of the previous major phase of 

ring headed pins made from a rod or wire in the Iron Age 

(Dunning GC 19341, in that the Iron Age examples have a loop 

or bend in the shaft, under the ring head, whereas the Saxon 

shafts are straight. 

RF1 Head formed of a ring of wire which continues as the 

shaft from the centre of the base of the ring - see fig 

2: 29. Examples of this form have been noted in Saxon 

grave contexts previously, eg pin 103 Grave 29 

Peterfinger [Leeds E and Shortt H 19 Many of the 

examples - see Appendix A- come from similar contexts 

or sites-having Saxon associations, eg Meols and Whitby. 

Other examples may arise from redeposition of Saxon 

finds, or simply recreating this simple pin form at the 

later contextual dates. 

RF2 Head formed of a ring of wire which continues as the 

shaft from the side of the ring - see fig 2: 30. 

Examples of this form have been noted in Saxon grave 

contexts previously,. egýpin in Grave 59 Abingdon (Leed*s 

E and Harden D 19 ]. Several of the examples - see 

Appendix A- come from similar contexts or sites having 

Saxon associations, eg Canterbury Abbey and Mucking. 

The other examples may have arisen from redeposition, or 

more likely in their case, recreation of this simple pin 



oý 

`, 'iqure 2: 29 

Nul. Head of ring form, 
,, e, itrally abovo shaft. 

Figure 2: 30 

RF2. Head of ring form, 
to one side of the shaft. 
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form at a later date. 

SAXON GARNET PINS 

SGI The SG1 type pin head - fig 2: 31 - consists of a thick 

disc head atop the pin shaft. The head is of composite 

form, having a large flat circular garnet with a cross 

hatched gold foil behind it, in either one or both 

faces. This pin form is usually seen in small pins, 

sometimes silver, and associated with Saxon inhumation 

graves - Appendix A. This form of pin has often been 

cited in reports on Saxon cemetery excavations and is 

often found in the form of. linked pins - see SD2 - 
(Hyslop M 1963 p1611. The usual dated contexts for the 

Saxon inhumation graves in which these pins occur is 6th 

and 7th century. Examples have rarely been noted 

outside the Anglo-Saxon heartland of south and east 

England. 

SG1 The SGl type pin head can occur in a variant form 

Variant I with a built up disc head of concentric rings, 

with a smaller circular garnet in the centre - 

fig 2: 32. This gives the head a stepped, roughly 

circular form. As with all examples of this head 

form . come from Saxon inhumation contexts from 

,,, 
south"and east England, 6th and 7th ceptury 

contexts, 

SG2 There are other head forms which have small garnets let 

into a square or circular shaped head - fig 2: 33. These 



Figure 2: 31 

4I 

SG1. Head of 
vertical disc, 
garnets. 

Figure 2: 32 

a thick flat 
inlaid with 

SG1:,. Head built up to 
near spherical form, with 
central garnet, 
occasionally decorating 
bands present. 

Figure 2: 33 

SG2. He ad of various 
shapes inlaid with 
garnets. 
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pins also come from Saxon inhumation contexts, of 6th 

and 7th century date. 

SAXON DECORATIVE PIN HEADS 

SDl The SDl type pin head - fig 2: 34 - is composed of a 

large disc, ornately decorated, atop a shaft. This 

group of pins is typified by the three linked pins 

known as the Witham Pins (Romilly Alan J 19041. These 

have been confidently dated stylistically to the 8th 

century [Wilson 1964]. A number of these pins have been 

noted in the existing literature, and a wide range of 

style (of decoration) and sizes noted (see accompanying 

list). The examples from Whitby are, though published 

[Peers and Radford 1943], not recognised as pins. Many 

of them do, however, have clear signs of having been 

pins in having traces of shafts, eg fig 10 no. 14 and 

fig 12 no. 9; and the third fig 10 no. 16 almost exactly 

reproduced the pin head form occurring at Roos East 

Yorks [Kitson-Clarke 19411. The fourth Whitby example 

cited is more conjectural, it was originally interpreted 

as a decorative mount for a back cover. 

Of the examples in Appendix A the Whitby and Witham pins 

have already, been noted. The example unmarked, from the 

River Thames at London, has similar pairs of outward 

turning spirals to Whitby fig 10 no. 1, and is almost 

identical to the Ixworth fragment, and can almost 

certainly be added to this group of pins. Although many 

decorative forms are employed on these pins no other 



Figure 2: 34 

SD1. Large flat vertical 
, lecorated disc head pins. 

Figure 2: 35 

SD2. Pin head surmounted 
by a loop, part of a 
linked pin set. 

! ýigure 2: 36 

3D3. Pin with a loop atop 
a polygonal or vertical 
head head, part of a 
Ii. nked pin set. 

� 

-' 

IIII 
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culture or group of people seems, in British post 

prehistory, to produce large circular decorated headed 

pins in any way like these. They are, therefore, 

considered as a group. The Witham pins (which I was 

able to examine in detail courtesy of L Webster of-the 

British Museum) show signs of several forms or periods 

of use, and although now seen as pins they may well have 

originally been used as decorative discs as the Whitby 

P49 no. 5 seems also to have done. The pin tradition 

may be a secondary one, frequently utilising existing 

discs, as well as deliberately making new pins (as in 

the London example). 

All but the Witham pins (and the pair of TaInatrie pins) 

have been found as single pins, although many are 

pierced there is insufficient evidence to refer to this 

type of pin as a linked, or paired pin, although it 

clearly can and sometimes was used*in that role. 

II 
The dating of Witham pins decorative style to the 8th 

century, the Whitby pins dated to 657-867 (Wilson 19641, 

and the Talnotrie pins dated to the 9th century (Maxwell 

H 1912-131 give a fairly robust 8th-9th century date 

bracket for this type of pin head. 
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SDI TYPE PINS 

WITHAM 

Three joined pins, interlaced and zoomorphic decoration 

interspaced with decorated bars. 

(Romilly-Alan J 1904 and Wilson 19641 

IXWORTH 

Pin fragment with spiral ornament. [Hinton D 19741 

HITCHIN 

Five raised 'glass' settings similar to Witham pins. 

(Wilson 19641 

KEYWORTH 

Four stamped areas similar to Roos, with decorated bar 

attached as Witham pins. [Wilson. 1964] 

TALNOTRIE 

Beaded collar as Witham pins. 

four quadrants identical. 

Bead and ridge decoration, 

(Maxwell 1912/131 

ROOS 

Four stamped 'Triquetra knot' designs forming Maltese cross. 

[Kitson-Clarke 19411 

S FERRIBY 

Interlace, similar to Witham lefthand pin. 

(Kitson-Clarke 19411 
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MEOLS 

Corroded. No longer with Meols finds in the Grosvenor 

Museum, Chester. 

(Hume A 18631 

MEOLS 

Interlace similar to Witham lefthand pin. 

BIRDOSWALD 

VICTORIA CAVE 

Incised line decorated geometric shapes. 

WHITBY 

Fig 10 no. 14. Central 

spirals in each quadrant. 

attachment is visible. 

II 
(Bu'lock J 19601 

(Wilson 19641 

[Swarfton M ý9691 

cross pairs of outward turning 

Clearly a pin, its place, of 
[Peers and Radford. 19431 

WHITBY 

Fig 12 no. 9. Six petalled flower. Pin shaft visible. 

[Peers and Radford 19431 

WHITBY 

Fig 10 no. 16. Four stamped 'Triquetra knot' designs forming 

Maltese Cross, as Roos pin. (Peers and Radford 19431 

WHITBY 

P49 no. 5. Central setting (missing) surrounded by seven 

continuous returned running spirals, similar to Ixworth 

spirals. (Peers and Radford 19431 
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SD2 The SD2 type pin head - fig 2: 35 - is referred to 

elsewhere in the literature as "linked pins" or union 

pins. It is seen that there are a variety of pin head.. 

forms which are attached, usually in pairs. --1 

As seen in SDI the large decorated disc headed pins (of 

the 8th century) were often attached, eg Witham pins. 

Garnet encrusted, gold and silver small pins (from 7th 

century Saxon inhumation graves) are often found linked, 

eg Chamberlains Barn [Hyslop M 1963 p1611, Cow Low 

[Ozanne 1962-31 and Roundway Down [Leeds ET 1936). 

They are also found as pairs of pins in a grave with the 

possibility of their having been linked originally, eg 

the two cross pins from Wigber Low, SG3. 

It is likely that the spiral headed pins SD6 were also 

used as linked pins, with pairs of pins occurring in 

graves at Eccles, Kingsworthy and Bourton-on-the-Water 

with, at this last site, the excavator recording a 

thread joining the pins (Hawkes S 197319 

There are several linked pins recorded in Appendix A: 

these invariably have the form of pierced disc head SP4 

type. Two pins often occurred in a grave, some form of 

attachment joining the pair often being seen. 

Of these different pin forms being used as a linked 

pair, some are deliberately altered having a loop added 

to receive a chain, eg Chamberlain's Barn. Others are 

simple pin forms strung together, eg pierced disc heads. 

The range of pins seen in the linked form suggests that 
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no specific type of pin was linked, rather that any 

convenient type of pin could be linked. This linking 

habit or style is probably related to a form or manner 

of dress requiring linked pins [Hyslop M 19631. The 

phenomenon of linking pins generally can probably be 

traced as descending from the 6th century (where pairs 

of brooches performed the necessary dress fastening) to 

the 8/9th century; or later, as suggested by an example 

of a pin from Coppergate which is similar to two linked 

pins from a 6th century inhumation grave at Breech Down. 

SD3 The SD3 type pin head has a loop atop a vertical bead on 

a shaft. The vertical bead can be of rounded or 

facetted form - fig 2: 36. These pins were presumably 

originally linked (via the top loop); though are now 

only occasionally found as linked pins. The examples 

seen in Appendix A are all single pins. Most occur in 

Saxon inhumation graves and, with the example from 

Whitby, a general 6th-9th century date bracket and 

association with the Saxon material culture is likely. 

SD4 An incredibly elaborate series of pins are recorded 

here, two in fan shapes, the other a bird form - fig 

2: 37. Two have complex composition with inset garnet, 

glass etc and variable gold and silver decorated zones. 

All have zoomorphic characteristics (bird and mask 

forms) but are very devolved. All are from Kent from 

rich inhumation burials of the Early Saxon period. 

Another pin of this type, similar in construction to the 

Slea ford examples, comes from Bifons, also in Kent 



Figure 2: 37 

SD4. Fa ti ('d 
pins. 

Figure 2: 38 

11, "Id, -" 
I 

SD5. Head with aspects of 
hird form 

Ir 

n6. In W'I r 
w Id f" I[)i 11 . 
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[Aber-ý N 19201. The example of the bird form is similar 

to the Frankish bird brooches, and these few rich pins, 

are typical of the excessive display of wealth in grave 

goods usual in Kent at this period, 6th century, 

SD5 A series of pins, flat pin heads in the form of birds 

(zoomorphic) decorated with various incised patterns 

fig 2: 38. The first two clearly have the dragon motif, 

a debased form of Salin Style I [British Museum 19231,. 

and are probably 7th century. The Dover example recalls- 

the birds beak shape of the Frankish bird, brooches, -so 

is thus of similar or earlier date. The fourth pin head, 

is a moulded bird head form, o. -ýýft highly reminiscent of-, 

the Frankish bird brooch style [Aberg N, 19201. 

SD6 The SD6 type pin head is composed of two inward facing 

spirals - fig 2: 39, referred to in the literature as 

"spiral headed pin". It has already been discussed in 

print several times (Leeds, ET 19331 (O'Neil H 1960-11 

[Pretty K 19721 (Hawkes S 19731 (Cunliffe B 1976] and 

(Caple C forthcoming]. 

The extent of the spiral headed pin in geographic and 

chronological terms was well summarised by Cunliffe 

[Cunliffe 19761. 

Examples of the pin have invariably come as loose finds 

or from Saxon inhumation grave contexts. Most examples 

appear to come from 7th century contexts, eg the 

examples from Eccles. Worthy Park, Kingsworth, 

Stow-on-the-Wold and Bourton-on-the-Water all from 
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graves, and the pins from Shakenoak from -7th century 
ditch finds. To this period the example from -Whitby 
Abbey can now probably be added - see Appendix A. An 

earlier 6th century association is cited 
_by 

Pretty 

[Pretty 19721 for the pin from Girton, who postulates 

unconvincingly on this pin form evolving from Late Roman 

pin forms. 

To this group of 26 pins (13 stray finds, and 1-3 -from' 
Anglo-Saxon contexts ten of these from graves) can be 

added 13 further examples from Urban contexts: . four 

from York - Appendix A- [Caple forthcoming] mainly from- 

10th century contexts: two from Canterbury - Appendix A 

- from, 11-12th century contexts; and seven from 

Southampton [Paul, Wilthew personal comment) for which I 

do not have-dated contexts. 

This clearly suggests that the spiral headed pin, far 

from being a short-lived and thus diagnostically 7th 

century phenomena, is a long-lived pin form, appearing 

over much of lowland Britain, and appears to have_lasted 

from the 6th to 11-12th century associated with Saxon 

material culture in its wider sense, ie surviving from 

the initial Ang lo-Saxon culture into the urban a nd 

Anglo-Scandanavian material culture. 

Another possible explanation. of the occurrence ofý this 

pin form might be two-periods of use-ie a 7th century 

and separate l0th-llth century. Dated contexts for the 

pins from Southampton may disprove this, but the general 

paucity of late 8th and 9th century material may account 
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for this apparent two phase occurence, which I consider 

to be less likely than the continuous period ofuse. 

SD7 The, SD7 type pin head - fig 2: 40 - is a highly decorated 

spherical head. Invariably silver, often gilded, these 

pins are decorated with filigree and punched decoration 

of circles, with central and interstitial raised dots. 

This type of pin has been discussed by Waterman 

(Waterman 19481 and Hinton (Hinton 19741, and summarised 

most recently by Robinson (Robinson 19811. One possible 

example of this type of pin not listed by Robinson 

[Robinson 19811 occurs in the Drainage Collection in 

Salisbury Museum. It is highly corroded and was 

recovered in the removal of old drains in Salisbury in 

the 1850s. Although Robinson distinguishes two groups, 

those about 70mm from south and east Britain (Caister, 

Marlborough, Ash, London, Goathurst Common, Sawdon) from 

the slightly larger North European examples, Balinaby 

(Shetelig 1940-54] and Wicken Bonhunt (Musty et al 

19731, the difference appears over-emphasised and with 

dating from the Talnatrie example (Maxwell H 1912-131 

which has aspects of both groups in its decorative 

scheme and dated to the late 9th century, and the 

example from Wicken Bonhunt dated by excavation to the 

llth century, giving a wide chronological range for this 

pin type generally. I suggest that they should be 

considered largely as a single group of pins, dating 

9th-llth centuries, and general Saxo-Viking material 

culture associations. 



Figure 2: 40 

SD7. Decorated silver 
spherical headed pin. 
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PIN HEADS OF CLASS 

GB1 The GB1 type pin head - fig 2: 41 - is usually composed 

of a dome shaped globule of glass which has been cast 

onto the end of a copper alloy shaft. Examples of this 

pin form occur in late Roman contexts, eg Grave 351 

Lankhills Cemetery, Winchester [Clarke G 1979], and at 

Woodeaton [Kirk J 19491. They are also seen in later 

contexts from a Saxon grave at Chessel Down (Arnold C 

19821 and one of the finds from Meols, Cheshire [ýume A 

18631. Further examples from modern excavations at 

Lincoln and Exeter have shown that this type of pin may 

well have'lasted as a type up to the 12th century., The 

numbers of this type of pin are not large, but seem to 

be well spread geographically and chronologically, many 

from datable sources. 

GB2 The GB2 pin head is similar to GB1, but the glass bead 

is drilled through and slid verticaly onto the top of 

the shaft, probably a late Roman-Saxon technique reusing 

a suitable glass bead as a pin head. 

GB3 The GB3 type of pin comprises a glass bead of the 

polyhedral form (GTI pin head type) mounted laterally 

acrosss the top of. the shaft by looping the shaft 

through-the bead's horizontal perforation-ý. Examples of 

this head type from Winchester in Late Roman contexts 

(Clarke G 19-19 ] and the Continent in migration period 

(400-500 AD) inhumation graves at Vert-la-Gravelle, and 

Oudenberg (Bohme 19741 suggest this as a short-lived 

Late Roman/Early Saxon type of pin head only. 



Figure 2: 41 

I 
GB1. Head of domed forml 
made of glass. 

Figure 2: 42 

RD3. Polyhedral head form 
GT1: II, with a ring and 
dot motif incised on every 
facet. 
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GB4 The GB4 type of pin is a glass bead (also pearls or 

precious stones) held in an upturned claw for the' pin 

head, eg examples from Bicester (Hume A '18631 'and 

Woodeaton [Kirk J 19491 give no certain dating but '-Late 

Roman/Early Saxon goods have come from' these general 

locations and thus provide the most likely 'dating for 

the pins. 

RING AND DOT DECORATED PINS 

RD1 This is the GTI head form with a ring. and dot decoration 

incised on the side faces of the head. -An., apparently 

rare type. The ring and dot motif, although seen from 

the Late Roman period onwards [Fowler E 1963 pl33]-. is 

not usually seen on Late Roman or Early Saxon, pins. It 

appears more usually on pins from Mid and Late, Saxon 

sites, eg Whitby: Thetford, York, Southamptom, etc. 

RD2 This is the GT1 head form with a ring and dot motif 

incised on every facet of the head. This again is an 

apparently rare type. 

RD3 This is the GT1 Variant II - head form, with a ring and dot 

motif incised on every facet'of the head - see fig 2: 42. 

Several examples of this pin form have come, largely 

from urban centres eg York, Southampton, Chester. it 

has come from pure Middle Saxon contexts, eg Thetford 

(Andrew Rogerson's personal comment) to certain 

Anglo/Scandinavian contexts in York., thus giving a 

likely date range of 7th-8th century to 12th century. 
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RD4 This is the GTl Variant II head form with a ring and dot 

incised decoration on the four side facets of the head 

see fig 2: 43. Examples come from a variety of sites, 

usually urban or occupation sites, eg Whitby, York, 

Southampton etc. Examples from Middle Saxon contexts at 

Maxey [Rahtz P 1964] to Anglo/Scandinavian contexts in 

York, ie a date range of 7th-8th century to llth century 

is likely. 

RD5 This is the GT2 head form (roughly spherical) with ring 

and dot decoration incised onto the head - see fig 2: 44. 

As well as the examples listed in Appendix A, examples 

have come from Southampton (Addyman and Hill 1969], and 

there is an example from a 10th century context from 

Thetford (A Rogerson's personal comment). The examples 

from Whitby and the Ilth-12th century context at 

Canterbury suggests a Mid-Late Saxon occurrence for this 

pin type. 

RD6 This is the GT8 and GT9 head forms with incised ring and 

dot decoration on the head. No examples were seen in 

this study, but examples from Southampton [Addyman and 

Hill 19691 and Whitby (Peers and Radford 1943] indicate 

a Middle Saxon date for this type of pin. 

RD7 This is a, flat shaped head with incised ring and dot 

decoration-on both faces. Different shaped flat heads 

are represented', as different Variant forms. 

RD7 A large, roughly triangular shape, with curved 

Variant I sides. Examples from Whitby and York, eg Hungate 



Figure 2: 43 

ýý! ', 4. Polyhedral head form 
G'fl: II, with a ring and 
dot motif on every side 
face. 

"IIIII 

A*m 

Figure 2: 44 

RD5. Spherical head form 
GT2, with incised ring and 
dot motifs on it. 

Figure 2: 45 

I 
A-A 

RD7: II. Flat vertical 
disc headed pin, with 
incised ring and dot 

motifs on it. 
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(Waterman 19591 mean a Mid Saxon/ 

Anglo-Scandinavian date is suggested. 

RD7 A large, roughly circular shape - see fig 2: 45. 

Variant II Examples from Whitby, York and Chester suggest a 

Mid-Saxon/Anglo-Scandinavian date and association 

material culture for these pins. 

RD7 A small rectangular head, with just two ring and 

Variant III dot motifs on each face - see fig 2: 46. The 

examples from Whitby and York suggest this pin 

has Mid-Saxon/Anglo-Scandinavian material culture 

associations and date. 

RD7 This is a simple oval head. The one example of 

Variant IV this form appears to be a decorative panel on a 

pricker-'and comes from an Early Saxon grave 

context. The use of the ring and dot motif, 

although not unknown, is not common during this 

period; and this association with a loop to 

permit attachment to a wire ring is not readily 

paralleled. 

RB7 This is an intended shape, with two incised ring 

Variant V and dot motifs on the head of the pin, and with 

holes pierced through the two projections at the 

, top of the head - see fig 2: 47. In one example 

there are, rings through these projections. The 

two examples so far noted - Appendix A and [Caple 

forthcoming] - both come from York. Presumably, 

although as yet no example has come from a 



Figure 2: 46 

RD7: III. Flat rectangular 
headed pin with incised 
ring and dot motifs on it. 

Figure 2: 47 

RD7: V. Flat, irregular 
indented head form, with 
incised ring and dot 
inotifs on it. 

6ý 

Figure 2: 48 

RD7: VII. Flat, inverted 
tear shaped head, with 
incised ring and dot 
motifs on it. 
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RB7 

Variant VI 

certainly dated context, these 'pins are 

associated and dated to the Anglo-Scandinavian 

culture which was so acutely seen in York. 

A hexagonal shaped head, one side formed into the 

shaft, with a single incised ring and dot motif. 

Without specific dating associations a general 

Anglo-Scandinavian context is presumed. 

RB7 An inverted pear shaped head, probably with three 

Variant VII incised ring and dot motifs on each face see 

fig 2: 48. The examples - see Appendix A come 

from York. With a likely 10th century dating 

they can again be ascribed a general 

Anglo-Scandinavian date and material culture. 

RINGED PINS 

Ringed pins are a group of pins which have, a movable' ring 

attached to the top of the pin. They have been researched by 

Tom Fanning of University College, Galloway. His published 

works [Fanning T 1969,1970) 19831 together with a recent 

publication by Kilbride-Jones [Kilbride-Jones H 19801 

summarise the typology, history, manufacture and associations 

of ringed pins. The vast majority of ringed pins are found 

in Ireland, although a small number occur in England. 

The ringed pins which have been encountered in this study 

were typed using Fanning's categories of ring; ie spiral, 

plain, kidney, stirrup, rib and knob - see table 2: 1; and of 

head form; ie baluster, loop, polyhedral, crutch and needle - 



RINGED PINS 

TABLE 2: 1 

171 S 1976 
170 S 1976 
167 s 1976 
172 S 1976 
169 S 1976 
165 s 1976 
168 S 1976 
166 s 1976 

52 S 1957 
42 S 1961 

173 S 1976 
Exhibition 
76203051 
12738 
7872 
774 
1822 
4399 

TABLE 2: 2 

171 S 1976 
170 S 1976 
167 S 1976 
172 S 1976 
169 S 1976 
165 S 1976 
168 S 1976 
166 S 1976 

52 S 1957 
42 S 1961 

173 s 1976 
Exhi bition 
7620 3051 
1273 8 
7872 
774 
1822 
4399 

Ring Form 

Spiral Plain Kidney Stirrup 'Rib Knob (None) 

x 

x x 
x(Twisted) 

x 
x 
x x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x x 
x 
x x 

Head Form 

Baluster Loop Polyhedral Crutch Needle (None) 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x? 
x? 
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see table 2: 2. 

No examples of the early spiral type of rings occur in 

England, ie no traces of the early 6th-8th centuries examples 

of ringed pins are found. The majority of English examples 

have plain rings in baluster, loop or polyhedral head forms - 

see fig 2: 49. These types of pins are found over the period 

700-1100 AD, but their most usual occurrence in both Scotland 

(Fanning T 1983] and England would appear to be with Viking 

associations, eg the examples from York, and these all have 

10th century dated contexts. In general the ringed pins were 

probably introduced to Britain from Ireland, in the 

Norse/Irish invasion of the 10th century and thus are present 

in Anglo-Scandinavian urba'n sites eg Chester or York; and are 

probably exclusively associated with the Irish/Norsd 

influenced Anglo-Scandinavian material culture, and thus 

should be dated to the 10th century, and in the case of the 

two stirrup and one kidney headed ringed pins, possibly llth 

century contexts. 

VIKING PERIOD PINS 

VI Baluster head pins. This'pin head of a simple baluster 

form - see fig, 2: 50 - is usually associated as a ringed 

pin head form, (Fanning T 19691. The four examples -see 

Appendix A- from York are not pierced for the reception 

of rings. Two are plain, two have four central hollows 

around the baluster. These pins would apppearg 

therefore, to have existed as simple stick pins, and not 

in ringed form. The baluster head is usually associated 



Figure 2: 49 

Ringed Pin of plain ring 
in a polyhedral headed pin 
type. 

Figure 2: 50 

V1. Head of baluster 
form. 

Figure 2: 51 

v2. Head of flat kite 
shapp. 
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with the earlier ringed pins (with spiral or plain 

rings) (Fanning T 1983] of the 6th-10th centuries. 

These separate baluster headed pins all come from late 

contexts, 10th-12th centuries. Not readily paralleled 

elsewhere this is as yet seemingly an isolated devolved 

form of the baluster pin head, possibly an. 

Anglo-Scandinavian product adapting an Irish-Norse pin 

head style to the more prevalent Saxon stick pin form. 
, 

V2 A kite (flat diamond) shaped pin, with slight knobs or 

protrusions at the corners - see fig 2: 51. Two of the 

three examples - see Appendix A- haveinternal borders 

of impressed teethed or zigzag decoration. 
- 

Examples of. 

this type of pin have come from Irish or Hiberno-Viking 

contexts, eg Birsay (Curle 1982] and several Irish., _ 

examples [Armstrong 19221. These examples from, York,, 

plus an earlier one (Waterman 19591 form a unique 

concentration in England and are probably comparable 

with the ringed pins in their Irish/Norse associations. 

They appear to form part. of the Anglo-Scandinavian! " 

material. culture, which evolved in northern England in 

the 10th century. 

IRISH PIN FORMS 

Triskele form pin head comprises a tri-lobed, head, 

decoratd witý incised spiral, or depression. The, 

examples of this pin type were encountered in Chester. 

This is a distinctively Irish form of pin head, and. the 

Chester examples are presumably imports from Ireland. 
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This pin type has been examined twice: Armstrong 

[Armstrong 19221 dated it to the 5th and 6th century AD 

based on stylistic grounds, whilst O'Rahilly [O'Rahilly 

19751 dated this "spiral decorated round headed" pin 

form to the period 1100-1280 based on the depth of pins 

recovered from Dublin excavationsIll The only certainty 

is that this pin was present during the period 1000-1300 

(the general date for the Dublin excavations) and may 

well have occurred prior to or after this date range as 

well. 

12 Disc headed pin with the form of a cross in a circle. 

This pin may be an example of the "disc headed" Pins 

noted by Armstrong, particularly no. 4, fig 1, plate XIV 

[Armstrong 1922). This pin type appears Irish, thus the 

Gloucester example is probably an import, of uncertain 

date. 

13 Flat square headed pin with a pierced shaft below the 

head, and associated wire ring. This very unusual pin 

head is not readily paralleled in England. The nearest 

parallels come from Ireland where Armstrong illustrates 

several examples of this general form, [Armstrong 1922 

no. 7, fig 1, plate XIII being particularly similar to 

the example from Wheatley - Appendix A. 

Similar examples in Armstrong (op cit) have double 

spirals through the shaft, which is a feature of the 

early ringed pins [Fanning T 1983] which have been 

tentatively dated to the 5th-6th centuries (Fanning T 

19831. The pin from Wheatley occurs in a grave which 
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contains two saucer brooches, thus giving it an 

independent 5th-6th century date. 

RADIAL GROOVED PIN HEAD 

RG1 This head comprises a mushroom, domed or spherical head 

form (GT4: I, GT4 or GT2) with radial grooves over its 

top - see fig 2: 52. The three examples listed in 

Appendix A come from a wide range of contexts; a Roman 

site to High Medieval dated deposit. Published 

examples, eg Southwark pin 11 [Southwark and Lambeth 

Excavation Committee 19781, and Winterton pin 78 (Stead 

1 19761, are both lst century Roman examples, and secure 

a certain early date for this pin type. That this was a 

widely used decorative form in time and geography is 

confirmed by its frequent use on the Irish stud headed 

pins [O'Rahilly 19751. 

FLAT FORM PINS 

M These are a range of the various flat shaped heads 

encountered on this study - fig 2: 53. The simple flat 

shaped head occurs in all periods. Some examples are 

large and ornate, eg Breech Down no. 1- see Appendix A 

- others are simple tear, rectangle or simple indented 

shapes, eg Breech Down no. 103. All dates, periods and 

cultures have produced some form of flat pin, from 

recognisable shapes, eg axe head form from Ickham, to 

the many broken and corroded flat pin head fragments 

from Whitby. 



Figure 2: 52 

RG1. Head of pronounced 
ýl form, with incised 
ra(lial grooves. 

T-igure 2: 53 

Variously shaped 
headed pins. 

Figure 2: 54 

HD1. Various head forms, 
decorated with various 
small hollows. 
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HOLLOW DECORATED PINS 

HD1 Three variously formed pins (one flat and two with long 

angular head forms) from Whitby were decorated with 

small hollows (fig 2: 54) - see Appendix A. This 

decorative form is seen on other Dark Age Celtic pins 

[Laing 19751 and on Irish pins in particular [O'Rahilly 

19751. 

HEMISPHERICAL HEADED PINS 

HH1 The hemispherical HH1 type pin comprises a solid lower 

metal hemisphere atop a shaft - see fig 2: 55. Not a 

common pin head, examples of this general form occur 

with incised spiral decoration, as pin head type IS5, 

and as. a "beret" type of head, BE4. 

The HH1 (and HH2) examples in Appendix A have a good 

10th century context which, with the IS5 example 

similarly dated, secures a good 9th-10th century context 

for this pin form. 

HH2 The hemispherical HH2 type pin comprises a solid lower 

metal hemisphere with facets on its underside, atop a 

shaft - see fig 2: 60. ý This pin form obviously related 

to the H111 type, has an example from a 9th century dated 

context - see Appendix A- and again this form of pin 

probably has a 9th-10th century period of use. 
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Figure 2: 55 

HH1. He ad 
hemispherical form. 

Figure 2: 56 

of 

HH2. Head of 
hemispherical form with 
facets on its underside. 
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INCISED SPIRAL HEADED PIN 

IS1 This is a spherical GT2 form pin head with incised 

spiral grooves over the whole head fig 2: 57. Similar 

pins to the example from Canterbury see Appendix A- 

have come from Southampton (Addyman and Hill 19691, 

Wicken Bonhunt [unpublished DOE records], Walton where 

it comes from an llth century context; with a similar 

example from a 9th-10th century context coming from 

Elmham. These few examples suggest this as a long-lived 

decorative form occurring in Saxon (Southampton) to High 

Medieval (Canterbury) contexts. 

IS2 This is an inverted pear shaped head (GT3 form) with 

incised spiral grooves over the whole head - see fig 

2: 58. No dated contexts are yet known, but its 

occurrence at Meols and Wharram Percy - see Atpendix A- 

fit well with the previous IS1 dating, Saxon to High 

Medieval. 

IS3 A spherical head (GT2 type) with incised spiral grooves 

over the upper hemispý, Q-Q-- of the head only. . NO example 

of this form was encountered in this study, but a 

published example from Waltham Abbey [Huggins PJ 19761 

has an association with a Viking hall and a 9th-10th 

century date. 

IS5 A lower hemisphere shaped head (HH1 head form), its 

lower sides are covered with incised spiral grooves 

fig 2: 59. The single example - Appendix A- from a 10th 

century context at York matches well the general dating 



Figure 2: 57 

sell. 
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IS1. Spherical head form 
GT2, with incised spiral 
grooves. 

Figure 2: 58 

IS2. Inverted tear head 
lorm GT3, with incised 
spiral grooves. 

Figure 2: 59 

IS5. Hemispherical head 
form, HH1, with incised 
spiral grooves. 
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of the incised spiral pattern, as seen in ISI and IS3, 

clearly a floruit of this style in the Late Saxon/Anglo 

Scandinavian period is likely. 

IS7 A fructum atop an inverted cone (GT8 form head) 

decorated with incised spiral grooves - see fig 2: 60. 

The three examples from Richborough - see Appendix A- 

are not readily paralleled. The general head form 

occurs in Roman and Saxon contexts, an association which 

well matches the site of Richborough. It is likely 

these incised spiral decorated examples are associated 

with their Roman compatriots darform, rather than their 

Dark Age compatriots d oi decoration. 

CUBE HEADED PINS 

CPI A simple cuboid head - fig 2: 61. Although remarkably 

uncommon - only five examples in Appendix A- for such a 

simple head form its simplicity means it probably occurs 

widely throughout time. The dated examples from Whitby 

and Canterbury give a general Dark Age, Saxon-Medieval 

date. 

CP2 A cuboid head with a nick on every edge. The two 

examples are from Ickham - Appendix A- and a published 

example from Hemel Hempstead, pin 276 [Neal DS 19741. 

Both are from Roman sites and thus this cuboid type may 

be seen as a probable Romano-British product4' 

CP3 A cuboid head with aV shaped notch taken out of every 

top edge, thus making a four pointed crown - fig 2: 62. 



Figure 2: 60 
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, igure 2: 61 

CP1. Head of cube form. 
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Three of the four examples - see Appendix A- although 

undated come from Roman sites in Richborough, Ickham and 

Wroxeter, with Chester being a multi-period site. This 

pin type might be seen as a likely Romano-British 

product. 

CP4 A cuboid head with a deep trench running down each side 

face to a central hollow - see fig 2: 63. This unusual 

pin form does not have a dated context or material 

culture associations as yet. The fact that the example 

in the British Museum - see Appendix A- is made by the 

method of head attachment used on the 'beret' headed 

pins may suggest a post 10th century date as likely for 

this pin type. 

CP5 A cuboid head with holes drilled in from each side to 

make the head hollow - see fig 2: 64. Not a common pin 

head, possibly similar to-the CP4 type visually. Of the 

three examples of this type - see Appendix A- two come 

from earlier, probably Saxon contexts. 

CP6 A cuboid head with a central hollow drilled from the 

top. Visually similar to cp4 and CP5, the Medieval date 

from the Canterbury example for this pin form, which 

recalls the Roman 'acorn' type pins, gives uncertainty 

to the. exact date and cultural associations for this, as 

well as for all the other cuboid headed pins. 

MEDIEVAL PIN FORMS 

MM1 This pin head form consists of a biconical head 

surmounted by a loop atop the pin shaft. The example 



Figure 2: 62 
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CP3. Cube head with 
raised corners in a 
I crown' form. 

Figure 2: 63 

CP4. Cube head with 
,, -rtical grooves down each 

Figure 2: 64 

CP5. Hollow head of cubic 
form, with circular holes 
in each side. 
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found in Canterbury is comparable with one from 

Ellington [Tebbutt CF& Rudd GT 19711 which is dated 

1150-1250. This, with the Medieval date for the 

Canterbury example, suggests some pin5 Of this form 

occasionally present in the High Medieval period. 

MM2 Several examples of thick cast pins, with their heads in 

the form of an animal, animal face or human face occur 

eg 2: 65. These pins, eg the example from Holywell - see 

Appendix A- are attributed to the High Medieval period 

by the style of the head and dress. Similar examples 

from London (Wheeler M 1940] were likewise dated. JM 

Lewis (personal comment) has suggested a roughly 13th 

century date for another similar example, based on the 

style of the coif. 

Previous traditions of animal or human face headed pins' 

are seen in bone from Viking contexts [Waterman 19591, 

although excavations in 10th century contexts at 

Winetavern Street, Dublin, produced a copper alloy human 

head headed pin. 

MM3 Pins with a head composed of a pair of outward turning 

spirals - fig 2: 66. The spiral is usually seen to be a 

strip of metal, unlike the wire or rod section seen in 

the Saxon inward spi. ralled pins (SD6 head type). - These 

outward spiralled pins have previously been noted in 

Medieval contexts, eg'-Rievaulx Abbey (Dunning GC 19651 

or an inward spiralled example from Sewer Lane, Hull, 

pin 114 (Armstrong'P'19771. The examples in this study 

could all come from Medieval contexts, the examples from 



Figure 2: 65 

MM2. Head of humanoid head 
form, depicting monarch to 
monkey, from Medieval 
contexts. 

Pigure 2: 66 
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MM3. Head of an 
facing spiral. 

Figure 2: 67 
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CL1. Head of plain 
circular lenzoid form. 
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Whitefriars and St Augustines Abbey, both have good 16th 

century contexts; whilst an earlier 13th century date 

which is suggested by the context of the example from 

Exeter (see Appendix A) illustrate the range of the- 

period in which these pins occur. 

LENS HEADED PINS 

These pins have a circular lens shaped head which is composed 

of two sheet metal dishes, secured edge to edge and filled 

with lead or solder. The shaft comprises a thick copper 

alloy wire pushed through the lower sheet metal dish and 

embedded in the "solder". Some early examples of this form 

have been claimed, eg from Graves 19 and .8 at Gilton 

(Faussett B 18561 and pin 7 from Walton. These Saxon 

cemetery and 5th century occupation site examples are very 

much earlier than any other examples seen in this study, and 

thus may be inaccurately recorded later finds, or a brief 

period of use of a pin which is visually similar to the later 

lens headed pin. 

CL1 This pin has a plain circular lenzoid head - see fig 

2: 61 - formed as described above. Examples of this pin 

form have already been published, eg pin 38 from Sandal 

Castle, dated 1350-14 50 (Caple 1983]; pins 1790 and 1788 

from Southampton (Platt C and Coleman-Smith 19751, and 

pin ii from Southwark [Southwark and Lambeth Excavation 

Committee 19781 are 16th century. To these can be added 

the many examples in Appendix A. These show that the 

earliest examples of this pin form, both from York and 
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Canterbury, come from llth-12th century contexts. It 

appears from the dated contexts that this type of pin 

continued to be used well into the post-Medieval period, 

perhaps the 17th or 18th century, with the largest 

number of dated examples and hence the likely floruit of 

this pin head type occurring in the 16th century. 

CL2 This pin has a circular lenzoid head form, with the 

upper face covered with small raised protrusions, 

"brambled" - fig 2: 68. This form is sometimes referred 

to as "dimpled". These pins are merely a decorated 

sub-group of the CL1 pins. This appears to be the most 

commonly used motif for decorating these pins.. ' Two 

examples, nos. 105 and 112 from the Guildhall Museum 

Catalogue (Library Committee of the Corporation of 

London 1903] are described as pins of this type. They 

have been given 16th century dates. The only two 

examples from dated contexts - see Appendix A- come 

from post-1500 contexts, and thus the decoration of this 

pin form ("brambled") appears to be a late innovation in 

the life of this pin form, probably 16th and 17th 

century- 

CL3 This pin has a circular lenzoid head form with the upper 

face decorated with a series of raised radial rays - fig 

2: 69. This form is often described as 'rayed'. This is 

again a decorative form of the CM type pin, and both 

examples in Appendix A, coming from 16th or 17th century 

contexts, as with CL2, would appear to be the period 

when decorated forms-of this pin head type are seen. 



Figure 2: 68 

CL2. Head of circular 
lenzoid form, with the 
tipper surface 'brambled'. 
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Figure 2: 69 

CL3. Head of circular 
lenzoid form, with the 

t-a 

Figure 2: 70 

CL4. Head of spherical 
form, with scribed 
geometric design. 

r 
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CL4 A spherical head, again composed (apparently) of joined 

hemispheres of sheet metal filled with solder or lead; 

and with a shaft embedded in the head, pushed through 

the lower hemisphere. The outer surfaces of the heads 

are decorated with 'scribed' or scratched patterns, 

geometric shapes, infilled with horizontal lines or dots 

- see fig 2: 70. This head appears to be made by the 

same method as the CLI and SD7 type heads. Neither pin 

in Appendix A is from a dated context. Both examples 

are, however, housed in the "medieval" departments of 

both museums. 

BERET HEADED PINS 

Beret headed pins are composed of small solid metal heads, 

usually a globule or 'beret' shape, which have a hole or 

depression in the underside into which the shaft is stuck, 

usually by means of a 'black' substance of, as yet, uncertain 

composition. The shaft is usually made from a narrow gauge 

wire. 

'Beret' headed pins have so far only been reported once 

[Caple forthcoming] but many examples were noted in this 

study, most from High Medieval. contexts. 

BE1 The head is of globular, circular lenzoid, or beret form 

- see fig 2: 71. The many examples listed in Appendix A 

appear to come from a range of Medieval contexts. The 

earliest come from 12th century levels, and they 

continue to the 17th century, although most appear to 



Figure 2: 71 

BE1. 'Beret' headed pin. 
head of a flattened 

, -Tlobule of metal, stuck 
WAPý onh) Hh, --ý top of a shaft. 
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Figure 2: 72 

BE5. A type of 'beret' 
headed pin, with a very 
flat flared head form. 
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come from the period 1200-1500 AD. 

The less common forms of 'beret' headed pins include: ' 

I 
BE2 A five or six sided rod shaped head; although with, few 

examples - see Appendix A- it probably occurs at the 

same date as BEl form pins. 

BE3 A cylindrical shaped head; although with few examples'''- 

see Appendix A- it probably occurs at the same'date as 

the BEl form pin. 

BE4 A lower hemisphere form head, although neither of, these 

examples are dated - see Appendix A- their similarity 

in form to the BEl type pin probably suggests that this 

form of 'beret' headed pin occurs early in the 'bere't' 

headed pin period, say l2th-14th century, following .0. n 

the period of the 11111 type pin, and taking this general 

head form into the High Medieval Period. 

BE5 A wide flat open mushroom form head - see fig 2: 72. Of 

the few examples listed in Appendix A, one from 

Coppergate comes from a 10th century context and 

suggests this as a very early form of the 'beret' headed 

pin. 

BE6 An unusual flaring bell shaped head.. A single example 

of this form is noted in Appendix A. 

BE7 An unusual cube head form pin head. A single example of 

this form is noteain Appendix A. 
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K TYPE HEADED PINS 

KI A spherical head composed of a single turn of 

hemispherical section wire, wound around the top of a 

shaft; the ends of the head wire being butted together - 

see fig 2: 73. This type of pin head has only recently 

been recognised and published [Caple 19851. In that 

case several examples were located in a context dated 

1560-90. The examples in Appendix A give instances of K 

type pins from 15th century to 19th century contexts. 

The occurrence of this number of consistent contexts 

gives confidence to the assignment of this general pin 

type to the post-1400 period. 

K2 *This is a polygonal section head. Composed in theý same 

manner as the Kl pin head. The wire comprising this 

head has had a series of vertical facets created on its 

sides - see fig 2: 74. Only'two examples - see Appendix 

A- of this form were encountered in the study, but with 

one coming from a 16th-17th century context a general 

post-1400 date range for this type of pin head form 

seems likely. 

CAST ON HEADED PINS 

CH1 Spherical head of a white metal (lead or solder) cast 

onto the end of a thin copper alloy wire shaft - fig 

2: 75. Few well dated examples of this type of pin head 

have yet been reported. The narrow gauge of the wire 

and the dated contexts available suggest a general late 
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K2. Polygonal head form, 
composed of a single turn, 
rectangular cross section 
wire, around a shaft. 
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Medieval date for this pin head type. 

C112 Spherical head of a black vitreous substance, cast onto 

the end of a thin copper alloy wire shaft. Again few 

well dated examples of this pin type have yet been 

recovered so the dating to the late Medieval period is 

obviously tentative. The good correspondence of CH1 and 

CH2 in date and method of manufacture is noted. 

CH3 A variety of shapes cast in a black vitreous substance 

onto the end of a thin copper alloy wire shaft. Forms 

such as a bird and a sun - fig 2: 76 occur. Represented 

by a few examples from Salisbury - see Appendix A- this 

may be an unusual local form of pin, perhaps for sale to 

pilgrims to Salisbury Cathedral: or a rarely seen 'more 

general form 6f'pin. -Largely undated, this pin type may 

loosely (upon similarity of method of manufacture) be 

related to the. CH2 type pin, but a Late or post-Medieval 

dating is the-best. that can as yet be assumed. 

WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 

These are small pins, typically 25-75mm long, made of a 

narrow gauge wire. The head is formed of two turns of a 

coiled wire, stuck or stamped onto the top of the shaft. The 

wound wire headed pins, or WWIIP as they will hereafter be 

referred to, are frequently numerous on Medieval and 

post-Medieval sites. Excavations often uncover large numbers 

of these pins. The pins from a number of sites - see Table 

2: 3 - and collections in some museums - see Table 2: 4 - 
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,a Figure 2: 75 

CH1. Spherical head form 
composed of a small sphere 
of 'white metal' cast onto 
a shaft. 

Pigure 2: 76 

CH3. Variously shaped 
head forms, eg sun shape, 
cast in a 'black vitreous 
material' onto a shaft. 



TABLE 2: 3 

SITES WITH COLLECTIONS OF WWHP 

Seen in brief 

Date 
Available 

LINCOLN 
DT. I Yes 
HG '72 Yes 
F '72, F '73, F '74 Yes 
SPA, SP75, SP77, SP78, SP79 Yes 
BE 73 Yes 
WP71 Yes 
P70, P71 Yes 

CANTERBURY 
CB/R '78, CB/R '79 Yes 

Cakebread Robey CBR IV Yes 
Marlowe Ave M Ave 81 Yes 
Mint Yard MY 79 Yes 
Norman Staircase NS/77 Yes 

16 WS Yes 
Dane John Yes 

Poor Priest House PPH (Solar) 71 Yes 
Marlowe MII STMS 'A', MIII STMS 79, M IV Yes 
Lindum Gardens Lin G/79 Yes 

YORK 

DOE 

Ebor Brewery 
Bedern 

Denny Abbey 
Castle Rising 
Tower of London 
Huntingdon (St Benedicts Court) 
Hinton Hall 
Eltham Palace 
Sherbourne Old Castle 
Prudhoe Castle 
Battle Abbey 
Beeston Castle 
Wharram Percy 
Woolaston House 
St Augustines Abbey Yes 
Wroxeter 

LUDGERSHALL CASTLE 



CHESTER 
CIIE/GFC 76-8 
CHEM '80 
CIIE/NGB 1974-5 
CHE/IISS '81, CIIE/HSS '79 
CHEAG 75-8 
CHE/GS 73 
CHE/LBS 74-6 
CHE/CRS 73-4 

SITES WITH COLLECTIONS OF WWHP 

Examined in Detail 

CHELMSFORD 'SITE S72' MOULSHAM STREET 

Nearly 750 pins examined and reported it 
I 

WHITEFRIARS' 

Of the 880 pins from this site nearly 200 were examined in 

detail. This study is not published. 

SANDAL CASTLE 

112 pins were examined and reported i n. detaiI i-C a p. 1 p., 8 5). 



TABLE 2: 4 

COLLECTIONS OF WWHP IN MUSEUMS 

Museum Museum Coll/Site Code Site Name 

Salisbury 40-57 Minster Street 

9/57 Fisherton Bridge 

"Drainage Coll" 

Chester Meols 

Oxford 1916-18 

1955.494 BagingtOn Castie 

1951.130 and 1591.129 to 

"Carline Collection" 

"Oxford City Ditch" 

British Whitby Coll 

Museum 1953.1-4.7 Culbin Sands 

93.6-1.295 

93.6-1.296 

OA 1107 

OA 1108 

OA 7282 Steelyard 

OA 7287 

Date 

140 0-1600? 

pre 1864 
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were examined. In several cases, eg Whitefriars, Sandal 

Castle, Ludgershall Castle, Moulsham Street Chelmsford, all 

the pins from the site were examined in great detail - see 

Chapter 5. 

Several types of WWHP according to head type and shape were 

discerned. A selection of the dated examples from the sites 

examined 'in brief' are given in the tables in Appendix A, as 

a full list of occurrences would be prohibitively long. 

Al Head formed from a single turn of head wire 'stuck' onto 

the top of the shaft - see fig 2: 77. Most published 

examples of WWHP do not differentiate between the types, 

although a clear Al type example occurs in pin xi from 

Southwark [Southwark and Lambeth Excavation Committee 

19781. The examples in Appendix A tend to range from 

the 12th-19th century, though with a concentration in 

the 1500-1700 period. 

A2 Head formed from a double turn of head wire 'stuck' onto 

the top of the shaft - see fig 2: 78. Again the 

published examples of WWHP are not differentiated into 

types, and only occasionally are suitable diagrams 

provided. Clear examples of the A2 type were found in 

all phases (pins 2,6,17) of Bewell House, A late 13th 

century to iate 17th century 

and from phases (pins 15 and 16) of Berrington 

ýerSý. tý11550-1700 AD The examples in 

Appendix A tend to range from 14th to 19th century, with 

a concentration in the period 1500-1700 AD. 
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WWHP: Al. Head composed of 
a single turn of wire 
'stuck' onto a shaft. 

Figure 2: 78 

WWHP: A2. Head composed of 
a double turn of wire 
'stuck' onto a shaft. 

Figure 2: 79 

WWHP: B2. Head composed of 
a double turn of wire 
stuck and crimped onto a 
sha f t. 
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B Head formed from a double turn of head wire, apparently 

both stuck and slightly battered, thus crimping (and 

sticking) it onto the top of the shaft - fig 2: 79. Most 

of the published examples are provisionally regarded as 

of this type, eg pins 1720 and 1730 from Southampton 

(Platt and Coleman-Smith 19751 datectl3th century, pins 

iv-viii from Southwark (Southwark and Lambeth Excavation 

Committee 19781 dated 1625-40, pins 16,18 and 19 from 

Bordesley Abbey [Rahtz P and Hirst S 19761 dated 

1140-1538. The examples in Appendix A tend to range 

from 13th to 19th century with a concentration in period 

1500-1800 AD. 

C Head formed from a double turn of head wire, which has 

been crimped onto the top of the shaft, forming a 

spherical head, with a pair of dished punches - see fig 

2: 80. Few of the published examples reproduce the pins 

accurately enough to determine their exact head form, 

but pins 1852 and 1873 from Southampton from contexts 

dated 1550-1650 and 1630-40 respectively, and pins 

xii-xiv from Southwark [Southwark and Lambeth Excavation 

Committee 19791 dated 1640-60, all appear to be of this 

type. The examples listed in Appendix A date from 13th 

century to 20th century contexts, with a concentration 

in 16th-19th century contexts. 

There were several other forms of WWHP but only a few 

examples of these less common types have been encountered, 

compared with the many hundreds of examples of the A, B and C 

types. 
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WWHP: C2. Head composed oE 
a double turn of wire 
stamped into a spherical 
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Figure 2: 81 

WWHP: D. Head composed of 
a head wire stamped into 
an inverted cone form. 

Figure 2: 82 

WWHP: J- Head composed of 
a head wire, stamped into 
a hemispherical form. 
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D Head in the form of an inverted cone, composed of two 

turns of head wire stamped into this form on the top of 
the shaft - see fig 2: 81. This type of head appears to 

resemble the 'upset' headed pins in head shape. Thus 

most examples of this type appear to be post 1830s, ie 

after the introduction of the upset headed pin. 

E Head in the form of a mushroom shape, composed of two 

turns of head wire stamped into this form. Lack of 

examples with dated contexts prevent dating of this WWHP 

type. 

F Head in the form of a heart shape, composed of two turns 

of head wire stamped into this form. Lack of examples 

with dated contexts prevent dating of this WWHP type. 

G Head in the form of a circular, hexagonal through 

section, head. Composed of -two turns of head wire 

stamped into this form. Lack of examples from dated 

contexts prevents dating of this WWHP type. 

Head in the form of a pointed topped nail head, composed 

of two turns of head wire, stamped into this form. Lack 

of examples from dated contexts prevents dating of this 

WWHP type. 

Head in the form of a lower hemisphere - see fig 2: 82 - 

composed of two turns of head wire, stamped into this 

form. Lack of examples from dated contexts prevents 

dating of this WWHP type. 

Head in the form of a six sided disc, composed of two 
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turns of head wire, stamped into this form. , Lack of 

examples from dated contexts prevents dating of this 

WWHP type. 

H Head in the form of a nail head, composed of two turns 

of head wire, stamped into this form. The examples 

listed in Appendix A have dates ranging from the 

17th-19th century with the few examples dispersed evenly 

over this date range. 

Unusual forms of WWHP. .11 

XA head in the form of a thick cylinder. It appears 

usually to be formed of 4-6 turns of head wire done 

twice, one layer above the other, to form a thick 

cylinder shape. on the outer side of this head is 

incised a series of parallel angled lines, or more often 

a "criss-cross" pattern - fig 2: 83. Examples of this 

type of pin - listed in Appendix A- appear largely to 

-come from the 16th and 17th centuries, agreeing well 

with a published example, pin 77 from Bollingbroke 

Castle (Drivett ý, 19761 which is dated 1643-1675. 

Ul One unusual WWHP worthy of note comes from the "Drainage 

Collection" at Salisbury museum. The head, made from 

several turns of wire, stamped or more likely in this 

case stuck onto the shaft, has been fashioned into the 

shape of a cube with its corners replaced by facets [pin 

head GT1 shape], with dots or hollows in the faces or 

facets. So far this is the only example of this form - 

fig 2: 84; but it does show the versatility of the wound 

wire head technique which could be made into virtually 
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any form desired. It also shows how certain forms of 

pin head, eg GT1, kept being rediscovered and reused 

time and time again. 

UPSET HEADED PINS 

Usl These pins have a head in the form of an inverted cone, 

whose top is often not flat but slightly domed - see fig 

2: 85. The head was formed automatically by a machine 

punching a shaft from the top, deforming the shaft into 

the cone shaped mould. The machines to make these pins 

were developed from 1824 onwards, and thus the upset 

headed pins should come from late 1820s contexts 

onwards. The examples listed in Appendix A agree well 

with this, all coming from post 1850s contexts. 



Figure 2: 83 

WWHP: X- Head composed of 
several turns of head wire 
forming a cylinder form, 
with an incised 'criss 
cross' design around its 
side. 

glow 

Figure 2: 84 

WWHP: UO. Head composed of 
several turns of head 
wire, formed into a 
polyhedral GTI form, with 
hollows in its facets. 

Figure 2: 85 
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US1. Head of small 
inverted cone form, 
created by stamping and 
thus deforming the top of 
the shaft. 
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THE HISTORY OF PINS 

Many previous authors have attempted to elucidate part of. the 

history of the-changes-in the form of the pin. Most, have 

examined the changesýin the form of the pin in the Highland 

Zone ie Celtic Britain and Ireland: eg Stevenson 1955; Laing 

1975; Armstrong 1922; Fanning 1969,1970 and 1983; 

Kilbride-jones 1980: the earliest workers, Smith 1913 and 

Dunning 1934, being particularly concerned with the origins 

of the hand pin and ringed pin. Apart from interest in the 

ornate Saxon pins SQ7, SD1, SG1-3 etc., none of the British 

pins of the period 400 1600 had been seriously studied. 

The present weak state of Celtic Archaeology, as demonstrated 

by Laing 1975, O'Rahilly'1975, shows the futility of the 

study of Celtic material until a number of well and 

accurately dated excavations have been completed, and 

scholars stop wasting words struggling with unresolvable 

problems such as Traprain Law [Burley E 1955/61. This study 

has, therefore, centred on English material where excavations 

during the last 25 years have provided some reliable dates 

and cultural associations for various pin head forms. 

The Roman pin tradition was quite considerable. Under the 

modern excavation conditions prevailing in the 1960s and 

1970s, Roman settlement sites have produced large numbers of 

pins, eg Dover (Philp B 19811 and Gadebridge [Neal DS 19741 

etc. This has resulted in several corpora on Roman pins 

being assembled, eg Roman Bone Pins [Crummy N 19791, and on 

metal pins [Cool H 1983). This latter work was unfortunately 

not available soon enough for consideration in this 
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thesis. 

These works document the frequent use of the small-'stick 

pin' in the British Roman period, it having been rare in- the 

previous Iron Age period. 

The use of small stick pins is also seen from around this 

period in the Celtic margins beyond Roman Britain (Stephenson 

19551, no doubt influenced by a ready supply of Roman cloth. 

The pins of these cultures, eg the Broch culture, are mainly 

made of bone (the only convenient raw material) rather than 

the Roman copper alloy, silver and iron, and are consequently 

shorter and thicker. However, many of the pin-head forms, -eg 

ball, nail, thistle, and the use of criss-cross groove 

decoration, are seen in both Roman and Broch culture pins. 

The 3rd and 4th century development of the Romano-Britisý 

identity saw the limited reappearance of many 'native' forms 

of decorative motifs and pin forms [Fowler 19631. The 

movement of production centres for goods supplied to the army 

in the 3rd century, eg movement of army pottery suppliers 

from the Nene valley to Derbyshire and south Yorkshire areas 

is a reflection of the increased influence of the Roman 

military controlled areas (Wales and Hadrians Wall area); and 

the upsurge in the more 'native' form of manufacture 

embodying elements of the old Celtic/La Tene styles is seen. 

This together with the influx of Germanic styles, consequent 

upon the use by the Roman army of German "federati" in the 

wall area, saw an increase in the zoomorphic 

style; and the increased occurrence of many 

Of the object forms, eg penannular brooches, ring headed 
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pins, hand pins, and ringed pins. 

Several of these object forms went on to be developed, 

principally in Ireland and Scotland, eg ringed pins, 

pennanular brooches etc (Fanning 1969,1970 and 19831 

[Kilbride-Jones 19801 [Laing 19751 etc. These areas lie 

outside the scope of this thesis, but the various examples of 

early ringed pins, hand pins etc that do occur in north 

England in the 5th century onwards should be considered parts 

of the various Irish and Scottish material, culture 

development, and are thus not regarded as part of this study. 

The mainstream of pins in England was influenced by a 
'series, 

of waves of Germanic settlers, Saxons, Jutes, Angles etc. 

Some aspects of the pin using traditions of these peoples 

have been noted (Bohme 1974] and are seen on pins from the 

Migration period noted in this country [Welch 1983,1 - see, 

types MP1 - MP5. There were, however, only a limited number 

of Germanic settlers and, 
though their influence is_frequently se6n*in_-theiecoverbd__ 

m-a-terial culture ýI 
many aseect5 of the old 

. AGCO to 
N Romano-British cultures are Aseen #\contlne. The 'short 

stick pin' with its simple head form continues to appear 

throughout this period - seen in types GT1 - GT10. 

I . ". I 
There are frequently variant forms of decoration or shape of- 

these pin types, reflecting the many cultures which have 

encountered and influenced these basic pin forms at this 

period. There will no doubt be many more variant forms than 

have been listed in this thesis. 

The establishment of a series of relatively stable cultures 
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in south and east England during the period of the late 6th 

and 7th centuries, descended from the various groups of 

Germanic groups and native populations, resulted in the 

frequent use of an inhumation burial tradition Uat4ýr 

cremation becomes more common). In this thesis they are 

referred to generally as 'Saxon'. Though this is a vast 

simplification it does allow the grouping together of the 

Seneral pin forms which are common in these burials, which is 

useful due to their visual similarity. The general Saxon 

influenced area, much of central, eastern and southern 

Britain, produces pin types SP1,2 and 4, and RF1 and RF2. 

The more -intensively Saxon area, eg the rich Kentish 

cultures, produce a series of pins frequently using garnet' 

decorations - types SG1-SG3. A number of more variable 

decorative pin forms also appear in this period -' types 

SD1-SD7. Some are related purely to the rich Kentish 

kingdoms, eg SD4, others continue into the Late Saxon period, 

eg SD6. Some groups are easily defined,. eg SD7, others are 

not, eg the union pins SD2. 

The. various Saxon kingdoms of Engl'and evolved in, ý the late 

7th, 8th and early 9th 'century,, and Christianity spread 

throughout Britain. Few material cultural possessions are 

dated to this-period, most examples coming from very early 

towns, eg York and Southampton; from- village' sites eg 

Thetford; and monastery-sites, eg Whitby. <lie si , mple and fujjctioriaý 

wtký. &I - A. 
It erial culture of this peri oil GT1-GT7 head types. Some 'are 

decorated with incised ring and dot decoration, RDl-RD6, 

which in pins at least appears characteristic of this Middle 
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Saxon period. 

The mid-9th century-saw the advent of-the Danish raids and 

settlement on the east coa-st of -Britain. - The 'Scandinavian 

raiders (Danes, Viking,, Norse) were- not. apparently a pin 

using culture, and are thus not recognised in pin forms until 

the 10th century. At this time Norse 'raiders/settlers, who 

had settled in Ireland, and the Scottish islands, were seen in 

Britain. They had adapted several aspects of the 

Irish/Hiberno material culture, in particular the ringed pin, 

which is consequently seen in the Chester and north west of 

England area, up to York which was taken by the Irish Norse 

in 919. Other examples of the Irish/Norse influence are seen 

in the 'kite' V1 and 'baluster' V2, V3 head types, occurring 

in the north of England (York) as well as the ringed pins. 

Other pins of Irish type, eg Il and 12, might well have 

travelled into England at this time; but the earlier Irish 

pin type 13 is probably an earlier import. 

The following Anglo-Scandinavian period in 10th and llth 

century northern Britain, often defined, as Late Saxon in 

southern Britain, is a period of poorly understood material 

culture. A series of pin head types, eg the incised spiral 

decorated heads, IS1-IS7, the cube headed pins, CP1-CP6. the 

half hemisphere headed pins, HH1-HH2, often'with only one or 

two dated examples, appear to belong to this period. Many of 

the cast pins, eg GT1-GT10, finally start to disappear in 

this period. 

Some generalised forms of pin, eg flat-headed pins, FF1 etc, 

may carry on into the following Medieval period, but after 
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this time examples are rare. 

There are no immediately apparent new pin forms present after 

the Norman invasion, and the general paucity of finds for the 

Norman period is seen as something of a gap in the pin 

record. The poor dating may of course exaggerate this point, ' 

and Late Saxon and Anglo/Scandinavian pin forms may continue, ' 

eg HH1 and HH2 or IS1-IS6. 

It is only with the advent of the High Medieval period, which 

can be defined as roughly 1200-1400 AD, that larger numbers 

of pins are again found in dated contexts. Though a few of 

the large 'cast' pins are still seen, eg MP2, pins made of 

sheet metal, MP4, and, more particularly, wire occur in 

increasingly large quantities. The pins have now thin wire 

shafts, and often small undecorated heads. They have become 

functional rather than decorative, and are much finer, 

presumably to minimise their damage to the increasingly fine 

cloths of the Medieval period. The heads of the pins are of 

composite manufacture, twisted wire or stuck on heads, no 

longer the product of a general caster and worker of metal, 

these pins are assembled by a specific pin maker. 

In the High Medieval period the 'beret' headed pins are 

particularly prevalent, BEl-BE7. The circular lenzoid headed 

pins, CL1, are also seen in this period; and some early 

examples of the wound wire headed pins (WWHP). In the 

following Late Medieval period, beret headed pins appear to 

fall out of use. The circular lenzoid headed pins, CLl-CL3, 

continue in use with decorated forms being seen, and a new 

form the 'KI type headed pin appears (Kl and K2). There is a 
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vast increasP- in the number of WWHP produced, with 98% of the 

pins now produced being of this type. These were essentially 

a functional pin for holding folds, pleats, veils etc., 

principally in female costume. 

The WWHP continued to be the dominant pin form in the 

post-1600 period, with a few examples of 'K' and circular 

lens type pins also occurring. In the 19th century the WWHP 

was superseded by the upset headed pin, largely because of 

its cheaper manufacturing costs as it was a machine made pin. 



Chapter 3 

THE HISTORY OF COPPER, TIN, LEAD 

AND ZINC USAGE 
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J\a*&AT. L-'tII: 5 The copper alloys of the period 400-1600 werekcomposed. of the 

metals copper, zinc, tin and lead in varying combinations. 

Each of these metals occurs separately as a metal ore, and 

their presence in the alloys of this date implies the 

existence of mining, smelting and any subsequent refining 

industries for each of the four metals during this Period. 

The other possible thesis is that these four metals, with 

their implicit "trades of creation" existed during part of 

the period 400-1600 AD only. This thesis is dealt with in the 

later chapter "Computer Modelling". 

This present chapter will examine the evidence available from 

various sources concerned with the promulgation of the metals 

copper, zinc, tin and lead during the period 400-1600 AD. 

Of the four industries concerned with mining, smelting, 

refining etc the lead and tin industries 

are of only minor concern to this stpd'y'ýi y, sinc(-- 

The small quantity of them present in most of the copper 

alloys means that relatively small amounts of these 

additive elements would have been required in antiquity. 

These industries are clearly separate entities in the 

minds of earlier authors who have covered the separate 

tin and lead industries. Both have some reasonable 

documentation in the Medieval Deriod. and have a 

separate importance due to the necessary supply of the 

pure metal, eg lead for roofing, and lead and tin for 
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pewter, way beyond its importance with regard to its 

minor percentage in copper alloys. 

I 
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TIN 
I I- ý, 1, ý 

The largest concentration of tin ore in Britain is located in 

the counties of Devon and Cornwall. Exploitation of the tin 

from this area, the "stannaries", is well documented during 

the Medieval period, when it was one of Brltain-'ý chief 

exports. Several studies of this medieval industry and its 

trade [Lewis GR 19081 (Hatcher J 19731 (Greeves TAP 19821 

have been produced and all demonstrate the thriving'nature of 

the industry during the 13th to 17th century. The medieval 

industry appears first in the written record in the mid 12th 

century, and it appears to very rapidly expand pr'oduction. 
II 

Date Thousandweights of Tin produced in 

Stannaries; after [Hatcher J 19731 

1156-1160 

1171 

100 - 130 

480 - 580 

1194 600 - 720 

13th century 1000+ annually 

This would suggest by extrapolation back in time that the 

thriving medieval industry only started in the second quarter 

of the 12th century. This conclusion might also be borne out 

by the failure to record any mention of tin mines in Devon or 

Cornwall in the Domesday Book of 1086. 

The question of tin being produced in time pre-12th 

century is conjectural. L%Wke firm evidence exists, but 

Periods of intense archaeological activity in. two periods may 

suggest earlier tin exploitation. 

Third and 4th century Roman activity is marked in the 
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area, and this when taken in conjunction with the 

unusual lack of Roman activity in the preceding twoý 

centuries, and the closure or lack of access for, the 

Roman empire'to the Spanish tin mines which ýit appears' 

to have used previously, combines to persuade mostr 

authors that this period did mark a period of 

exploitation of the tin reserves of Devon and Cornwall. 

It is interesting to note in this context the recent 

analytical work of J Bayley (Bayley & Butcher 19801--in 

which she clearly shows that Roman brooches "of -this 

period, seemingly made in Britain, are 'suddenly, being' 

made in bronze (and leaded bronze) as opposed to the 

brass or quaternary alloy of the preceding centuries. 

This again suggests an abundance of tin in Britain at 

this late Roman date. 

There is scant evidence of post-Roman activity in Devon 

and- Cornwall until the 9th century, when again 

relatively suddenly a large number of finds, eg coins 

and (Trewiddle Hoard) are f ound in and around 

the tin working areas. No reason is yet apparent for 

this burst of activity, and I know of no undue rise in 

the occurrence or use of tin or related alloys, bronze 

or pewter, in this period. 

This all clearly suggests a discontinuous use of Cornish tin 

resources, though these superficial facts may well be 

deceiving, and low levels of tin mining and production may 

well have continued fairly evenly throughout this period. 

There would not have been a great demand for tin during this 
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period, with low levels of population and material culture, 

but certainly there is no large or major tin industry cited 

here continuously over this period. This position appears to 

be echoed by the few written sources for the Roman and Dark 

Age period, with some writers alluding to British tin, eg 

Ceasar and Diodorus Siculus from the Roman period, whilst 

other very thorough authors, Pliny the Elder and Tacitus, 

contain no mention of it. In the post-Roman period this is 

repeated. John of Alexandria (approximately 600 AD),,,,. Raynel 

quoting the 7th century Charter of Dagobert both record 

Cornish tin expo%-V-r-, whilst Bede in his Ecclesiastical 

History does not mention it. Clearly this all suggests 

intermittent or small scale production until the mid-12th 

century. 
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LEAD ,,, 11 1ýIý-, Vfýf 

Lead is obtainable from many areas of Britain, eg Pennines, 

Mendips, north and mid Wales, Devon and the Derbyshire Peak 

District. The Roman interest in British lead was marked, 

with production in the Mendips coming under Roman control 

shortly after conquest (49 AD). The details of the Roman 

industry have already been recorded by several authors 

[Tylecote 1962 and 19751 [Davies 0 19351. Evidence comes in 

the form of stamped lead pigs, Roman coins in lead mines and 

in' slag heaps attest exploitation of lead in virtually all 

the lead bearing areas of Britain. In the case of north 

Wales and Mendips, signs of activity continue into the 

fourth century. The total lack of excavation, and the 

extensive later mining activities have largely,, obscured any 

signs of'Dark Age lead production. 

There is a reference in Lewis [Lewis W 19671 to lead mining 

in 714 AD by the monks of Repton, and in his Ecclesiastical 

History, Bede refers to lead as part of England's mineral 

wealth. These references apart, there is virtually no other 

mention of lead in the written sources of the Dark Age 

period. This should, as for tin, not be interpreted as 

meaning there was no active native lead producing industry in 

this country at this period, since the period is generally 

poorly documented, and the written records which there were, 

were not of a technical-or investigative nature. 

The diversity of the lead producing areas.. ', prevents us 

discerning periods of intense activity or, inactivity *in the 

archaeological record. It is, however, worth noting that in 
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L R%es 
, as in the Roman period, . 

'a major source of -silver 

was from the cupellation of lead. Though we, have no definite 

traces of cupellation at this date,, a large, volume of silver 

was in use in Britain and Western Europe generally at- this 

period. It appears to have been the, basis -of, several 

coinage issues, and much of the 3ewe"" from the period was 

made of it. Britain seems to have had plenty of silver, both 

in the Late Roman period right through to the 10th century 

payments of Danegeld, paid largely in silver by the English 

kings. No convincing argument has ever been advanced for 

Britain's apparent wealth of silver during this period. 

Continued exploitation of the silver rich lead ores may 

provide one answer. 

The lead industry of the following Medieval period is much 

more securely documented. The medieval lead industry of the 

12th century, from which the larger British lead industry of 

the 13th - 17th century grew was [Blanchard 1 19811 based on 

lead from the northern Pennines, which had been cupelled for 

silver, and was thence traded down the Tyne. The Scottish 

incursions into northern Britain are reputed to have wrecked 

this north British lead industry in the late 12th century. 

With the boom in British building which occurred during the 

12th and 13th century, the southern English lead deposits, eg 

Mendips and Derbyshire, began production to supply this 

market. The Welsh sources appear to have supplied the local 

area. Throughout the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries, economic 

and technological changes caused the fortunes of the 

different lead ore fields to fluctuate (Blandchard 1 1981). 

During the 16th century, in common with many other mining and 

I 
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metal smelting industries, the phenomenon of German masters 

and engineers being brought into the industry was seen. The 

English lead industry continued to prosper well into the 17th 

century, and during much of the 13th - 17th century period, 

Britain appears to have been a net exporter of lead from this 

country [Lewis 1967) 
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COPPER I 

The earliest Roman reference to copper in conjunction with 

Britain occurs in caesarls"AQ %Zo GxA*%ýo" [Davies 0 19351 

where he refers to the importation of copper, from, the 

continent to south east England. The Romans do notýappear'to 

have expected to find copper in this country, and Caesar does 

not list it amongst, the reasons he gave for invading Britain. 
I 

There are, however, clea r indications of copper production 

during the Roman period, both in terms of raw copper bun 

ingots and sites. There are half a dozen mining sites in the 

Caernarvon, Anglesey and north east Wales '(Flintshire) area, 

eg Ormes Head and Longmynech [Davies 0 19351 [Kelly 19761, 

all these sites have signs of the mining of copper ores 

associated with Roman mining techniques, or Roman dated 

finds. There are also a number of settlement sites in the 

north Wales area which have produced copper working/smelting 

slags. These settlements are, both by type and from datable 

finds, occupied during the Roman period. These are 

summarised by Kelly [Kelly 19761. 

The volume of this evidence appears to suggest a vigorous 

mining industry in the north Wales region during the Roman 

period, as this is where all but one of the ingots, and all 

the mining and smelting sites are concentrated. This appears 

largely to have been run by native miners and smelters, with 

none of the copper ingots, and all but a few pieces of slag, 

having come from contexts away from Roman forts, or centres 

of activity. There is little or no other evidence of copper 

mining or smelting from elsewhere in the British Isles, save 
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f or a single bun ingot- f rom Wigtownshire in Scotland. 'ý, "'; -' Thi'Sý' 

north Wales production centre may haWbeen the major or-only, 0 

one in Roman Britain. oi, 

The production in this north Wales region appears from 

datable Roman finds to have continued into the fourth 

century, after which period there are few- datable finds-' 

anywhere in the country. Thus the area may, well''hav'e-" 

continued in production for some time. Many of the native 

settlements with which the smelting/melting slags' etýc`haveý_ 

been associated appear to continue into the 6t1i century'AD. ''-'- 
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The gap in both the written and archaeological record that' 

occurs at the end of the Roman period, with a clear drop in 

the material culture, and the restriction of writing to az, few; 

factless religious eulogies, badly affects our knowledge of 

t. echnical industries. -rý 

As has been seen in the cases of lead and tin, earlier 

authors have postulated the collapse of the industry, 

advancing the argument that we do not have proof that it 

existed, therefore it did not. In more recent years the 

realisation of the continuance, often in a diminished form, 

of many activities in the post-Roman period has, as in the 

case of silver and lead, led us to suppose some form of 

continuance of an industry as we see the final products- of 

such an industry. This form of deduction, though, 

unsatisfactory, is all that is available for the copper- 

industry. There is no evidence of the continued miningt 

smelting, and production of copper between the end of the 

Roman period and the 10th century anywhere in Europe. 

Objects of copper and its alloys, bronze and-brass, however, 

continue to appear in the archaeological record. The 

possibility of this industry being purely based on Roman 

scrap metal is examined in the "Computer Modelling" chapter, 

but the occurrence of high purity pieces of copper alloy, 

brass and bronze, eg the objects from Sutton Hoo [Oddy 19831 

must surely argue for some pure metal production during this 

period. 

The copper mining, when it is again mentioned in written! 

texts, occurs around Frankenburg in the Er ý3* Mountains, on the 
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present day East German - Czechoslovakian border, see fig 3: 1 

[Treue W 1966: Kirnbauer, F 19661 in 922 AD. This seems to be 

quickly followed by mentions of copper mining at Rammelsburg 

near Goslar in the Hartz Mountains around the turn of the 

millennium , although Treue [Treue W 19661 would see these 

mines opening earlier about 900 AD. Both these occurrences 

seem to involve both silver and copper mining, probably from 

fahlerz deposits. The mining and smelting of both these 

metals successfully would imply the preservation of this 

knowledge over 500 years, nearly nine generations. This 

clearly argues for some level of continued activity during 

the intervening period which has merely gone unrecorded. 

The miners of the Ertz and Hartz Mountains seem to have 

travelled widely in the ensuing centuries, as they set up the 

broad base of the Medieval copper industry throughout Central 

Europe. 

In 1175 Kirnbauer (Kirnbauer 19661 describes them as setting 

up the copper mining and smelting industry in the Zips 

Mountains in Hungary. Together with a second influx of 

German miners after the Tartar invasion of Hungary in 1243, 

they founded this major source of supply of Medieval copper, 

notably in the Upper Hungarian towns of Schmallnitz, Gollnitz 

and Babschau, and in and around the Schemnitz area of Lower 

Hungary. Rickard (Rickard 19321 attributes the founding of 

the Hungarian copper industry by workers from the Erý3 and 

Hartz Mountains to the 6th century, but the later chronology 

of the llth and 12th centuries appears more likely. In 1199 

the'copper mining in the district of Mansfeld in Germany is 
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first recorded [Kirnbauer 19661., wThis region going on -to 

become one of, Germany's major, copper-producing areas. During 

the 12th century copper mining is-recorded'-as-having begun in 

Silesia, and during-. the"13th century copper mining appears, to 

have started (1272 AD) at Grostlitz in Bohemia [Treue 19661. 

Copper mining is traditionally believed-to have-commenced-in 

Sweden, at the copper mines of Falun, 'around, ý1200-,., -, although 

recent comments in the-, 1984 British., Museum, --conference 'on 

Metal Smelting suggested that an-earlier date,: 700'AD, -might 

now be more accurately put forward. During -the 15th, 16th 

and 17th centuries the area of the, Austrian, Tyrol, - and -in 

particular the Inn valley, became a pre-eminent 'supplier- of 

copper. This supply of'copper--- was controlled through the 

towns of Augsburg and, Nurnberg., ", - 

From all these various sources of copper supply it would 

appear that the early mines of the Goslar region of the Hartz 

Mountains were, during the 12th and early 13th centuries, the 

major European source of copper. This metal moved north 

mostly, supplying the early metal (brass and bronze) forming 

industries of the Aachen region. -' 

Then during the 13th/14th century the Hungarian copper 

supplied through the Baltic port of Danzig was a major 

European source of copperý This trade, being largely 

controlled by the Hanseatic League, passed through the Baltic 

ports into the ports of the North Sea. 

During the 14th century, production in the mansfeld region 

11 increased, as did that in the Tyrolean regions. Nurnburg 

became a major centre of the copper trade at this date. 
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During the 15th, -, century, -Hungarian and Tyrolean-copper- 

production was largely monopolised by a single family, - ithe 

Fuggers, who controlled the copper coming through the cities. 

of Augsburg (from the Tryol). and Leipzig (from Hungary). - 

The. collapse -of, the Hungarian- copperý 

industry as, a- result of a Turkish invasion meant that 

supplies of coppdr started to become erratic during the 16th 

century from Central Europe, this meant that Swedish copper 

became a major source of supply. The Dutch wars of the 16th 

century would have made- supplies of -Flemish-brass very- 

erratic for a, consumer, such as-Britain who then depended upon 

them. During- the, -17th century ýthe Thirty.. Years War 

continued, the problems ofisupply with ýmuch -of., the German 

copper industry ýcaught up-in the conflict, -thus. - giving 

Swedish copper and brass an easy market in Britain and NW 

Europe. There is very little mention of a copper industry in 

Britain during this period. This is in direct contrast to: 

The great volume of evidence located in both written and 

archaeological form throughout much of Central Europe 

for a thriving copper industry; 

The volume of written and ýarchaeological evidence 

available for a major-metal-industry, -lead production, - 

in Britain. 

This clearly suggests little-or--no-,,, indigenous'copper industry 

existed in Britain at this period. 
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There are, despite this, very occasional odd references made 

to copper mining in Medieval Britain. It is often difficult 

to separate out the reference specifically to copper. Most 

accounts refer to lead mining, which was quite vigorously 

undertaken during this period: frequently references include 

German miners' names, the Germans being the major mining 

nation at this date. 

1330/ Edward III invited a body of German miners to instruct 

40 his subjects in copper mining [Lipson E 19561. 

1303 Four German miners to search for metals by the 

Chancellor of the Prince of Wales (in the existing 

Flint lead mining area). Copper recorded as found as 

Dyserth Me Dissard). Smelted at Rhuddlan Castle, not 

rich yield and scheme abandoned after f our weeks. 

1358 Edward III granted John, Ballenter and Walter Belbolter 

the right to work mines for gold, silver and copper in 

County of Devon. 

1385 Richard II conceded similarýrights as above to Richard 

Wake. 

1475 Lead mines at Blanch Land (Northumberland) and Acton 

Moor (Yorkshire) and the copper mines at Keswick and 

Richmond (Yorkshire) were assigned to Richard Duke of 

Gloucester, Henry Duke of Northumberland and others. 

These mines in 1478 were given to William Goderswick 

and Doderick Neylesswick. 
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1472 Since 'this date three I other British miners rec I or I de ,d as 

searching for metals'in the area. 

1478 Mines of gold, silver, copper and 1ead_..,, in 

Northumberland, _Cumberland and Westmoreland were 

granted to a colony of German and Dutch miners for a 

period of ten years. 

1524 Commission appointed by Henry VIII to, search, for 

metals. 

1530 German appointed by Commission (one Peter son' of 

Almain) reported iron, lead and copper were being 

worked on five sites in Somerset, twelve in Devon and 

Cornwall, and three possible sources in Wales were 

cited. Of the above, copper being worked at' North' 

Molton on Exmoor; at a site of "Our Lady of the 

Cliff. e" in the Devon area? -, copper and lead,. 
Iwere 

being 

mined, and also copper, lead and tin working at Bodden 

Hill - land mined by the Bishop of Exeter. 

1530 Henry VIII passed a law stating "as there is no ýmine 

of metal of copper within this realm found" in a 

, report of preventing exports of any copper goods from 

Britain due. to the uncertainty of copper supplies for, 

casting, ordnance for Henry's new, fleet. 
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These references suggest that the royal granting of rights, to 

search for was(in view of the presence of gold 

- which is clearly not present in many of the areas mentioned) 

a convention of royal writ and that copper 

was not necessarily expected to be found. 

The continued efforts of the crown to find and produce copper 

successfully, often involving considerable expense in the 

search, suggests that no substantial source of copper was 

found and worked during this period. Thus, - referencesý-- to 

copper mines are: i, --- 11 

i Transcription errors. 

Optimistic or inaccurate records at the time, or it was 

again some form of general convention used in describing 

metal mines. 

Refer to mines, probably some lead mines, whichýproduced 

small quantities of copper in association w ith the, lead. 

This is a distinct possibility on those sites where lead 

and copper are frequently recorded as being mined at the 

site. 

In general terms, there certainly appears to be no copper 

producing industry present in medieval Britain. This would 

imply that the copper, and copper alloy, required by this 

country was imported from the continent, and/or there was 

large scale scrap metal reusage. 

The efforts of the English crown to try and develop its own 

copper industry would imply that scrap metal did not supply 
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Britain, rather that it did import copper and its alloys and, 

that: 

i This was a drain on British currency, and that it was 

probably expensive having to come from Germany or 

Central Europe. 

That it was a vulnerable commodity which could be 

stopped in time of war. 

In respect of this latter argument, it is 

the increased efforts made by the English 

15th and 16th centuries to find copper in 

it is at this date that copper becomes 

military standpoint ýorthe manufacture of 

require a large volume of metal and were 

interesting to note 

crown during the 

this country, when 

important from a 

cannon. These guns 

thus very expensive. 

The import of copper and its alloys throughout the Medieval 

pe riod is thus likely (Saltzman 19311 especially 

considering Britain's good relationship with merchants of the 

Hanseatic League during the 14th and 15th centuries, and its 

close geographical proximity to the Belgian ports with their 

access to the brass making region of Aachen (see 'Zinc'). 

To confirm this hypothesis an examination of Port Records of 

the medieval period was attempted. The incomplete nature of 

the records readily available in print of the imports and 

exports of the various British ports 

permitted the. attainment of Only a P', q. t4al anpýqer 

In the period 1428-1430 covered by the Port Books of 
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Southampton [Cobb 19611 there are two mentions of bulk 

imports of copper alloy referred to as "battery", these 

relate to the import of "6 bales (100 lbs)" and "2 hundreds 

(325 lbs)" in 1428 and 1430 respectively, both on ships from 

Genoa. 

Over this period there are several instances of imported 

copper alloy, referred to as "potbrasse", see fig 3: 2, 

invariably by continental merchants as in this instance from 

Cheibotirg'. "'17.1 
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Figure, 3: 2 Record of the goods imported into Southampton 
on the 24th November 1428 - after Cobb'1961. 

24 November 
Dc nave de Shcrboroghl undc Johannes Corteys est Anix- 4d. r. 
magister, inu-aate 24 dic Novembris: 

plcgius Petrus jamys 
De Robexto Vulpis Pro 451 lb. patcUis encis Cust 2s- 3dLr. 

noviS2 Val. 91 WherIT. idLr. 
270 lb. pateWs cneis Cust. i id. r. 
veteribus vaL 3 li- Whcrff. ob. r., 
13S. 4d. 

2 C. de potbrasse Cust- 4d. ob. r. 
(vetCrC)3 et x5 lb. vaL Whcrff. ob. r. 
30s- 

x5 dosyn' de cardbord' Cust. id. ob. r. 
Val. los. 

72 lb. dc wyr pro cardys Cust. i id. r. 
Val- 3 li- 12s- Whcrff. ob. r. 

2 fardcU' dc naperc CUSt. 12d. r. 
vetcre Val- 4 li- I , 

Whcrff. id. r. 
2 fardcU' dc canevas Cust. 14d. r. 
continentibus 7C WhcrtT. 2d. r. 

(Summa gs. 9d. ob. ) 

fo. 8r 
Dc eadein nave, codem [dic]" intr2ntc. 

De Thoma John pro 2 C. ct di. dc POEbrassc Cust. 6d. r. 
vctcrc Val. 40s. Wherff. ob. r. 

i dosyn ct di. de c2wd- Cust. 7. ob. r. 
crons pond. i C. et di. Whcrff. ob. r. 
Val. 50s- 

i pccia panni linii con- Cust. ob. r. 
tinentC 25 VCrgaS 

plegius Pctrus Vulpys 

De Petro Taylour pro 2 fardcU' de cancvas Cust. 6d. r. 
contincntibus 3C Whcrff. id. r. 

Dc Symono SpyncH' prd 34 butt' vini Cust. 5s. 8d. Cran- 5s- S& 
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By far the, greatest quantity. of copper and copper alloy, 

appears to come into Southampton in the form of finished 

articles and as pins, candlesticks, pots, kettles, etc. 

The Records in the Port Books of Boston [Hinton 19561-for the 

period, 1601-1640 give some of the idea -of the metal trade 

onto the east coast at a slightly later period. 

The import of-copper-and copper alloy again appears in two 

forms: 

iý As finished articles, plates, haberdashery etc. - 

As "battery", with between one and six hundred weight 

forming an occasional part of cargo from the ports of 

Amsterdam and Rotterdam. This cargo is very irregular, 

and the trade in completed articles appears much more 

constant. 

Copper is mentioned by Salzman [Salzman LF 19311 as part of, 

the cargo of the ship the I'Libelle" which, in 1436, was 

transporting it to Flanders. -The copper is referred to in 

that "the men of Pruse (Prussia) bringe and bye Oute of the 

landes of Bealme (Bohemia) and Hungrye"; and it is then of 

the commodities of "Pruse Hyghe Duchemanne and Esterlynges to 

the men of Flonders (bring)". This copper is thus clearly 

identifiable as of Hungarian origin, w%Ats present in the 

Flanders ports, undoubtedly available for export to Britain. 

Bartlett [Bartlett JN 1958] also refers to "battery" 

arriving in Hull from the Low Countries during the 14th and 

15th centuries. 
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Gras (Gras N'S-D 1918) also records the import of copper', by 

aliens through the port of Lynn during the years 1324-28. 

In addition to these specific mentioned importsý of copper, 

its alloys or' manufacture there are several- mentions %in 

contemporary-accounts of imports of copper into this country. 

Thompson-Mompson JW 19281 recounts Henry ýof Huntingdon 

writing in-1155 referring to the English trade with Lower 

Germany as extensive, mentiohing German exports were chiefly 

copper, silver and iron .... 

Thus, there exist specific references to support the 

hypothesis that most, if not all, the copper and copper alloy 

of, medieval Britain was imported from Europe. ' It, -'is 

interesting to note that all the ports where-, specific 

references have been noted - Southampton, ýýLondon, Lynn, 

Boston, Hull - are all on the south and east cocLst of Britain. 

No mention of the importation of copper or its alloy was 

found in port books for Bristol. This 

emphasises the north western European bias of the copper 

supply, coming from Germany and Hungary. 

The mid part of the 16th century saw continued activity by 

the Crown to try and establish an indigenous mining industry 

in this country. At least two attempts are. recorded prior to 

1561: 

1528 Joachim Hechstelter, an Augsburg merchant dealing with 

Tyrolean mining and copper, invited to investigate the 

resources of gold, copper and lead in England and Wales 

(following his part in a joint venture of similar type 
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in Scotland in 1526). Little is heard of this venture. 

1551 Birchard Cranage, a German engineer, engaged to further 

*he prospects of metal production in this country. - ' Did 

much with lead and, in 1557, set up- some, mining--and 

firing enterprise at a place unspecified,, to' obtain 

copper, silver, gold, but poor results -and- heavy 

financial losses meant an end to this attempt. 

It was in 1561 that finally an attempt to found an indigenous 

copper mining and smelting industry in this country was 

successful. This enterprise, by Daniel Hochstetter and 

partners led to the creation of the first British mining and 

metal manufacturing companies, and founded a base of, mining 

and metal working knowledge in the country that served'as the 

basis for much of Britain's future non-ferrous metal alloy 

industry. 

The history of the early years of the British copper mining 

industry, which has had various of its aspects related by 

[Hamilton H 19671 [Donald MB 19551 [Rees W 19681 and [Scott 

WR 19121 is related chronologically in Appendix A. 
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ZINC (BRASS) 

Zinc was not a metal which could be successfully smelted on 

its own in Europe until the 18th century. From its initial 

introduction into Europe (Craddock 1977 and Craddock 1978] 

until the 18th century it was always obtained by the 

cementation process in which zinc ore was roasted with 

copper, transforming the copper to "brass". Thus the 

production of brass was inexorably linked with the production 

of copper, and was as dependant on a supply of copper as it 

was on a supply of zinc ore - invariably zinc carbonate 

"calamine". 

The first use of brass in Britain occurred in the first 

century AD with the Roman occupation. Brass was from 45 BC a 

major Roman coinage metal, it was also used for making many 

other metal objects, eg brooches (Bayley & Butcher & Cross 

1980, and Craddock 19751. The use of brass continued during 

the first two centuries of Roman occupation but appears to 

have declined during the third and fourth centuries. 

It is not clear where the Romans made their brass, or mined 

the zinc calamine ore. Roman calamine mining has been 

claimed in areas such as the Ardennes [Tylecote 19751 the 

Upper Meuse (Pirenne H 1929/301, areas which were the ceptre 

of the later Medieval brass industry. The Mendips (Tylecote 

19751 is also mentioned as a source of calamine. Little 

evidence exists in any of these areas for Roman exploitation 

of calamine deposits, though all were areas of more general 

Roman occupation, and calamine was mined there in later 

years. 
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Two recent finds of possible closed crucibles sealed, 

possibly, to actýas vessels for the cementation1process have 

been reported by Bayleyý[Bayley 19841 from-. C(Achester 'and "a 

secondi possibly, 'from Canterbury. Another:, examplet. from 

Ribchester [Caple, C 1983 unpublished] has been located. *Both 

the Ribchester and Coichester exampleshave-been identified as 

having ý11_bý^ C> 
-SU/0) levels ý of zinc, and virtually noý other 

metal in them, a circumstance only likely to haveýcome. about 

in retorts/crucibles, used in the cementation process. 

This evidence is fragmentary and as yet no clear picture of 

the Roman brass industry has yet emerged. The picture. is, 

however, even less clear in the post-Roman period. As with 

tin, lead and copper, -there is virtually no written record 

available for this period, and until the metal analysis':: ýof 

the last few years there could be no c ertainty of brass 

production occurring between the Roman and M6dieval ýperiod. 

Recent analyses [eg Oddy 19831 have confirmed that the metal 

alloy brass continued to be used during this period. It can 

in the same way as tin, silver and copper production be, 

therefore, inferred that brass production continued over this 

period, although there is no direct proof. 

That metalworking in copper alloy was carried on over this 

period is not, doubted; with much evidence of Carolinjian and 

Merovingian objects being produced in the metal. In the 

Merovingian period many copper alloy coins were minted in the 

area around Hey (on the Meuse): and in the Carolingian 

period, Charlemange set up his court of Aix le Chappelle 

(Aachen), and under his patronage a stream of religious 
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copper alloy castings,, -eg statues, doors to theý-' Palatine 

Chapel, etc, -appear to have been made. in the area. During 

the -ensuing -years, 10th and llth, centuries, there. ' is 

increasingly regular mention in the accounts of abbeys and 

monasteries of copper alloy objects, and virtually no other 

metal. For example lecterns, ewers, dishes, goblets etc all 
4 

made of copper alloy (the reference being to both brass and 

bronze) ordered from the towns around the Meuse. The 

evidence of a growing school of "prize" metalworkers growing 

up in the towns of southern Belgium is very strong. 

In the expanding markets of 12th and 13th century Europe, 
* 
the 

demand for copper alloy objects clearly grows, as is 

evidenced by the expansion in the copper mining activities 

which have already been noted. Records of zinc mining have 

not been as readily researched as those for copper. It does, 

however, appear that the mining of calamine at the Attenburg 

and Halberg mines near Aachen, and Kornelimunster and 

Gressenich which lie between Givert and Liege (Turner E 19821 

is attested by the 15th century, and clearly represents a 

long established mining concern. 

The town of Dinant is, during the 12th to mid-15th centuries, 

eminent in the manufacture and supply of articles of sheet 

brass, with the word "dinanderie" coming'to mean brassware in 

the language of commerce of the period. 

The buildup of a strong metalworking industry around the area 

where the calamine is mined is most readily explained by 

reference to the technical texts, eg that of Christoph Weige 

"Abbildung der Gemeinnutzlichen Haupotande bis 'auf alle 
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Kunstler und Handwerker" (1698), where he states, iH-Ibs, of 

copper was added to 100 lbs of calamine, or, 23,000 cwt of 

copper added to 40-50,000 cwt of calamine produces 35,000 cwt 

of brass. 

Thus clearly the heaviest and largest-commodity- required, -), in 

brass production, was the calamine, therefore-'it was -more 

efficient to bring the'copper to the calamine and. conduct the 

cementation process near the 'mine, to save-on transport 

costs, which were as important an economic factor to Medieval 

industry as they are today. 

Thus the siting of a thriving metal manufacture- and working 

centre in the Meuse valleymakesýeconomic sense when, ýseen. 'in 

the context of-the metal being-used being brass, and that its 

manufacture was occurring in the locality due'to the presence 

in-the area of deposits of the calamine ore. This argument 

when extrapolated back to the post-Roman period, together 

with the occurrence of brass objects at that date, would 

suggest that it is likely that brass production continued in 

the Meuse valley area continuously over this period, although 

proof of this argument is still clearly required. 

During the Medieval period, as already shown, the supply of 

copper through central- Europe fluctuated. 'The- relative 

cheapness of water transport, and 'Dinant Is and other 

brassware producing centres proximity to the river Meuse, 

enabled them to use supplies of Hungarian copper, supplied 

through the Hanseatic League, and later Swedish copper if 

supplies of copper from the nearer German sources were 

disrupted or economically less sound. This enables this 
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region to, continue for, an unusually longltimeýas'a"centre for 

brass production. 

In 1466 the town of Dinant was sacked by the Duke of 

Burgundy. This had the effect of dispersing many of the 

specialist craftsmen, who had worked there, to other towns, 

eg Brussels, Antwerp etc, and in the latter half of the 15th 

century the practise of brass production and metal working 

became far more widespread throughout the Netherlands and 

Germany. 

As shown in the section on copper,,; evidenceý of, importation 

into Britain of, copper alloy objects and-, some raw 'material 

exists. It can be reasonably assumed that many of these were 

pans, and pans were made of copper alloys based on brass, or 

mixed alloys, with a substantial zinc content see 

references to "potbrasse" fig 3: 2. 

Trade with-Britain coming mainly from'Dutch or, Belgian ports 

undoubtedly meant that the imported copper alloy objectsýwere 

the products of the Dinant, and other Meuse areaýtowns' sheet 

brass industry. The importance of the Meuse''brassware 'and 

the special importance of-the town of Dinant in- the , imports 

into Britain is emphasised by the fact that there is in 

London in the 13th century a Dinant Hall for the merchants of 

Dinant in Britain, a part of the lucrative Hanseatic League 

system. 

The spread of the brassmakers art, triggered by the 

disruptions at Dinant and other Flemish towns in the late 

15th century, týough spreading the skills of the brassmakers 
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and brassworkers displaced by the troublesdoes not appear to 

have prompted much competition beyond the Netherlands/Germany 

area. This is probably due to limited occurrences of the 

zinc ore calamine. In Britain little seems to have changed, 

no evidence of any increase in brass working is observed. No 

mention among Henry VIII's directed surveys or searches for 

metal ores mentioned calamine, only the employment of Joachim 

Hochstetter, after his abortive attempt to find gold, silver 

or copper ores in 1528, as a teacher of the trade of 

gun-founding, shows some attempt at expanding the copper 

alloy metal trades of this country. This was no doubt 

directly inspired by Henry's concern with expanding the navy. 

The encouragement of Elizabeth during her reign to establish 

native metalworking industries, as exemplified by the case of 

copper, has already been seen. It was this prompting which 

seems to have established a British brass industry in the 

16th century. Good accounts [Day J 1973) (Hamilton H 19671 

[Rees W 19681 [Scott WR 19121 and (Donald MB 19611 of 

numerous aspects of this early brass industry have already 

been given. A collation of these sources enables a complete 

picture to be built up, and is presented chronologically in 

Appendix A. 



Chapter 4 

ý -, P, 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND EXTERNAL EVIDENCE 

FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PINS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Simple classification of pins by3 form '(typology) and,, -their 

correlation with material assemblage defined cultures,, has 

enabled, the creation of some form of chronology of-pins toýbe 

presented in Chapter 2. -11 ,I"I, . 1. 

Evidence I of the manufacture of the pins by the society or 

culture within whose context they occur can be gleaned from 

five sources. 

Archaeological evidence of manufacturer eg a 

manufacturing site. 

External visual evidence of manufacture, marks on the 

object indicative of a given method of manufacture. 
P 

Internal visual evidence of manufacture, - marks 'inside 

the object, -eg metallographic evidence. 

iv Internal evidence of manufacture, non-visual, eg 

analytical composition. 

V Written or drawn evidence of processes, carried out upon 

the pin during its creation. 

For the sake of clarity the sources i, ii and v are dealt 

with first. They have been split into two sections: the 

first deals with all pins other than wound wire headed pins, 

the second section deals with wound wire headed pins only. 

It is the first source of evidence, archaeological evidence, 

which we examine in this section. 

If 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 

There are, to my knowledge, no archaeological sites in 

England or Wales on which there is good evidence pin 

manufacture occurring. There are, however, a, number of"sites 

in neighbouring countries, 'where evidence in various forms of 

pin manufacture in an archaeological context is available. 

The smallness of the number of these sites enables each to be 

examined individually. 

HELGO 

The largest concentration of mould piecesý' related to pin 

manufacture comes from the Migration to Viking period site, of 

Helg0" [Holmqvist W 19721 in Sweden. This site was a huge 

workshop, having produced 'over 10,000 fragments of mould- 

[Lamm 19801. It was involved in manufacturing many different 

types of object, brooches, buckles, 'pins etc. It has 

produced 315 pin mould fragments, which were all part of two 

piece moulds and which appear, from -the more complete 

examples, to have "matrices" for casting several pins 

together in the same mould. Over 412 individual pin mould 

impressions or matrice's are found within these fragments. 

There were I four major types of pinhead represented in the 

moulds (see fig 4: 1), with several variant forms of Type I, 

of which there are a total of 99 identifiable matrices; type 

II also has variants, with a total of nine 'identifiable 

matrices; and type III and IV have only one example each. 

All the moulds are broken, therefore there is no example of a 

complete pin, but four dress pins of the I type cast in the 

1 01 0 



Figure 4: 1 Pin mould from HelgO" after Holmqvist 1972 
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mould come from the same workshop area as the moulds, and are 

presumably mould products. From the fragments surviving 

several pieces of technical information can be deduced. 

A single manufacturing site could produce many hundreds 

of pins. 

Several variants of a single pin type would be produced 

from a single manufacturing site. 

Several different types of pin head were produced, 

seemingly at the same time from a single manufacturing 

site, indeed probably from a single workshop [Holmqvist 

1972, p451. 

iv The only form of mould encountered on this large 

manufacturing site for making pins was a two-piece mould 

which appears to have been made by setting clay around a 

pattern, which when baked hardened and was then used for 

casting. The thin and narrow moulds suggest intended 

limited life, possibly used for one casting only? 

v The lack of "runners", "risers", "gates" or other forms 

of metal casting addenda around the head of the pin 

areas, which are those areas invariably intact in the 

preserved moulds, suggests that the mould was cast in 

the head downwards position, the molten metal being 

poured in through what would become the point of the 

pin. This arrangement indicates great sense and 

economy, for the point of any cast pin would require 

further working/sharpening to bring it to a point 

anyway: thus casting from the point limited the removal 
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of the metal entry "gate" to the point. -- 

vi The fact that four finished pins came from the same 

contexts as the moulds suggests that the rough castings 

were split from their runners/risers and worked into 

pins by the same craftsman. The concentration of mould 

material in only two locations on the HelgO' site 

suggests a craftsman specialising (though not 

necessarily exclusively) in producing pins. 

vii The pin moulds were amongstý much, other moula . -and 
crucible debris, and -it appears unlikely that pin 

manufacture was anýisolated activity just being one of a 

number of products made by a single workshop -, or, 

craftsman. 

Of the various type of pins produced at Helgo' the types 

II - IV (see Figii. -. 1) are of a fairly common type seen 

throughout Europe in the Roman and post-Roman period 

Type I, however, is of a slightly more spe cialised type 

- see Typology which are seen only occasionally in 

Britain and only in the immediately post-Roman 

migration period, circa 400 - 650 AD (most of the 

workshop material from Helgo is of 6th century date). 

viii The pins have great variety in their shape and 

decoration, whilst retaining the same basic type or 

form. This is clearly deliberate and some conscious 

decision was presumably made to change the pattern after 

every mould or two. This clearly implies that in the 

final artifact record of any site of this 
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period ý%, j, \k)oe- a large variety of shape and decoration 

amongst objects of a single form and type, -Týxe- e3ec<xvokoe 

should be wary of interpreting this as a wide series of 
ýAIL 

influences in geographicoý or chronological The AI 
mould evidence from Helgo shows they could all be from 

one site at one time. 

TRAPRAIN LAW 

The finds from poor excavation of this multi-period site, 

Bronze age - 5th century - [Laing L 19751 contain a number of 

moulds for casting pins. Most of these moulds are for early 

"hand" pin types of pin, eg ibex headed and projected ring 

headed pins, with a rosette headed pin as a spoilt casting 

[Burley 1955-6 p219 and Cree 1923-4 p2631. This site, which 

barely produced any Dark Age material shows with these 

moulds, which are presumably one or two piece moulds, the 

fact that the casting of pins was, in the Scottish region, a 

long practised and well used process for pin production. it 

seems likely that Dark Age object manufacture was carrying on 

a well practised technological tradition, only the styles of 

the pins differ (compare Trap rain moulds with those of Dunadd 

and Mote of Mark). 

This was not the only method -of manufacturing these pins 

known in this early period, lst century BC - 2nd century AD. 

Copper alloy, projected ring, headed pins from the Broch of 

Midhowe [Callander 19331 were reported to be made from a rod 

of metal, bent and worked into shape, the end of the ring not 

quite joining the top-of the stem, (x technique by which many 

of the pins of this class appear to have been made. 
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DUNADD 

Crawls 1929 and 1930 excavations, together with those of, IAlan 
Lane in 1980 and 1981 [Lane A 19801 [Lane A 19811, all 

produced evidence of pin manufacture from this site in the 

form of moulds. 

Craw's finds [Craw. JH 1929-30 p122] were never illustrated in 

great detail, but appear to be exactly parallel to those of 

Alan Lane in his more recent excavation, which I have been 

able to examine. 

Craw excavated 19 fragments of pin mould, Alan, Lane has so 

far recorded eight further mould pieces. These mould 

fragments are all parts of two-piece moulds, and all are 

broken. Several head', forms-are represented in these eight 

fragments. 

Site-Number Piný. form, or type 

1578 No 2 Ball shaped, headed pin, 

674 Two ball shaped headed pins 7 see Fig 4: 2 

764 Inverted'dome headed pin. (Poss ible traces 

of a second pin). This probably corresponds 

to Laing's "nail" headed pin. 

1268 Shaft only 

299 No Shaft only 

1370 Small ball shaped headed pin 

1537 Dome headed pin. (Possible traces of a second 

pin. 

1804 Decorated disc? headed pin 



Figure 4: 2 Ball shaped headed pin moulds from Dunadd 
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The mould fragments occur together with hundreds of other 

mould fragments, other objects and pieces of crucible etc. 

Clearly a workshop site producing many types of object of 

which pins were just one. 

object forms from other associated moulds tie this 

metalworking evidence down to an 8th-9th century date. 

MOTE OF MARK 

This 6th - 7th century site has produced for both ancient 

[Curle 1913/141 and modern excavators [Laing 19731] extensive 

signs of metalworking. Crucibles and moulds for non-ferrous 

metalworking have been found, and amongst the many types of 

objects cast in the moulds were pins. 

The limited details so far published [Laing 1973J indicate 

that the moulds so far found were made by being formed with a 

recoverable 'bone' pattern or die, two bone pins (patterns 

for the moulds) were found with the mould material. It would 

seem most likely that this means the mould fragments are 

parts of two-piece moulds (though this is not clearly 

stated). 

The majority of the pin moulds are for ball'headed and 'nail' 

headed pins. There are also single examples of "thistle 

headed" or "vase headed" pin (a multiple "nail" headed type) 

and a single disc headed pin. The occurrence of three out of 

the four separate pin head types at both Dunadd and Mote of 
/Iherc ts 

Mark is interesting.., clearly little change in style, or the 

teechnology of manufacture, between the 6th century dated 

Mote of Mark, and the 8th-9th century dated Dunadd. 
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IRELAND 

Several sites in Ireland, eg Garranes, Ballinderry- Crannog 

etc have produced general metalworking debris, similar'' to 

that seen at the Scottish sites of Dunadd, l Traprain Law, 'and 

Mote of Mark, however, none of the mould material 'is 

certainly from pin manufacture. Garranes [O'Riordain 19421 

produced several mould fragments which it was suggested might 

have been used for the manufacture of pins, eg 405c, 405b, 

292e for pin shafts, or 291a, 109 or 400 for the rings of 

ringed pins (fig 16, O'Riordain 19421. These pieces, though 

from two-piece moulds and similar in size to the completed 

objects, are not provable as pins. 

-fhe matrices* are all of circular se'ctional, ýrod-s'-, 
'-'p'ossiýly 

pin-sl-i'afts*,. -possiýi. y. '-*n(it,. ý*, Wittiout assodiation of, a, ýýshaft 
X ie with a lie'aýd 

producing a Idn... 

SUMMARY 

Though there are no pin manufacturing sites yet discovered in 

England, it is clear from HelgO" and the three Scottish sites 

that during the pre-Roman to Dark Age period, small 

industrial sites producing a range of cast objects including 

pins, invariably in two-piece moulds, we-e the normal method 

of production throughout north western Europe. It is likely, 

considering the similarity of the material cultures of 

Scandanavia, Scotland, Ireland and England, during this 

period that there were pin producing sites, similar to HelgO 

or Dunadd, situated throughout England. The only likely 

difference observable is that whilst the centres of 
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population in the Celtic areas were, at this date, still 

tending to inhabit hill forts of various forms, in many-parts! " 

of England towns had become the centres of population. ''Thus' 

it is anticipated that in England the industrial workshops 

which will have made pins were located in the towns of the 

Roman, and Middle - Late Saxon periods. 

During the following High medieval period the author knows'of 

no workshop sites which have been archaeologically excavated, ' 

and for this period the useful information on manufature 

comes from other sources. 
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EXTERNAL VISUAL EVIDENCE 

There are a large number of pins housed in museums, or with 

archaeological units or trusts, in Britain which are readily 

available for visual inspection. ' 

During the course of this research I have had the opportunity 

to examine many thousands of these pins. Many of these pins 

showed marks gained during their manufacture and, therefore, 

indicative of it. Though some of the richer or more unusual 

pins, eg Witham Pins (British Museum) were of a complex 

nature involving many-different manufacturing techniques in 

their construction, the bulk of the pins viewed were 

manufactured by the use of- a few simple, recurring 

metalworking techniques. It is-these "common" marks of 

manufacture, and the manufacturing-technique that made them, 

which ase- here, with examples. 

There were three base methods of forming the -basic metal 

shape: 

A Casting 

B Wrought manufacture, 
ýammering 

C Wire drawing 

Frequently due to subsequent "finishing" processes, or due to 

corrosion, the marks indicative of the basic method of 

manufacture, were obscured - see Metallography. 

Several further metalworking techniques often associated with 

secondary "finishing" or decorative work on the pin were 

observed, ie: 

i Filing 
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ii Drilling 

iii Punching 

iv Smoothing 

v Tinning 

vi Stamping 

vii Sticking 

A CASTING 

Cast pins can be recognised visually by the occurrence of 

features characteristic of their manufacturing method. These 

include: 

i "Flashes" a band of metal-around an, object where the 

casting metal has, flowed between the parts of the mould 

which did not fit together tightly. 

"Runner" or ý"riser" marks - pipes of metal which 

correspond to the holes made through the mould through 

which the molten metal was poured into the casting and 

the hole through which the gas in the mould escaped. 

Both these pipes filled with the casting metal upon the 

filling of the mould. 

A "dirty" casting - one which has detritus, eg pieces of 

charcoal, slag, oxidised metal, or more usually gas 

bubbles. These have been caught up in the molten metal 

as it has been poured into the mould, and are caught in 

-the solidified metal. As this material is generally 

lighter than molten metal it rises to the top of the 

mould. 
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iv Mismatched moulds : often when mould was not centred 

exactly - one side of a casting does not exactly 

correspond with the other side of the casting, there 

being a slight step between them. 

The form of the moulds at Dunadd and Helgo suggests that the 

runner and riser was a single channel at the point end of the 

pin. Thus with filling at the point this indication of a 

cast genesis is rarely found. Signs i, ii and iv are found 

in a rare example. of a failed casting of a Roman pinhead from 

Chester, CHE/NGB'74 ýý17\ (fig 4: 3). This casting and 
'ý-, 

again from the Roman levels another, CHEAG 75-8 L8 

at Chester, are the only two "partially" made pins 

encountered in the author's research. 

A completed pin from York showed a less usual sign of 

manufacture by casting, but one which tends to remain with 

the finished pin, whereas the signs of flashes, runners and 

risers, and mismatched moulds, are invariably removed from 

the pin during finishing (cleaning the object after casting). 

This pin, YAT 1980.7 V ýý9ý27 has a negative flashing. 

This*is a hollow or groove in the casting, (fig 4: 4) 

corresponding to the join of mould halves, which can be 

caused by: 

a The trapping of air in the mould at this point. 

b The shrinkage of the metal on casting, away from the 

least gripping mould surface, ie the interface 

between the moulds. 



Figure 4: 3 A Roman balý headed pin from Chester, CHE/NGB 
'74 (3) /it 

. Mismatched sides from a 
misaligned mould, and 'flashings' visible. 

4p 
i J., 



Figure 4: 4 A cast pin from York, YAT 1980.7 V (1-9-63--3) 
/9276\, with negative flash marks. 
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c The welling out of any binder used to hold the two 

mould halves together along the line of the join of 

the two mould halves. 

B WROUGHT - HAMMERED 

Many pins show visual signs of having been worked by 

hammering by the occurrence of irregular shaped faces, or 

flattened areas on the pins'surface, eg fig 4: 5 Chester AG 

75-8 fig 4: 6 Chester HSS'179 II 
/18ý- 

and fig 4: 7 

York 1973.12A 

There is no certain way (from exterior visual analysis) of 

determining the degree to1w 
I 
hich any object has been formed by 

hammering. A pin made entirely by wrought manufacture can be 

virtually indistinguishable. from one created by casting, and 

then finished or altered by hammering. Many pins made by 

hammering rods or strips of metal into shape were, like 

castings, later smoothed (finished), thus obscuring their 

original method of manufacture. 

C WIREDRAWING 

The manufacture of long narrow pieces of metal to form the 

shafts of pins is clearly suited to the techniques of 

manufacturing wire. Indeed in much of the Late and Post 

Medieval period, wire has itself been used to manufacture 

pins. 

There are several different methods of manufacturing metal 

wires, which have been well described by previous authors. 

In recent years Mr A Oddy of the British Museum has presented 



Figure 4: 5 Pin of wrought 
75-8 (-10--3) L60A 
hammer'll-ng. 

F"' 

k 

manufacture from Chester AG 
Facets on the shaft from 



Figure 4: 6 Pin of wrought manufacture from Chester, HSS 
79 11 (-1-2-6) A80\. Facets on the head from 
hammer blows. 

V 

L 



Figure 4: 7 Pin of wrought manufacture from York YAT 
1973-12 A (-20-8)/50\ 

. Facets on the head from 
hammer blows. 
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the most informative appreciation of these techniques: 

Hammering [Oddy 19771 

Folding and Hammering [Oddy 1980 - unpublished. I 

Block Twisting [Oddy 19771 

Block Twisting (ii) [Oddy 19791 

Strip Drawing [Oddy 19771 

after [Williams & Heins 19241 

Strip Twisting [Oddy 1977 

and CarrolIDL 19721 

Swaging [Oddy 19801 

Drawing [Oddy 19771 

and [Thomsen & Thomsen 19761 

These techniques were variously practised in antiquity, but 

until recently almost all attention has been focussed on the 

activity of wire drawing, and, in particular, the date of its 

earliest use. 

Thse use of wire drawing in medieval times is well attested, 

by direct reference to trade namer eg "Robertus le 

Wirdrawere" of Bristol recorded in 1312, and by reference to 

the existence of wiredrawers guilds in most British towns by 

the 15th century [Schubert HR 19481. Direct pictorial 

evidence of wiredrawing from a medieval text, eg 

"Hausbuch" compiled by the Mendel Brothers in 1389 [Oddy 

19771 is attested, as is by direct reference to the technique; 

drawing wire through a drawplate by Theophilus in his 12th 

century treatise "De Diversis Artibus" [ The opW%ý,, %s 12th 

Century] and [Oddy 19771. This technique '15' described in, 

greater written and pictorial detail in Biringuccios' 
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sixteenth century treatise "Pirotechnicall [Biringuccio V 

15401, (fig 4: 8). 

In recent years archaeological proof in the forms of actual 

drawplates has, been claimed from earlier Viking. contexts.,,, 

(Thomsen & Thomsen 19741, and Oddy claimed to know of a late 

6th century example [Oddy 19771. A survey of examples of 

gold wires (gold since it does not corrode and thus clear 

traces of its method of manufacture are left on the wire 

surface) done in the mid-1970s at the British Museum found no 

clear Roman (or earlier) examples of metal drawing, the 

earliest appeariný ý>*, I- from 6th - 7th century contexts. 

Pins from the Dark Age period of this study are invariably of 

a reasonable size, typically 3-4mm wide and 70-100mm long, 

and as has been shown many were cast, forged or hammered into 

shape. Some, however, do appear to have a single seam 

running down their shaft (Fig 4: 9). This may be the result 

of folding and hammering, 
-. -or possibly, in view of the even 

exterior, Strip Drawing. 

The occurrence of the Wound Wire Headed Pin from 13th-14th 

century contexts onwards dictate, 

the manufacture of pins. Indeed 

almost synonymous. Often the two 

guild as in Bristol (Schubert HR 

the guild presumably free to ply 

wiredrawers. 

da large need for wire for 

the two industries become 

trades were part of the same 

19481, and the masters of 

trade as both pinner and 

Many of the wires used to make the pins of this date clearly 

show signs of having been 'Strip Drawn' - see fig 4: 10. 

q 



Figure 4: 8 Wire drawing through a drawplate as illustrated 
in 'De la Piroteclinic,, i' published in 1540, by 
Biringuccio. 



Figure 4: 9 Saxon pin shaft with a central seam. Pin (BM 
91.6.24 146) is from Grave 24 of the Saxon 
cemetery at Kempston, Bedfordshire. 

Figure 4: 10 Medieval pin shaft of a wound wire headed pin 
from Coventry: single central seam, 
resultant fror-, drawing from metal strip. 
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Long fine scratches along their length, a characteristic 

of metal drawn through strong metal dies compared with 

soft dies [Thomsen and Thomsen 19761 

A narrow seam or black line, this was assumed to be 

proof that the wires were drawn from strip, rather than 

solid metal (fig 4: 10). 

Evidence of the exact nature of the method of the production 

of this form of wire was &, -cojereA in the City Museum, 

Coventry, where, from excavations in the city in the 1960s 

(though the exact date and place of excavation are now lost), 

part of the remains of a wiredrawers workshop were discovered 

- examples of wires halfway through the drawing process (figs 

4: 11 and 4: 12) bundles of sheet metal ribbon ready to be 

drawn (fig 4: 13) and the finished circular cross section (fig 

4: 14), were all located. 

This all clearly indicated that strip drawine was the method 

frequently used to manufacture the circular section wire in 

the Medieval Period. 

* Note: This was achieved by passing a 

metal ribbon or strip with a rectangular 

cross section through a series of 

circular holes, causing the sides of the 

strip to be curved into a "c" section 

wire, and finally meet to form an "o 

section wire. The strip was usually of a 

thickness which meant that this was a 

solid "o", and not hollow. 



Figure 4: 11 Part made wire created from metal ribbon, 
C-01 - i, - COVentry. 

Figure 4: 12 

Ad 

Part i-nade wire credteA-from metal ribboi,, 
Coventry. 



Figure 4: 13 

�F 

M(--, t-ýýil ribhor, From Cov(, titry 

Immi 

I 

Figure 4: 14 Finished circular cross section wire created 
from metal ribbon, from Coventry. 
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The reasons for the use of strip drawing, of the wire for the 

manufacture of pins is not clear. This process clearly 

involved several different steps in its production, though it 

is not clear in what state the wiredrawer received his metal, 

it must have been more costly-to buy it as thin sheet rather 

than as rods or ingots, with all the subsequent cutting to do 

before drawing. It is, however, likely that this was all 

done, so the wiredrawing itself would be a relatively easy 

process. Solid metal reduction drawing requires frequent 

passes of the metal through the drawplate, and much force is 

required to draw and reduce the metal. With only muscle 

power to draw the metal until the advent of water power 

(which s eems to have first occurred in this country in the 

17th century at Tintern [Paar & Tucker 1977] it seems likely 

the wiredrawer opted for the technique certain of giving 

consistently good results with the minimum of strain, ie 

strip drawing. All the diagrams and descriptions of medieval 

wire drawing are equally applicable to strip metal drawing 

compared with solid metal drawing. 

In 1697 Houghton in a letter which is quoted by Alexander 

[Alexander W0 19551 and by Hamilton [Hamilton H 19671 

describes the process'of brass wire manufacturing carried out 

at Tintern. 

"Plates of brass weighing about 70 pounds were cut into seven 

or eight strips,. and these strips were stretched on the 

rolling mill, to, the desired thickness, the metal being 

occasionally annealed to keep it 'soft and pliable. The 

strips were next cut into many long threads, and were drawn 

* 
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through holes in iron to such sizes as were required. " 

This report can be interpreted to suggest that even in the 

late 17th century the primary raw material for metal drawing 

was a thread or ribbon, of obviously rectangular cross 

section. It is not clear whether it was rounded by having 

its corners flattened by drawing through a circular die, or 

was bent through a "c" shape to a circular cross section. 

Clearly, however, large scale reduction in diameter on 

drawing was not considered fruitful, but rather a sheet metal 

thickness reduction process prior to the creation, via a 

ribbon, of a circular section wire. The fact that even with 

the waterpower available at Tintern, the premier 17th century 

wireworks in the country, solid reduction drawing was not 

practised suggests that its occurrence or use in the earlier 

medieval period is doubtful; and the lower force required 

for gently folding rectangular section wire through a "c" 

shape to a circular section wire, as has been seen from the 

Coventry examples, is likely to have been the dominant 

medieval wire forming process in the pre 1600 period. 

Filing 

A number of deep parallel scratches across a metal's surface 

is usually indicative of the use of a file on the object, eg 

fig 4: 15 York 1973.15 
/1ý\and 

fig 4: 16 York 1976.5 /ý26\4% 

A file could be made either of metal, invariably steel, by 

means of giving a flat bar a toothed or ridged surface, or it 

might be a stone which was composed of small hard particles, 

eg sandstone. These stones, usually nowadays associated with 



Figure 4: 15 Pin finished by filing, showing clear file 
marks: pin from York, YAT 1973.15 (71ýoTlll A5\ 



Figure 4: 16 Pin with facets created by filing, from York, 
YAT 1975.5 (ý /2264\ clear marks of 
filing visible. 
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sharpening blades as whetstones or oilstones, probably had a 

more general use as files in earlier ages due to 
" 

the 

relatively high cost of creating a good steel file. 
1111-1. 

Although flat surfaces. generally may have filemarks across 

them, the most common occurrences of filemarks are: I 

Where they were used to clean off flashmarks coming out 

of two-piece moulds, often seen as two lines of 

striations down the side of a pin shaft. 

To sharpen up 'facets' either hammered or cast into 

pins, eg the polyhedral pins. Indeed, many of the clean 

or crisp angles, often of 90 degrees, on pins may well 

have been finished by filing. 

* 
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Drilling 

A large number of the "Dark Age" pins which were encountered 

in this study were decorated by means of a central incised 

hole, with an outer incised ring, known as "ring and dot" 

decoration. This appears to have been a common decorative 

motif from the 5th century or earlier, into the 12th century. 

The circular striations in the ring depression of these marks 

suggests they were created by a ýwisting and cutting motion, 

which would be consistent with the use of a drill bit, 

identical to modern woodworking drills for large diameter 

holes. 

These drills have aw cross section 

this creates tWN, -ý, LJIM cross, section 

through most ring and dot marks. This is seen in fig 4: 17 

NNIM, YAT 1973.15 10111 15. The ring and dot marks are tfi 
evidence of the use of a drill nor,,,. ially seen,, on,, jýýpý, -" 



Figure 4: 17 Pin with incised 'ring and dot' decoration 

created with a drill bit; York YAT 1973.15 
Q 0-11-1) /1 5\ 

OR 
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Smoothing 

Many of the pins encountered had flat and smooth surfaces, 

all marks of manufacture had been obscured by smoothing. 

Smoothed surfaces invariably have, under magnification, a 

number of very small scratches, often with. no prevalent 

direction. It would appear that it is the use of fine 

abrasives, probably a powder or grit applied with a cloth, 

which has cut or worn down the surface to the smooth finish, 

see fig 4: 18 Whitby w202. 

It may be suggested that greases, waxes, or oils may have 

been applied to smoothed surfaces, to make them appear 

shinier or smoother. This may have often contributed, as a 

barrier to water, in preventing the corrosion of smooth or 

polished surfaces, which are normally more resistant than 

scratched surfaces to corrosion. 

Incised Lines 

Many pins were decorated by the additon of rings 

incised around the shaft or head. Incising, where metal is 

actually removed, would require the use of a sharpened toolp 

eg scribe, saw or file blade etc, which would cut out a 

narrow groove of metal from the object-, eg fig 4: 19 Whitby 

W154-200i, and fig 4: 20 Whitby W372. 

Punching 

Only a very few pins have traces of punched decoration or 

designs on them. It appears usually to have been used for 

an often repeated marking, eg dots or rings or cusps, eg fig 



Figure 4: 18 Pin with smoothed surface, from Whitby, W202. 
All traces of working have been removed by 
surface smoothing. 

hkL A 



Figure 4: 19 Pin with incised line decoration, from 
Whitby, W154-200 i. It has a series of three 
lines incised into the top of the shaft below 
the head. 

Figure 4: 20 

r 

Pin with incised line decoration, from 
Whitby, W372. It has a series of three lines 
incised into the top of the shaft below the 

"M 
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4: 21 BM 1963 11-8 157. 

The punch was presuma-bly made of a metal harder than the 

pin, probably a steel tipped iron punch, which was given a 

blow by a hammer or heavy weight to stamp the punch mark into 

the pin's surface. 

Tinning 

A fair number of the small wound wire headed pins were found 

to have tin coatings. These were either present as silver3 

coatings over the whole pin,, see fig 4: 22 Canterbury STMS 179 

/142 
, or often just remnants of a silvery metal coating, 

usually occurring on the least exposed parts of the pin, eg 

under the head and at the top of the shaft. Where the pin 

was worn or corroded, the remnants of the silver coating were 

often only visible under microscopic examination, and 

sometimes could only be detected by analysing the pin 

surface, as no visual trace'of tinning remained. In some 

circumstances, tin coatings appear to have turned a 

browny-black colour, an oxide or sulphide of tin having been 

formed. 

The tin coatings applied to pins,, were very thin, Aobserved 

Lunder h_igh magnificatiod(information obtained by SEM analysis). 

This implied a chemical or electroichemical coating of the 

object by tin, an observation borne. out by the accounts of 

pin manufacture of the 18th and 19th centuries, see "Wound 

Wire Headed Pin Manufacture - post 1600". 



Figure 4: 21 Pin with punched decoration on both front and 
back faces: pin (BM 1963 11-8 157) from a 
Saxon grave (30) at Dover. 

"_ 

4- 

41 
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Figure 4: 22 Pin with a tin coatinq on the shaft, from 
Canterbury, STMS '79(1710-9) /142A 
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Stamping 

The forced closure of two hollow dies, deforming the trapped 

metal within to, the-hollow shape in the dies. This technique 

was usually only applied to wound wire 'headed pins, which 

had their. head stamped into a The 

creation of a step, by the misalignment of the die halves, or 

the squeezing out of a bulge of metal between the two dies, 

are good indications of the use of stamping dies, see "Wound 

Wire Headed Pins - Marks" - see fig 4: 23 Chelmsford CHS 72 

1: 
ý4ý21 

Sticking. 

Many "Beret" and wound wire headed pins were attached to 

their shafts by sticking one to the other with a blob of 

black vitreous material. Invariably, some of this black 

vitreous looking material is visible, usually at the base of 

the head - see fig 4: 24 Whitby WIT 16. 

Beyond these observable techniques used in pin manufacture, 

there are a further series of generally metalworking 

techniques that very occasionally are evidenced on unusual 

pin forms, eg the sawing and cutting by shears of s. heet 

metal, as well as any number of twisting, bending and folding 

techniques on both sheet and wire. 

All these techniques are visually obvious or, as in the first 

two cases, leave distinctive marks. However, the rarity of 

their occurrence does not make relevant further comment on 

them in this thesis. 

Is 

0f 



Figure 4: 23 Pin-with a head formed by stamping the head 
wire into a spherical shape, from Chelmsford, 
CHS72F (17 _511) /ý4 2A 



Figure 4: 24 Pin with a 'beret' head form stuck with a 
black vitreous looking substance, from 
Whitby, W16. 



Chapter 5 

WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS: 

HEAD FORMS, MARKS OF MANUFACTURE 

AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
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WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 

Pins made of wire consisting of a length of wire pointed at 

one end, and surmounted by a twist or two of wire to form a 

head at the other end, first appear in contexts dated to the 

14th century on sites such as Southampton [Platt & 

Coleman-Smith 19751, Borde, sley Abbey [Rahtz P& Hirst S 

19761 and Sandal Castle [Caple C 19831. These pins-are 

referred to hereafter as "wound wire headed pins" or WWHP, for 

brevity. III. - 

These pins in excavation contexts 

of the 15th century, and present in very large numbers in 

contexts of the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. This type of 

pin continues to occur in contexts dated to the present 

century, examples of 20th century pins of this form are 

observable in the George Carline collection in the Ashmolean 

Museum. Until this present study little work had been done 

on this form of pin. Indeed many archaeological reports 

either: 

i fail to mention this type of pin; 

or, if mentioned, give only the scantiest information 

about them. 

In only a very few cases, eg Williams 1978 or Rahtz and Hirst 

1976, does the excavator record his wound wire headeff pins 

accurately and well. 

The only study so far undertaken of this type of pin was done 

by Prof Tylecote [Tylecote 19721. This study concentrated on 
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the investigation into the technology of manufacture of this 

type of pin. This type of pin was also included in an 

analytical program undertaken by Warren and Brinklow [Warren 

S& Brinklow D 1975). Neither of these works were able to 

present more than general conclusions regarding this type of 

pin, as they failed to sub divide this pin into any 

sub-groups by typology, or aspect of technical information. 

This study has noted the long history of this type of pint 

14th - 20th centuries. It attempts to examine, firstly, the 

pins, and then the written records of their history, to 

determine how they were made, of what, how they changed, and 

why. 
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PHYSICAL EXAMINATION : EVIDENCE 

INFOkMAT'I6N AND MARKS OF MANUFACTURE : METHOD 

Initial work revealed that not all wound wire headed pins had 

heads of-exactly the same type. Having detected the 
-various 

forms of head type - see Chapter, 2 - and forms of visual, 

appearance that occur, on wound wire headed pins, a large 

volume. of pins, 490, from a. single, site, Moulsham Street,, 

Chelsmford, were examined in order to ascertain the,, r-%a of 

these head types, marks of manufacture and variations--lin 

visual form. This was done in- conjunction with metric 

analysis, which had also been found to be a useful technique 

for the examination of wound wire headed pins; in total the 

pins were, examined for 12, parameters. 

This information was encoded onto a computer CYBER 130 

system, the raw data being, stored on the CHS 721 file, of user 

PYR 650, and the file was interrogated and correlationsjound 

using the interrogation programs PPN2 and PPN3 on the same 

user code, both programs being written in FORTRAN 4,. 
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HEAD TYPES 

Examination of the heads of the pins from Moulsham Street 

revealed that they all, basically, consisted of a central 

wire shaft with a wire wound around the top of the shaft to 

form the head. Differences in the final appearance of the 

head form led to characterisation of the head, form, which was 

invariably by shape, and denotion of the head type by 

$alphanumeric characters'. This consisted of a letter 

character denoting the type of head formation, and any 

following number denoted the number of turns of head wire, eg 

Al, B3 etc. As the norm was two turns of head wire, where no 

numeric character appears the default value 121 applied. 

The three major forms encountered were: I 

A Type Head The spiral head wire is stuck or soldered onto 

the shaft. 

B Type Head The spiral head wire has been hammered or 

partially stamped, as well as being stuck or 

soldered to the pin shaft. 

C Type Head The spiral head wire is stamped onto the shaft, 

distorting the head wires into a sphere (using a 

pair of hemispherically hollowed punches). 

These and all other head forms were defined in chapter 2 

q 

a 
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INFORMATION ON MARKS OF MANUFACTURE 

HEAD TYPES 

The different forms of head type which have just been defined 

were detected in variable numbers in the large sample of 

Chelsmford pins. The occurrences of the various head types 

were compared with the dating and phasing of the site to see 

if the types of heads varied with date - see Table 5: 1. 

TABLE 5: 1 

Wound Wire Headed Pins from Moulsham Street Excavations, 
Chelmsford: the head form occurrence with phase. 

Phase Date Head Type 

ABCDEFGHIJ K* L Total 

xi 1 1400/ 1-----------1, 
1500 

XI 2 1500/ -1-12 
1560 

XI 3 1560/ 14 10 10 --7 41,, 
1590 

XII 1 1590/ 24 28 31 --2-9 94 
1630 

XII 2 1630/ 4 14 30 2-11----1 52 
1670 

XII 3 1670/ 1631-------1 12 
1700 

XIII 1700/ 28 51 71 3431 10 21-- 174 
1 1730 

XIII 1730/ 158---- -- -- 14 
1900 

20th Cent 15 17 20 3----3- 58 

Total 88 131 174 9462 19 21 10 2 448 

'KI type heads were spherical being composed of a butt 
joined single turn of D shaped cross section wire. 
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(Fortyone pin heads could not be accurately identifiedýas any 

given type. ) 

The clear predominance of the A, B andC type heads is shown 
in Table 5: 1. 

Many of the minor head types are only seen in large 

assemblages of pins. Clearly many of these minor head types 

were uncommon, but occur throughout the time of the 

deposition of many of these phases. Some head types are, 

however, much more restricted in occurrence. 4ke-4type heads, 

although occurring in the large assemblages, do so with much 

greater frequency than would be expected of a generally 

occurring unspecifically dated pin. lv%e-) do, not 

occur at all except in very large numbers in phases X11: 1 and 

Xlll: l, clearly a specific dated distribution, 1590-1630 and 

1710-1800. The K type headed pin also has a specific date 

distribution in the X1: 3 and 20th century phases.,. Its 

occurrence in the latter may be explained from the fact that 

any uncertainly dated, or modern disturbed contexts, have 

been given 20th century dates. Thus it is likely these three 

examples are from earlier disturbed contexts, probably all 

these pin examples originating from phases dated 1560-1590. 

The occurrence of the A, B 

between periods of frequent 

deposition. This. is overcome by 

regard to the proportion of A, 

period (only the major periods 

by small numbers statistics); 

and C type heads fluctuates 

pin deposition and poor 

exprt! s si o rf erc, ri 6, i-t;; e -f ter ii) S 

B and C type heads in a given 

are used to prevent distortion 
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Phase Xl 3 xii 1 XII 2 xiii 1 

Date 1560-1590 1590-1630 1630-1670 1700-1730 

A 1A 29 8 19 

B 2-! ý 34 29 34 

C 9-1 37 63 47 

It can readily be seen that the A type head is most common in 

the early 1560-1590 date category, but it is less common by 

the later period 1630-1730 (phases X11: 2 and Xlll: l). The B 

type pin is clearly present throughout the major phases, 

always present at approximately 30%. Possibly it is not so 

common in the earliest 1560-90 phase. The C type headed pin 

is less common in the early phase, but by the 1630-lG7O 

period is the most common type of pin head accounting for 

more than 50% of the A, B and C type heads seen. 

The major head forms A, B and C can also be considered, in 

percentage terms, of what proportion of a given head type 

occurs in any period (again major phases only to prevent 

distortion by small number statistics): 

Phase Xl 3 xii I XII 2 xiii 1 

Date 1560-1590 1590-1630 1630-1670 1700-1730 

A 40 31 9 20 

B 21 28 24 28 

c 15 21 36 27 

This clearly emphasises the occurrehce of most of the A type 

heads in the two earliest phases (1560-1630); the occurrence 
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of B type heads evenly throughout the periods; whilst the C 

type heads are clearly more usually seen in the latter two 

periods (1630-1900). 

It is instructive to see if this differece in wound wire pin 

head types is also seen on other British sites. Therefore, 

other assemblages of studied pins were examined. 

i Whitefriars, Coventry. A church site, open and. occupied 
1545-1558. 

Head Type ABC 
1545-1558 32 57 10 

ii Sandal Castle. Medieval castle occupation site. 

Head Type ABC 
pre-1484 57 36 7 
1484 and later 45 10 45 

iii Ludgershall Castle. Medieval castle occupation site. 

Head Type ABC 
13th-15th Cent 70 30 
16th and later 44 44 11 

Two further sites, St Peters Street (Williams 19781 and 

Exeter [Goodall, personal comment] were examined. In these 

cases the head type was determined by other authors, and the 

only distinction made was between open wound wire heads and 

those which had been stamped, ie A and C types. 

iv St Peters Street. Medieval town occupation site. ( mot-t\F'O. #A t\-- Ov\ 
) 

Head Type AC 
15th Cent 89 11 
16th/17th Cent 49 41 

v Exeter. Medieval town occupation site. 

Head Type AC 
1450-1500 85 15 
1500-1550 96 4 
1550-1600 52 48 
early 17th Cent 12 88 
late l7th/ 
early 18th Cent 10 90 

4 
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All these sites - from Ludgershall with approximately 20 pins 

to Exeter with approximately 400 show exactly,, the same 

trends as the Chelsmford material, with the 15th century 

phases producing very largely A type headed. B type, pins 

becoming increasingly represented in the 16th century, 

Whitefriars). The C type WWHP began to, be seen in larger. 

quantities in the 16th century they only become, the dominant 

type of wound wire headed pin. in 17th and 18th centuries. 

The fact that this difference in head type can be readily 

detected by different auth'ors'and that several tes sho'w''a 

consistant pattern clearly represents a discernible change in 

the method of manufacture of the pins', being used throughout 

this country over the 14th - 18th century period. 

-t 

4 
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TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 

The head wire was one of the most readily varied areas in pin 

production. In order to establish the variation in the head 

wire - as well as noting the head shape, marks on it, and its 

cross section profile - the amount of wire used to form the 

head was noted. As has already been noted, the number of 

turns of head wire can be used to distinguish the two types 

of A class wound wire headed pins, namely A and Al, where Al 

heads have only a single turn of head wire, compared with two 

for the A class headsý For the Chelmsford pins 'two measures 

of the amount of head wire were used: 

An estimate, accurate to one-tenth of a turn, of the 

number of turns of wire twisted around the head was made 

for the 450 pins with totally undamaged heads, this was 

done by visual I comparison with a grading-chart- see Fig 

5: 1. The results -seen in graphs 5: 1 5: 6 reveal 

several points. 

The distribution of the number of turns of head wire 

does not appear, to change greatly with time. 

There appear usually to have been approximately two 

turns of head wire on each shaft. This does not apear 

to vary much with time as the following sequence of 

mean values of the number of turns of head wire shows. 

Phase R n 
Xl: 3 1.91 30 
X11: 1 1.89 99 
X11: 2 1.92 49 
X111: 1 1.85 146 
X111 20th Cent 1.95 49 



Figure 5: 1 The number of turns of head wire 
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GRAPH 5: 1 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM PHASE XI: 3 
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GRAPH 5: 2 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM PHASE XII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 3 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM PHASE XII: 2 



GRAPH 5: 4 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM PHASE XII: 3 
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GRAPH 5: 5- WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM PHASE XIII (20TH CENTURY) 
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GRAPH 5: 6 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE 
FROM ALL PHASES 
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The distribution does not appear to be,., (Gaussian) about 

the two turns mark, ýwhich might have been expectedýjf 

all-the pinners were trying to cut and, attach two,, coils 

of head wire. The full sample of nearly 500 pins should 

be statistically large enough to prevent any statistical 

fluctuations due to low numbers. In this final graph 

5: 6, as in the others, there ýre clearly: 

a No pins withýan-estimated measure of 2.1 turns; 

b A: number of pins I with 1.7 and 2.2 turns 

of head wire; 

cA number of pinsýwith approximately 2.7 turns 

of head wire. 

This may suggest that there were several different 

lengths of head wire cut, ie equivalent of 1.7,1.9 and 

2.2. turns. Graph 5: 2 of Phase Xll: l certainly shows 

the large number of pins with, 1.7, turns-of head wire, 

clearly suggestin'g-another-standard apart, from,, that. -lof 

1.9 turns which is seen as predominant. throughout the 

rest of the graphs.. 

The lack of heads with 2.1 turns of head wire (none out 

of approximately 500 samples) shows, that this number of 

turns was not achieved by those pinners, aiming for 1.9 

turns of head wire, thus there isý-no reason to suppose 

that any higher values of turns of head ýwire need be 

caused by inaccurate*cutting. Thus the large number of 

examples of 2.2 turns. of head wire must suggest-this- as 

another standard length of head wire. The fact that all 
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the graphs show the same pattern suggests that these 

three standards were in common use from the 16th-20th 

century, which is an interesting degree of conformity. 

Clearly the more extreme numbers of turns of head wire 

were deliberate, eg one turn which has already been 

identified as a separate type. Small number of examples 

of approximately 1.4,2.4 and 2.7 suggest these too as 

deliberately cut and wound lengths of head wire, with 

arbitrary numbers, eg 1.5 or 2.3 turns not occurring, ie 

deliberately not being produced. However, it must be 

pointed out that the numbers involved with these latter 

three groups in particular (1.4,2.4 and 2.7 turns) are 

very small, and should be treated cautiously, and though 

the 1.7,1.9 and 2.2 turns of head wire standard are 

more confidently predicted, again the number of 

occurrences must dictate caution. 

Clearly the number of turns of' head wire, though not 

apparently changing much with date, contrasts with the noted 

variation in head type with date. A more direct comparison 

of head type with the number of turns of head wire was 

therefore undertaken (see Graph 5: 7 - 5: 9) 

A very distinctive distribution of head wire turns occurs in 

A type headed pins, with a clear heavy concentration at 

1.7 turns of head wire. The mean number of turns of head 

wire 
(1) 

in A type heads is 1.63. This contrasts with the B and 

C type heads, both of which have a preponderance of 1.9 and 

2.2 turns of head wire in their distribution. The mean 

number of turns of head wire in B type, heads is 1.90, and in 

f-Týe mean is used here merely las a simple single figure 
Ides criptor-of 

_the__ove_r 
a ll- dis 

- 
tribut_i__on_. 

_ 



GRAPH 5: 7 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE FOR 'A' 
TYPE WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 
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GRAPH 5: 8 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE FOR 'B' 
TYPE WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 
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GRAPH 5: 9 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
NUMBER OF TURNS OF HEAD WIRE FOR 'C' 
TYPE WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 
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C type heads is 1.93. The effect that a punch or stamping 

die may have on the head wire is uncertain, as it is as yet 

untested. It would not be unreasonable to suppose that it 

would force the ends of the head wire further around the 

head, thus a head wire originally of say 1.7 turns may on 

stamping appear to have 1-cl turns - this point is as yet 

unproven but it may offer one possible explanation of the 

apparent increase in the number of turns of head wire on 

stamped heads. 

It can, however, be observed that though the percentage of 

1.7 turns of head wire falls in the stamped heads, the number 

of this type of head are similar to those of the A type 

heads, it is just that large numbers of heads with 

approximately 1.9 turns of head wire are found as stamped 

examples. This introduction of a new 

approximately 1.9 (and 2.2) turns of head wire form, with the 

B and C types of pin, rather than the distortion of the 1.7 

turns of head wire seen in A type heads, is the preferre. A. 

explanation by the author. 

It is noticeable that there are many more variable turns of 

head wire in the A type head group, again suggesting a more 

individual mode of manufacture. The B and C type heads 

appear much more regulated, a more typical factory product. 
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TWIST 

There are some heads where the wire is twisted in a clockwise 

direction when the pin axis is viewed along its shaft (S 

twist), the vast majority of pins have head wires which turn 

anticlockwise (Z twist). 

Twist XI: l XI: 2 XI: 3 XII: l XII: 2 XII: 3 XIII: l XIII 20thC 

z12 37 10ý' 29 155 13 52 

S4194 

The 4% of the total ofýpins, where, the head wire direction, is 

discernible as an S twist is not confinedýto, any, -particular 

period. It appears merely to occur randomly-in. the', large 

group of pins where it is common, enough to be observed.. This 

randomness seems to preclude any- explanation.., of -its 

occurrence with regard to a certain workshop, orý, unusual 

manufacturing process. Two possible explanations are: 

It was a mistake, which was acceptable in the 

manufacture of the pins. It seems unlikely though for 

such an automatic process as 18th century pin production 

to have had a 4% error. 

This might represent the work of lefthanded people when 

winding the head wire around the former. Lefthanded 

people frequently do wind wires/strings etc in the 

opposite direction to righthanded people, the trait of 

lefthanded bias presumably being roughly constant with 

time. 

It is interesting to note that only certain types of wound 
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wire headed pins actually have S twisted heads: 

ABC-. D-L 
(excluding K) 

No. of pins 78 131 194 34 

S Twist Occurence 11 7 

This unusual distribution clearly shows that. the S twisted 

head did not occur in the more controlled,,, factory -produced, 

B and C type heads, but formed a significant percentage of 

the cruder A type head, and of the unusual types of wound 

wire headed pins. Perhaps these pins represent the products 

of small workshops or craftsmen where a faultily twisted 

wire, or the product of a lefthanded man, might be much more 

readily tolerated. It also raises the question of these S 

twisted heads coming from a single workshop or source, which 

can be considered more likely in-view of their-association 

with only certain types of pin head. However, their 

occurrence -in layers A-ka -, -r 200 years, and 

their occurrence on other archaeological sites throughout the 

country makes this possibility unlikely. 
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HEAD CROSS SECTION 

The cross section in the horizontal plane through the head 

was estimated, to see if there was any distortion or 

flattening of the B and C heads, which varied with 

manufactur! Aý period, ie date - see Table 5: 2 - with special 

reference to the extent to which the compression of the 

circular hollow stamping punches would produce lenzoid shaped 

cross sections. 

TABLE 5: 2 Wound Wire Headed Pins from Moulsham Street 

Excavations, Chelmsford: the head cross section 

occurrences with phase. Expressed in percentge of 

the pins of a given phase having a given cross 

sectional form. 

Phase XI: 1 XI: 2 XI: 3 XII: I XII: 2 

Circular --7 8 7 

Sub circular 100 50 28 33 23 

Rounded square -- 12 8 13 

Polygonal - - 2 

Lenzoid* 

1: 1 . 046 2 19 -16 13 

1: 1.117 3 12 15 25 

1: 1 . 214 4 - 12 
.9 

9 

1: 1.26 9 5 50 5 5 2 

1: 1.35 4 6 -2 5 2 

1: 1.455 7 2 1 '2 

1: 1.512 8 - 1 4 

1: 1-6 Oýxs. 9 2 
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Phase XII: 3 XIII: l XIII 20thC Total 

Circular 8 6 14 6 7 

Sub circular 8 25 7 36 28 

Rounded Square 8 8 21 14 10 

Polygonal 8 - - - - 

Lenzoid* 

1: 1.046 2 - 12 14 11 13 

1: 1.117 3 25 26 21 17 21 

1: 1.214 4 25 12 - 6 11 

1: 1.269 5 17 8 7 3 6ý 

1: 1.354 6 - 2 7 3 3 

1: 1.455 7 1 7 2 1 

1: 1.512 8 1 - 2 

1: 1.6 \-e- 9 

Ratio of height to width 

of lens shape increasingly 

lenticular 1-8 

Lenzoid defined as: Ratio of the head cro ss 

section width to head cross section length. 

In the major phases, XI: 3, xII: l, XII: 2, xIII: 1 and 20th 

century, the large numbers of pins encountered give the most 

accurate reflection of variations in the head cross sectional 

form. There appears to be no discernible systematic 

variation. No increasing distortion of the head into lenzoid 

forms with time is noted, nor any initial prevalence of 

circular head forms. It appears to be a variable independent 

of method of head formation, or any other discernible pin 

feature or parameter. 
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TIN COATINGS 

Tin % Pin and Shaft 
Coating Coated with Tin 

XI: l - - 
XI: 2 2 100% 
XI: 3 12 24% 
XII. 1 64 41%- 
XII. 2 31 46% 
XII: 3 4 27% 
XIII: l 91 38% 
XIII 11 69% 
20thC 31 37% 

Though the figures do vary from period to 

inordinately influenced by the periods 

numbers of pins. When one looks at the 

(pinwise), XII: l, XII: 2, XIIIJ, and 20th c 

figures show more consistency with 37-46% 

pins having some trace of a tin coating. 

period, this is 

containing small 

largest periods 

entury. then the 

of the observed 

This figure is very much higher than previous authors have 

reported in pin catalogues of archaeological reports, but 

does better fit the written accounts of the period - see 

Chapter 7- which suggest that the tinning of all pins was 

the normal operation. It is interesting to speculate: 

That the percentage of pins with traces Of tin does not 

seem to consistently increase with time, which would be 

supposed if the removal of the tin coating was the 

result of a corrosion process in situ, and a resultant 

time dependency for its degree of progress. The removal 

of the tin coating has been relatively independent of 

time, presumably the tin coating was, therefore, worn 

off during the life of the pin, or less likely, that a 

corrosion process took place immediately after 
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deposition which has subsequently stopped or slowed to a 

negligible rate: or a combination of both these 

processes. 

Although 30-50% of the pins were found to have a trace 

of a tin coating, this coating was often ephemeral and 

might easily have been lost altogether. This number 

with coatings of tin is very much a minimum estimate, 

and originally a very much larger percentage, or even 

all of the pins, may have had a tin coating. 
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MARKS OF HEAD TYPE 

There were a series of recurring marks on many of the pins. 
I- 

These appear to be invariably caused by the method of 

manufacture employed in making the head. 

These marks were defin'ed: 

Denoting Type of Mark 
Letter 

ai General reduction of shaft diameter beneath head, 

referred to as 'necking' 

aii 'Necking' seen from two sides 

bi A small notch or U shaped ýacet in' shaft below 

head 

bii 2 small notches or U shaped facets 

biii 3 of 

biv 4 we 

b+ 5 or more small notches or U shaped facets 

c Deliberately smoothed head 

d Slight ridge running around head where metal 

squeezed out between the twohead punches 

e Head tilted to one side 

f Shaft protrudes above the head 

9 Step in head as head stamping dies, not 

registered properly, were not centred 

h Distorted head 

i Shaft below the level of the top of the head. 
_ 

Correlation between the head types and the marks of 

manufacture was 'established to see if it could'ýe proved'if a 

given head manufacturing process was responsible for a given 
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type of mark. 

Head Type A B CD EFGH IJKL 

No. of pins 88 151 174 9 472 20 21 10 2 

Feature ai - 9 45 - 1--- --- 

aii - 4 4- ---- --- 

bi 3 19 10 - ---- --2 

bii 1 9 15 - ---- --- 

biii - 11 10 - ---- --- 

biv 1 6 21 - ---- --- 

b+ - 1 2- ---- --- 

c - - 1- ---- --- 

d 4 23 35 1 ---- --3 

e 8 18 13 - -1-- --1 

f 3 13 2- ---1 --1 

9 2 5 

h 6 2 21 

i 3 4 

(Some pins have more than one feature present) 

In general terms the marks of working appear on the B, C and 

K type pins. From features such as the "d" it is clear that 

K type pins must have been made by stamping the D shaped wire 

of the head into a spherical head form. 

The A type heads clearly should have no marks associated with 

the head, being stamped into shape. Though most of the noted 

features, eg "e" and "f", are not connected with the stamping 

process clearly the four instances of "d" features could only 
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arise from stamping, indicating the*, \, %\, \, i-e, -, -JrIk%Lja 
L+-A- 

and C type head classification, 

Almost all the features connected with stamping are seen on 

the C type heads, and those features, eg "a" and "b", whose 

genesis is uncertain, because of their preponderance on C 

type heads can almost certainly be related to the stamping 

process. 

This would, therefore, suggest that the necking and the 

facets were due to protrusions from the head stamping dies 

deforming the metal of the shaft upon stamping. 

The relative lack of the "a" and "b" features on all but the 

B and C type heads would suggest that the D to L type head s 

(with the exception of K heads) were not formed by stamping, 

but were rather formed in the same manner as A type heads. 

This corresponds well with the evidence obtained on the 

direction of twisting of the head wire. 
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EXAMINATION: METRIC EVIDENCE Iý 

METRIC CONSIDERATION OF WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS 

Objects of antiquity are: usually few in number- and are 

readily recognised and subdivided-, into categories by 

observation of visual, characteristics. -In recent, years the 

volumes-of objects which have, been available-for -study, have 

increased dramatically;,. and-with the advent of easy-access to 

computers to help with numerical sortingi-objects have begun 

to have their shape described mathematically with measurement 

of the dimensions of the object being one of the most readily 

obtained metric descriptors. 

The case of pins does- not require ---extensive - metric 

consideration in the Dark Age and Early Medieval period,, as 

there are extensive changes in visual form to facilitate ýthe 

formation 
Agroups of-- related objects for the -purposes of 

culture identification or description - as seen in Chapter 2. 

However, -the widespread adoption of the'*use of wound wire 

headed pins in the later and post medieval period,. together 

with their production on a factory'; basist with the loss of 

individual identity that this entailed,, has meant that visual 

forms of differentiation were rarely satisfactory. 

Previous to the establishment of this project, two attempts 

had been made at metric examination of wound wire headed 

pins: 

In Gloucester (Frost and Windsor 19761 a study of the 

shaft lengths and diameters of a series of 68 complete 

WWHP from deposit dated 1650-1710 was carried out, and 
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the correlation between shaft length and shaft diameter 

noted (the longer the shaft the thicker the wire used to 

produce it). The variation in shaft diameter was also 

compared to the Standard Wire Gauge (introduced in the 

19th century) and correlations perceived. This result 

is, however, based on such poor statistics that it was 

far from proven. No variation of pin dimension was 

noted with date. All the pins were from 17th century or 

later contexts, and virtually all were between 20 and 

28mm long. 

2 The St Peters Street excavations [Williams JH 19781 

produced 132 pins, most of which were WWHP, most came 

from layers dated 15th to 16th/17th century, with just a 

few from medieval contexts. The pin lengths were 

measured and a difference noted in the average length of 

pins of different dates, with the pins of the 16th and 

17th centuries being shorter than those of the 15th 

century - see Graphs 5: 10 - 5: 11 for the detailed 

breakdown. 

4L 

(, ) Sample size 

15th century 4.15 50 

16th/17th century 37 

These results certainly suggested that metric consideration 

of WWHP could show some variations, which might relate to the 

culture/date or technical standards of a given period. 

Therefore, a pilot study was initiated, using the pins from 

the excavations of Sandal Castle. 

0 



GRAPH 5: 10 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM ST PETERS 
STREET, NORTHAMPTON: 15TH CENTURY: 
PIN LENGTHS 
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GRAPH 5: 11 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM ST PETERS 
STREET, NORTHAMPTON: 16TH + 17TH CENTURY 
PIN LENGTHS 
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There were 112 WWHP from Sandal Castle [Caple 19831,108 

being available for metric analysis. For all these pins 

ýOkxr measurements were taken; shaft length, 

shaft diameter, the diameter of the head (two measurements), 

the narrowest and widest that the head achieved in its 

circumference. The most clearly variable metric statistic 

with date was pin length, quite a variation over the 

individual phases was noted - see graphs 5: 12 - 5: 13 - but it 

is most clearly seen when expressed in terms similar to those 

used at St Peter's Street, ie pre-1484 (approximately 15th 

century), and post 1484 (approximately 16th/17th century), 

the post 1484 (16th/17th century) pins 

generally shorter than those of the 15th centuryP 

5Z me, ý. t: cv" Sample size 

pre 1484 ko 35 

post 1484 `7 2119 44 

Both Sandal Castle and St Peterý Street did not contain 

sufficient examples to allow statistical comparison of the 

two distributions, eg chi squared test, to prove or dispr ove 

statistically, if the range of pin lengths does change from 

the 15th century to the 16th/17th century. 

Other parameters, eg shaft diameter, head diameter, or the 

number of turns of head wire, did not vary significantly with 

date, or correlate with any other observable pin features. 

In order to be able to achieve comparisons in future work the 

author took the opportunity to sample a large collection of 

pins from a very well dated context, Whitefriars Church in 
0, Throughout this study, thoul.,, h the probleni of residUAlity, 

ýnd'-red 
- 
-eposition on i-oultiperiod sites was, 'bor. ne a'. n-miý&., it 

could; -'hot, be quantified, and was thus regarded--'as', ý. L 
constant-cautioning factor. 



GRAPH 5: 12 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM SANDAL 
CASTLE: POST 1484: PIN LENGTHS 
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GRAPH 5: 13 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM SANDAL 
CASTLE: PRE 1484: PIN LENGTHS 
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Coventry. This church was only in use for 13 years 

(1545-1558), and all the pins found in the resonance chamber 

under the church must have been deposited at that time. This 

means the range of pin size encountered here would be very 

well dated, allowing comparisons: 

With other 16th and 17th general contexts to see if the 

suspected range of pin sizes for general 16th/17th 

century contexts were identical to that from a secure 

mid 16th century site. If there were any difference, 

might this be due to 17th century pins distorting the 

16th century pin sizes to appear different to their 15th 

century predecessors? 

With the 15th century pin sizes to see if the suspected 

change in pin size had occurred by the mid 16th century. 

The range of pin sizes for Whitefriars is shown in Graph 5: 14 

(198 pins representatively selected from the total of 878). 

McX%-,,, (... I Sample Size 

1545-1558 27 198 

Another site which provided a few dated pins was that of 

Ludgershall Castle. This site is in part slightly earlier 

than some of the other sites, having many 13th and 14th 

century layers. Thus it has produced some of the earliest 

WWHP yet encountered - Graphs 5: 15 and 5: 16. 

V%%eajCLV% 
(V6%. 

V% 
) 

13th/14th century 4. -1 
16th century 34- 

Sample Size 

8 



GRAPH 5: 14 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM- WHITEFRIARS: 
1545-1558: PIN LENGTHS 
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GRAPH 5: 15 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM LUDGERSHALL: 
13TH + 14TH CENTURY: PIN LENGTHS 
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GRAPH 5: 16 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM LUDGERSHALL: 
16TH CENTURY: PIN LENGTHS 
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Though the sample size is so small as to be readily 

influenced by 'freak' results, again the general pattern is" 

seen of pins in the 30-50mm, long class occurring in the pre 

16th/17th century era, with again the older pins, 13th/14th' 

century, being longer than the younger 16th century pins. ' 
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In view of the clearly varying nature of at least one metric 

statistic of pins with regard to date, length, a large 

project of metric analysis of pins was undertaken. This, 

involved the use of a large number of parameters over a 

number of dated periods, in order to try to establish more 

exactly the variation in the metric parameters of WWHP with 

date. 

A sample of 692 pins and pin shafts from a late and post 

medieval occupation site, Moulsham Streetr Chelmsfordt was 

selected to provide both metric and visual evidence, head 

type, marks of manufacture etc., for the most complete 

analysis of any group of pins yet undertaken. A group of 

twelve parameters were looked for, these included: 

Four metric descriptors: 

i Shaft length of any complete pin 

ii Shaft diameter 

iii Largest head diameter on head circumference 

iv Smallest head diameter on head circumference. 

A visual descriptor of head type: 

v The type of head the pin had (all variants of the 

WWHP, any one of the 12 noted previously). 

Four descriptors related to the method of manufacture: 

vi The way in which the head wire is wound around the top 

of the shaft, two or five twists. 

vii The cross sectional shape through the head. 

viii The number of turns of head wire (to one-tenth of a 

turn accuracy) in the spiral wire head. 
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ix A measure of angle of declination of a line drawn 

through the two ends of the wound hea&wire. 

(This is just a very sensitive method of assessing the 

amount of head wire used, comparable with the vii( 

figures). 

Marks: 

x Up to six physical marks noted on the pin. Many of 

these marks, usually from manufacture, occur regularly 

on pins, and are those described in the preceding 

section. 

Two visual descriptors of visual condition. 

xi The condition of the pin, its state of completeness. 

xii Any coating discernible on the pin, its type- and 

extent. 

These parameters were accompanied by a series of identifying 

codes: 

a Site code 

b Layer number 

c Small finds number 

which will identify each pin individually. 

Then each one also had a phase number, often expressed as a 

date. 

This all enabled each pin to be characterised merely by a 

string of numbers, and enabled this information to be readily 

put onto, and interrogated by, a computer. (The results of 

this interrogation with regard to the site were written up as 

part of the site report [Caple 19851). 
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The data was held on a CYBER 130 computer system under user 

code PYR 650; the raw data on the pins being held in file 

CHR 721.11ý, -, s was interrogated by a program PICKPIN which 

existed in two forms, (i) for histogram output and (ii) for 

XY plot output. 

There are eight dated phases which produced pins, pin shafts 

and wires: 

Phase Date No of Pins No of Shafts No of Wires 

XI: l 1400-1500 1 

XI: 2 1500-1560 2 - 1 

XI: 3 1560-1590 41 8 30 

XII: 1 1590-1630 114 44 15 

XII: 2 1630-1670 52 15 - 

XII: 3 1670-1700 12 3 3 

XIII: l 1700-1730 175 65 6 

XIII l8th-20th 
Century 74 26 4 

Total 688 - four items had no date or phase category. 

Phases XI: l, XI: 2 and XII: 3 all produced too few pins to make 

consideration of their metric statistics worthwhile. A 

similar argument applies for the 18th century dated part of 

phase XIII. The 20th century part of phase XIII contained 

disturbed contexts and its results should be treated with 

extreme caution. 

LENGTH 

In previous studies this was clearly the parameter which had, 

by practise, been found to vary with date and be a 

, 1ý 
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discriminator for pin categorisation. The lengths of the 

Chelmsford pins are seen in graphs 5: 17 - 5: 21. 

Date Phase "Own Sample Size 

1560-1590 XI: 3 30 40 

1590-1630 XII: 1 27 98 

1630-1670 XII: 2 25 50 

1700-1730 XIII: l 26 146 

20th Century XIII 29 43 

value of pin length falls during the initial phases 

XI: 3 and XII: l; in the later XII: 2 and XIII: 1 phases the MQAiai 

value of pin length remains virtually constant, more or less 

26mm. These lengths are slightly longer than the pins of the 

equivalent date from Gloucester, which were 20-25mm long: but 

they are in general shorter than the pins from the earlier 

sites, eg Sandal and Ludgershall Castles. 

The ratio of the number of pins in the 20-25mm and 25-30mm 

columns reflects the shift in emphasis to shorter pins in 

later phases of the Chelmsford site. In XI: 3 they are less 

than the 40+ mm column, by XII: l the 25-30mm length pins are 

the most common, but by XIII: l the 20-25mm length pins are 

most numerous. 

From all the data examined so far there is a consistant 

change with time (from the 13th and 14th centuries to the 

19th century) to shorter pins. 

Pre-1500, pins are usually more than 40mm long, almost, all 

30-60mm long: 



GRAPH 5: 17 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS FROM PHASE XI: 3 
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GRAPH 5: 18 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS FROM PHASE XII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 19 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS FROM PHASE XII: 2 
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GRAPH 5: 20 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS FROM PHASE XIII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 21 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS FROM PHASE XIII 
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Ludgershall 13th and 14th century, poor stats 42 

St Peters Street 15th century 46 

Sandal Castle pre 1484 40 

1500-1630 pins increasingly smaller, approximately 30mm long, 

most pins 20-50mm long: 

Sandal Castle post 1484 3S 

Ludgershall 16th century (poor stats) 34 

Chelmsford XI: 3 39 

Whitefriars 27 

St Peters Street 16th/17th century 25 

Chelmsford XII: l 27 

1630-1730 pins still smaller, most pins 20-30mm long: 

Chelmsford XII: 2 25 

Chelmsford XIII: 1 26 

It is interesting that the pin length distribution for phase 

XII: l, peaking at 25-30mm length pins with clear declining 

numbers of larger pins, matches so closely the distribution 

in 16th and 17th century layers of St Peters Street and the 

mid 16th century distribution from Whitefriars, all good 16th 

century contexts. However, the distribution of pins' from 

Chelmsford XI: 3 also dated at 16th century, and theoretically 

a better dated comparison with the Whitefriars data, does not 

have a similar shape to the other 16th century distributions 

of pin length. I-c. looks like a compromise halfway between 

the 16th century distribution and the earlier distributions 

of 15th century St Peters Street and post 1484 of Sandal 

Castle, suggesting A an early 16th century date compared with 

the late 16th century date it has from contexts. 

or residual pins 'of e'arlier date within the ilayer. Thutigh we 
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only have these few examples of distributions of pin length, 

not only do they show changes with time, but many of the 

changes are consiste. nt, and though there are as yet 

insufficient well dated examples to provide a statisticall 

sound picture of the pin length distribution strong enough to 

be predictive and deterministic with regard to a given 

distribution, such a system is suggested as possible from 

this work where consiste. ncy is already good enough on a 'by 

eye' basis to throw up distributions which do not match the 

norm. 

0. 
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This change in pin length with time need not be seen 

in isolation, for it has already been noted that there is a 

change in head type. When the distribution of pin lengths 

for the three major types of wound wire pinhead, ie AB and C 

type heads, and one of the minor variants, eg H type head, 

are graphed - see graphs 5: 22 - 5: 25 - it can be seen that 

there is a change in the distribution of pin length with head 

type. This can be expressed as the variation in AeJt-A pin 

length for each type of pin head. 

Head Type (fAo") n 

2-9 75 

2G ill 

25 14LS 

1-7, 

Clearly the A type and H type heads, as well presumably as 

all the other F-L (except K) type heads, are usually longer 

by 2-3mm than the B and C type heads. This suggests that the 

apparent reduction in pin lengths with time might be caused 

by the increased occurrence of B and C type headed pins 

which, as seen above, were shorter than their A type headed 

counterparts. 



G ""'PH 5: 22 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: RA 
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GRAPH 5: 23 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS OF 'B' TYPE WOUND WIRE 
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GRAPH 5: 24 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PI14S FROM CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS OF 'C' TYPE WOUND WIRE 
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GRAPH 5: 25 - WOUND VIIRE HEADED PINS FROMI CHELMSFORD: 
PIN LENGTHS OF '11' TYPE WOUND WIRE 
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The next obvious metric parameter for consideration is that 

of the character of the shaft of the pin. The shaft, made 

from a simple cut length of wire having been shown 

(graphically but not yet statistically) to vary in length 

with time, the question arises "Was a finer pin being made 

(shorter pin of finert narrower gauge. wire) or were pins 

merely becoming shorter? ". 

Pins from the various initial sites which had been examined 

had given a distinct impression that the finer wire theory 

was correct. 

Sandal Castle has slightly different distribution of shaft 

diameter for the two major phases of castle occupation - see 

Graphs 5: 26 and 5: 27 

Though comparison of the distributions 

suggests a single shaft diameter, m,, -ke approximattovN oý 

. 93mm in diameter)for the pre 1484 phase,. the later phase 

appears to have a bimodýkl distribution C--QAkl-. Q. 
L 

CA 

O. 'Imm and 1.4mm. 

The -n'iedian values reflect a beneral change iCr'sh'zift 
.0 'I 'I "' - -1 d dianieter, as the thicker pin shafts of the'-ear ler, ý'-perio 

cease to be_, sce_n in the later periods. 

fteA".. A n 

Earlier than, 1485 0.93 47 

1485 or later 57 

Whi tefriars, single -phase siteA1545-1558 ýis slightly 

later than Sandal Castle and has a slightly smaller shaft 

diameter - see graph 5: 28. 



GRAPH 5: 26 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM SANDAL 
CASTLE: POST 1484: SHAFT DIAMETERS 
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GRAPH 5: 27 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM SANDAL 
CASTLE: PRE 1484: SHAFT DIAMETERS 
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GRAPH 5: 28 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM WHITEFRIARS: 
1545-1558: SHAFT DIAMETERS 
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o%ej, L6.. % Ck%ft%) n 

1545-1559 0.8 ' 198 

Other sites, St Peters Street, Ludgershall, did not produce 

shaft diameter data, though the much later dated pins from 

Gloucester did. 

Eastgate, Gloucester, provided unfortunately few examples. 

mekto. v% (mmý n 

1630-1670 0.8 10 

1670-1720 0.7- 4 

1700-1710 0.7 22 

Pin factory - undated 0.8 33 

But these do suggest 
&Q- 

r-ekks. C. &J, shaft diameter 

continued from the 17th century through to the 18th century. 

The much- larger volume of Chelmsford data enabled this 

assertion to be tested more fully. 

The Chelmsford results show a very slight variation in shaft 

thickness with date - graph 5: 29. - 5: 33.., 
'7ýhe- distributions show' -the lack of , piAsý-, 
diameters greater 

. - 
than 1.2m-. ii, in phases suýsequ 1 3. eýq-t 

Phase Date Shaft Diameter SE N eA 

XI: 3 1560-1590 1.025 49 

XII: 1 1590-1630 0.947 160 

XII: 2 1630-1670 0.918 68 

XIII: l 1700-1730 0.925 237 'o-cl 

(XIII 20th cent 0.975 83 0-0% ) 

The', qverall slight reduction in the thickness 1 n'ý`Pin` shaf . ts 

which is seen due to the reduction in numbers of.. shdftsý' 

, 1.2rrim plus in diameter, is detected in the,. -Varriatýionl. of' 
the', mea though not the median va values, fule sf or, -' the 'p'ý'n's 

1. Of-, ' the various phases. 



GRAPH 5: 29 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
SHAFT DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XI: 3 
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GRAPH 5: 30 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: - SHAFT DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 31 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
SHAFT DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XII: 2 
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GRAPH 5: 32 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
SHAFT DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XIII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 33 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
SHAFT DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XIII 
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<he pattern of change seen in the variation 

-A -, k-s )&*, cvrassj thus establishes a good 
j); %% 

length and the diameter of the A-' 

Chelmsford, it appears that as the shaft of 

in length so the wire for making the pin 

finer - see graph 5: 34. 

6ý, 
of, #\the length of 

link between 

-, haft. Thus for 

the pin decreased 

became slightly 

In the order of a reduction of lmm in length equates to a 
6 

0.02mm reduction in thickness. 

The thicknesses of the Chelmsford pins are clearly 

greater than those from the previously quoted 

16th century sites of Whitefriars and the 17th century of 

Eastgate in Gloucester. "rhis must presumably reflect the fact 

that whilst Chelmsford and Gloucester Eastgate (the low 

number of examples is worrying) both demonstrate internally 

that for a given site the pins do appear to be getting finer 

(narrower gauge diameter wire is being used) with time, this 

comparison should not be pushed too far. -%e comparison 

of data betweeen sites, especially by different authors, 

should not be relied upon. 



GRAPH 5: 34 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
MEAN LENGTHS VERSUS MEAN SHAFT DIAMETERS 
FOR THE MAJOR PHASES 
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UsI69""pins 'T roiff, ' Chelnisford site, a- 
more direct comparison of the shaft diameter and shaft 

length of the pins was tried by directly plotting shaft 

diameter against shaft length for each pin for every period 

(not illustrated here). These plots confirmed: 

That shaft diameter increases consistently with the 

length of the pin, ie that the relationship between 

diameter and pin length was approximately linear, and 

certainly not random. 

All but one of the Chelmsford pins fall 

between the ratio5of 1: 21 - 1: 57 (shaft diameter: shaft 

length). 

There were no consistent groups of short thin or 

long thick pins, although in phases XI: 3, XII: 1 and 

XII: 2 there is a suggestion of a group of slightly 

thicker, >1.4mm and longer ; ý. 38mm pins, (although the 

distributions were not conclusive). SýA& no 

clearly present in other phases, and 

a likely intermediate score on Clustoa\ or 

Discriminant analysis would not 

ýthe 
changes in metric specification of pins) no further 

attention is paid to this notion until many more pins 

have been metrically examined. 

Finally with regard to shaft diameter, 

great occurrence of pin shafts of the 

certainly nothing more than would 

statistical fluctuation. Thus on this 

metric statistics for Chelmsford, co 

at no stage 

same diamet 

be thought 

far larger 

mpared with 

was any 

er noted, 

of as 

group of 

Eastgate, 

4.1 
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Gloucester, no clear evidence can be seen for the, use, of 

standardised gauge wires for the, purpose, of making pin 

shafts. 
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The last two metric parameters determined for the Chelmsford 

pins were the minimum and maximum head diameter. These when 

averaged are plotted graphically for each phase, see Graphs 

5: 35 - 5: 39. They show that phases XII: 1 to XIII 20th 

century have fairly similar distributions of pin head 

diameters, concentrated in the 1.5-2. Omm head diameter range. 

The phase XI,: 3 distribution shows in addition to this 

1.5-2. Omm range it has a second 3.75-4.75mm head diameter 

region which has a concentration of values -a bimodo-1 

distribution. The effect of these few higher values is to 

T' 
alter tv- wýA*-, N head diameter value for this phase. 

Head Diameter 

Phase n 

XI: 3 2.0 43 

XII: l 1., & 115 

XII: 2 1.8 55 

XIII: l 1., 7 177 

XIII 20th Cent 1. -1 63 

This shows this much larger head diameter for Phase XI: 3, but 

only very small changes in the head diameter of subsequent 

phases. 

This reduction in head diameter could be due to: 

i The punch used to-make the heads was getting smaller at 

the dictate of fashion. 

ii There were more tightly stamped C type heads in the 

later phases. The B and C heads 

hav 'fiead 'diameters' (medi "ý'v*ai'ýes an 

respectively)"than the A type head (median value -1.9mifl'. 
_, _ ___ -_I %Lzý, _., - 



GRAPH 5: 35 - WOUNDVIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
AVERAGE HEAD DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XI: 3 
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GRAPH 5: 36 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
AVERAGE HEAD DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 37 WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
AVERAGE HEAD DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XII: 2 
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GRAPH 5: 38 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
AVERAGE HEAD DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XIII: l 
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GRAPH 5: 30, WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
AVERAGE HEAD DIAMETERS FROM PHASE XIII 
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The wire used to make the head had, like the shaft wire, 

been reduced in diameter, consequently the diameter of 

the whole head was reduced. 

The change in head diameter matches well the change in shaft 

diameter, and when compared graphically - Graph 5: 40 - shows 

that a roughly linear relationship may be established between 

mean shaft diameter and mean average head diameter. Phase 

XI: 3 is clearly different, presumably in part due to the 

group of wider than usual heads (mean diameter 3.75-4.75mm). 

The virtually linear relationship established between mean 

shaft diameter and mean head diameter suggests that the 

thickness of the shaft wire (and so by implication the wire 

used to make the head) was the governing factor in 

establishing the head size rather than the size of the hollow 

punch stamp. 

An XY plot of the relationship between head diameter and 

length (not illustrated here) shows: 

i The head diameter increases generally with the length of 

the pin, it was approximately linear and certainly not 

random. 

ii All but one of the Chelmsford pins falls in an area 

between the ratio 1: 9 and 1: 23 (head -k-m-LI, -zr.: shaft 

length). 

iii There were no consistent groups of shorter, smaller 

headed or longer, larger headed pins, although in phase 

XI: 3 the group of slightly larger than average headed 

pins (previously noted) could be seen. Although a 

4 



GRAPH 5: 40 - WOUND WIRE HEADED PINS FROM CHELMSFORD: 
MEAN SHAFT DIAMETERS VERSUS MEAN HEAD 
DIAMETERS FOR THE, MAJOR PHASES 
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similar group might be suggested from the scatter plot 

in phases XII: 2 and XIII 20th century, these were the 

groups with fewest examples, and the intermediate phases 

XII: l and XIII which had much larger numbers showed that 

there were no such separate groups given enough 

examples. 
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